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Abstract
This thesis project is the first part of a historical fiction novel. It takes place in the Outer
Banks of North Carolina in 1910 and imagines the perspective of a sound-color synesthete 
named Bert Beasley, who witnessed the Wright brothers complete the first engine-powered 
flight. Bert wants to leave his home to pursue aviation but is unable to do so because he is 
needed to help run his family's failing general store. When Elisabeth Lavoie, a French musician, 
moves to town and buys a dilapidated house, Bert believes he'll be able to solve his problems by 
earning extra money as her repairman. However, her voice is purple—the only color he's never 
heard before—and her music changes colors, which shouldn't be possible. As he grows closer to 
Elisabeth, Bert becomes less sure that he wants to leave, but his decision is complicated once 
more when he learns that the Wright brothers have opened a flying school.
The novel switches between the third-person points of view of Bert and Elisabeth. The 
dual perspectives provide insight into their individual inner conflicts—Bert longs to leave a 
home he loves as Elisabeth struggles to find a home she has lost—and demonstrates how their 
respective relationships with sound have shaped them into two people who have the potential to 
be a home for each other.
The descriptions of synesthesia in this project present a creative interpretation of how 
color-sound combinations manifest themselves in synesthetes, both visually/audibly and 
emotionally. I conducted research to accurately portray the visual/auditory experiences of 
synesthesia, but I also took some artistic license in that the story implies that Bert's emotions, or 
the emotions of the musician playing the music he hears, has an effect on the color of the sound. 
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This is not based on the known science of synesthesia but allowed for a deeper exploration of the 
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The Outer Banks, NC - December 17, 1903
To the boy on the dunes, the wind sounded blue. It was the color of ocean water and 
roared in from the north in curling waves, crashing over the beach like a second sea. Whenever 
the wind swept through the long grass around him, its color changed right along with the sound, 
pale green shimmers flashing up from the swishing strands like fishes flipping free of the 
breakers.
From the top of a dune, Bert could see the whole of Kitty Hawk beach. Three years ago, 
he would've taken the time to sketch all of it, whatever there was to see—the sandpipers 
scurrying to and from the waterline, the boats drifting along the horizon, or the banker ponies 
moseying between the dunes. But that was before the Wright brothers. Now whenever he set 
pencil to paper, he only drew their flying contraptions.
The latest machine, the Flyer, was near about the most graceful thing he'd ever seen. It 
perched on top of a dolly at the start of the sixty-foot wooden track they'd built to launch it. It 
rocked side to side as the wind snapped at it, like a seabird balancing on a crag, its wooden frame 
light, but boxy, with long wings that stuck straight out to the sides. They were split into two 
levels, the space between supported by thin metal poles and crisscrossed bicycle wire. All in all, 
with the horizontal tail at the back and the two big propellers, it looked something like a 
dragonfly, although he knew from watching their glider tests that it wouldn't fly like one.
Dragonflies darted, but the Wrights' flying machines soared.
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When they stayed in the air, at least. He'd seen too many of the gliders splinter against 
the sand, their wood snapping with a harsh orange crack at the end of their plummet back to 
Earth. There was a chance this one wouldn't fly at all. He couldn't let himself forget that.
Bert drew the wings first, keeping an eye on the men bustling around the Flyer. Of the 
five local men, he'd only met three, the ones that worked at the Lifesaving Station, because they 
came into his pop's general store all the time. The other two were from the next town over and 
he'd been surprised to learn that one of them was a teenager, only two years older than he was. 
As he watched, the men straightened out the two-by-fours that made up the track, checking to see 
that the ends lined up neatly.
Meanwhile, the Wrights were fussing over the Flyer itself. They'd only been in his pop's 
store twice, and Bert hadn't worked up the courage to talk to either of them yet, but he'd learned 
which was which right off. Orville, the younger one with the big moustache and the booming 
scarlet laugh, had apparently won the coin toss today. He was already lying on his stomach in the 
pilot's cradle, testing the hip controls and the other steering mechanisms. As he shifted his 
weight, the Flyer's wingtips lifted up and down, like a bird ruffling its feathers. When he shifted 
a different way, the sheet of horizontal canvas fixed to the tail turned from side to side.
Bert knew a rudder when he saw one. Pressing the pencil tip back to the page, he drew 
squiggly arrows around the tail to show how it would redirect the flow of the wind, turning the 
Flyer whichever way Orville wanted it to go. In the space above the arrows, he scrawled a 
question, “Birds steer like boats?” before returning to his study of the men and their machine.
At the front of the Flyer, Wilbur, the one with sharp eyes and a sharper nose, tinkered 
with the engine, which rested on the bottom layer of the right wing, slightly off-center.
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Bert couldn't see much of the engine from where he was, so he simply drew it as a box 
on the wing. Then he paused his sketching and looked back up at the Flyer. There was something 
off about it. Craning his neck to see better, he traced its shape with his eyes, comparing it to the 
pencil lines in his notebook.
Its wings were uneven, the right one sticking out about four more inches than the left. 
That couldn't be a mistake. If he could see it all the way from his dune, the Wrights must've 
noticed it too. But the wings on their gliders had never looked like that.
Bert erased the end of the right wing in his drawing, drew it longer, and then wrote 
another question above it: “Because of engine?” Before he could puzzle it out, Orville yelled 
something, his voice a red spark that was quickly doused by the color of the wind. Bert hadn't 
heard the words, but the local men moved away from the track, drawing around to the side of it 
and keeping their distance.
He scrambled up into a sitting position, the better to see, and watched as Wilbur and 
Orville shook hands. They held on for a moment, like they were steadying each other, and then 
Wilbur moved to take up a position next to the right wing.
They were ready.
The engine sputtered to a start, snorting out a puff of bluish-gray that was only a shade 
darker than the sound of the wind. The propellers started to spin, twirling lazily but then picking 
up speed until they were only a blur. Another puff burst free, jouncing the wooden frame up on 
one side as the engine began to rumble.
The sound of it seemed to hum right through his bones, its color echoing after it.
They let the engine and the propellers run for a moment, the Flyer trembling at the end of 
its tether like a hound dog that had caught a scent and wanted off the leash. Then one of the local 
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men at the back stepped forward and released the rope holding it back. The Flyer lurched 
forward as its engine propelled the dolly down the track. Wilbur jogged beside it, steadying the 
wing with his hand. It ran straight just like it should, picking up speed as it skittered along.
Then, just before the fourth and final two-by-four, the flying machine lifted right off the 
dolly and into the air.
The wind fought the Flyer, jolting it up and down, a wild horse trying to buck an 
unwanted rider. As the Flyer's nose jerked towards the ground, Bert felt all the breath slip out of 
him. But it rose again, the wings seesawing as Orville fought to keep them level. Together, they 
strained forward for more distance, shaky and uncertain against the sky.
For twelve seconds, for a lifetime, the Flyer soared. When it finally dipped back down to 
the ground, it bounced as it landed, one wing striking the sand before it skidded to a halt. Wilbur, 
running towards it, punched the air and whooped, a bolt of emerald green exploding in the air.
At the sound, something inside Bert was knocked loose. Air whooshed back into his 
lungs, the ache in his chest expanding as he let out a laugh. Grinning from ear to ear, he 
collapsed onto his back and stared up at the sky.
They'd done it.
An incredible, unbelievable thing that shouldn't have been possible. Another laugh 
bubbled up out of him and he pressed his hands over his face, squeezing his eyes shut. In the 
darkness behind his eyelids, with the wind roaring blue and the engine thrumming in time with 




Kill Devil Hills, NC - February 1910
Every now and again, there'd come a morning when the tinkling of the wind chimes 
hanging outside his window glided into Bert's dreams in glimmers of pale sky blue. On those 
days, when the chimes woke him instead of the copper-colored clanging of breakfast pans, he 
slid right out of bed and into his boots, shrugging on his jacket and stumbling out of the house 
before he was even fully awake.
He usually went to the beach to watch the sun rise over the water. Or he sat outside the 
store and drew birds flying in the not-quite-twilight sky. Or, if there was enough light, he found a 
quiet spot in the woods and read a few chapters of one of his books.
But on this particular morning, he headed for the Sound.
The dock was quiet, except for the water lapping gently against the posts and the wood 
creaking beneath his footfalls. It was one of the quieter places in the Banks, especially at this 
time of day, with only the occasional rustle of the cordgrass or the croak of a frog to interrupt the 
silence. He'd always found it funny that, when there weren't boats passing through, he had to 
strain to hear any sounds in the Sound at all.
Bert settled himself down on the dock, leaning back against a post. The water was alight, 
slick as a mirror and reflecting the fire of the sky. In some areas, the Sound looked much like a 
stretch of the ocean, with nothing but still water stretching to the horizon. Here, though, it 
bottlenecked into a wide strait. Just across the way, he could see the shoreline of one of the 
smaller barrier islands, its trees silhouetted against the morning sky.
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The only thing moving out on the Sound at all was a line of ducks paddling about, a yard 
or two from the end of the dock. Bert dug his notebook out of his jacket pocket and flipped it 
open to a blank page. There weren't many left, almost all of them filled with sketches of birds 
he'd seen or machines he'd read about in books. Still, there was room enough for the ducks.
He started by sketching the mother duck, noting the waggle of her tail feathers as she 
skated through the water. With her wings folded across her back, she looked like a little tugboat, 
her head serving as the tiller. He drew her tail with an upturned curl, the tips of her wing feathers 
raised just slightly off her back, and her head tilted back towards her ducklings.
The ducklings he drew dispersed in a cloud behind her. One flapping its wings. One with 
its head dunked underwater and its feet paddling the air. One shaking water out of its feathers. 
Then he added the ripples around them, shading in the water more lightly than he'd shaded in 
their feathers.
A pepper of mustard-colored quacks brought his eyes back up to the ducks. The mother 
duck was tugging along, turning to scold her children for not keeping up. As the ducklings 
peeped for her to wait, yellow pinpricks blinked in and out of sight above them.
Sticking the pencil between his teeth, Bert tugged off his jacket and rifled through the 
pockets. He had a few loose crayons, somewhere, but he could never seem to remember to put 
them all in the same place.
He found a blue, a green, and a brown before he finally discovered the yellow and orange 
crayons in the inside pocket of his jacket, nestled beside a book of matches and his pocketknife. 
Taking the pencil out of his mouth, he erased some of the water. Careful not to press too hard, he 
filled in the empty spaces with yellow, layering in a little orange and some brown until it was the 
correct shade. It looked rather like the ducks had fireflies floating above their heads.
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“Oy!”
Bert jumped, leaving a streak of yellow across the page. The ducks, quacking 
indignantly, fled for the nearest patch of reeds.
Despite the distance between him and the boat sailing towards him, Bert recognized 
Charlie Kistler's voice. It was shiny silver, like the gleam of a dolphin when it leaped out of the 
water. He was still too far away to see clearly, but Bert knew he was grinning like a loon for 
having startled him.
As his small sloop drew closer, Charlie lifted a hand to wave. He was short and slight, 
almost hidden from view by the tied-down packages and bags of mail cluttering up the front of 
the boat. He'd always been skinny, even when they were kids going to school together, and Bert 
sometimes wondered how he managed to sail the sloop without blowing away himself. That, 
along with his untidy mop of blonde hair and easy smile, made it hard to remember that Charlie 
could toss around mail bags twice his size and win arm-wrestling matches against most of the 
fishermen in the tavern.
“What're you doing here? We're not set to meet for another two days.”
“Can't I just stop by to say hello anymore, Beasley?”
“Not if you're going to scare the living daylights outta me.”
“Oh, quit griping.”
Charlie stooped to reach for something at the bottom of the boat, keeping one hand on the 
tiller. Suspecting what was about to happen, Bert tossed his notebook onto his jacket and 
scrambled to his feet.
“Catch!” Charlie flung a coil of rope towards him.
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It unfurled as it crossed the water between them, the loops unwinding mid-air. The end of 
it would've fallen right into the water if Bert hadn't lunged forward to catch it, almost toppling 
off the dock himself.
He looked back out at Charlie, glaring, but Charlie just laughed. “Careful now, that was a 
close one.”
Rolling his eyes, Bert crouched to tie the rope around one of the cleats bolted to the dock.
“You think we'll get a storm any time soon?” Charlie brought the boat in alongside the 
dock, the side of it thunking soundly against the wood. “My hull was scraping bottom coming 
through that little inlet back there and I reckon it'll close soon if we don't get some rain.”
“Doesn't look like rain.”
“We'll have to hope for the best then. Or at least hope that there'll be less mail to bring 
over. Now, where'd I put—?” He moved to the stern of the boat, shifting aside some of the 
packages. “—here they are!”
He held up a stack of books tied together with twine, then clambered onto the dock and 
dumped them into Bert's arms.
“Got over to the mainland sooner than I thought, so I swung by in case you were out here 
somewhere.”
“Thanks.” Bert knelt to set the books down on his jacket. As he did, he ran a finger down 
their spines, checking their titles—A Yankee in King Arthur's Court by Mark Twain, Ozma of Oz 
by L. Frank Baum, and A Modern Utopia and The First Men in the Moon, both by H.G. Wells. 
Charlie had found all the ones he'd asked for, including an issue of Popular Mechanics 
magazine, which was hard to come by.
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Charlie tapped its cover. “I'm expecting a bonus for this one. It took that librarian a 
helluva long time to find an issue you hadn't read yet. I must've stood there waiting for hours.”
Bert bit the inside of his cheek to keep from smiling. Typical Charlie. “Right, hours and 
hours, I'll bet. Sure it wasn't days?”
“Might've been a whole week, come to think of it.” Charlie pressed a hand against his 
stomach, his eyes going big and mournful like a begging hound. “I wasted away, that's all I 
know.”
“What do you want then?”
“You think your mama could make me some cookies?”
“I'll ask her, but I don't know if she was planning on baking this week.” Bert picked his 
notebook up and flipped through it. “I've another list of books for next time.”
“Jesus. Don't your eyeballs get tired?”
“Don't your mouth?”
Charlie barked out a laugh. “Well, if you're tired of my jawing, then I'll leave you be. 
I've got to get back on schedule anyway or the postmaster will have my hide.”
Bert tore the list out and handed it to Charlie, who folded the paper up and tucked it into 
his shirt pocket.
“See you in two days, then?” He hopped back into his boat and started untying the rope 
from the dock.
“Right.” Bert cleared his throat. “I do appreciate it, you know.”
“Sure. I'll believe that when there's fresh-baked cookies in my hands.” He grinned and 
pushed his sloop away from the dock. “Take care.”
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Bert raised a hand in farewell, watching as Charlie steered the sloop back out into the 
Sound.
The sky had lightened while they'd been talking, losing most of its orange hues and 
taking on some pale pinks and purples. If the sun was that far up, no doubt Pop would already be 
on his way to the store.
Bert turned to gather up his things, stuffing his notebook back into his pocket before 
throwing his jacket on. He was late.
The bell over the door jingled against the wood when he walked into the general store, a 
flurry of gold sparkles raining down in front of him.
Pop looked up from his place behind the counter, his eyebrows clashing together. It 
wasn't a full scowl, exactly, but that was only because he was in the middle of helping two 
customers.
But, still, that look was enough. Pop had spent years working as a fisherman and all that 
sun and salt had taken its toll. His skin was brown and weathered, with as many ridges and 
grooves as a piece of driftwood that'd washed up on the shore. Being scrutinized by him was like 
being speared by a harpoon.
“Sorry I'm late,” Bert said. “Lost track of time.”
Mrs. Padgett, the wife of one of Pop's fishermen friends, smiled at him. “Well, that's 
easy enough to do on a day as nice as this.”
She was a short, round-faced woman with graying blonde hair and round spectacles that 
always seemed to sit a little crooked on her nose. Bert didn't think he'd ever seen her so much as 
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frown, but the other customer, Mrs. Darrow, never did anything but. She pursed her lips at Mrs. 
Padgett, her eyes flicking disapprovingly to the dirt on Bert's boots.
“Put those books in the back, then help Mrs. Darrow.” Pop's voice was the brown-black 
color of coffee, though decidedly less warm at the moment.
As Pop and Mrs. Padgett turned back to their conversation, Bert flipped up a section of 
the countertop and slipped behind it. Squeezing past Pop, he ducked into the storeroom to stow 
his books and jacket.
He snagged his apron off its hook and then came back out front, hurriedly tying the 
strings behind his back. “What can I get for you, ma'am?”
“Just these.” Mrs. Darrow set a list on top of the counter for him to pick up. Her writing 
was looped and curly, nearly illegible in its fanciness. But, after a second of squinting, he was 
fairly sure the first item read “Honey - 1 jar.”
List in hand, Bert turned around to the shelves to start gathering up what she'd asked for.
The shelves lined every inch of the wall behind the counter, starting at around Bert's knees and 
going all the way up to the ceiling. He and Pop organized the goods by necessity, with the most 
commonly bought items like canned food on the middle shelves where they were within easy 
reach, and the less frequently bought items like tools or bolts of fabric placed on either the top or 
bottom shelves.
Bert moved quickly, knowing by heart where everything was kept, but he barely 
registered what he was doing, his head filled with thoughts of the books Charlie had brought 
him.
He'd read Wells' The First Men in the Moon before, but it'd been a few years. He 
remembered being fascinated by the vessel the main characters had built to carry them to the 
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Moon, a sphere made of metal that defied gravity. If getting off the sand had given the Flyer that 
much trouble, the launch of the two men's ship into space must've been even rougher. They 
would've been shaken like marbles in a cup, though he supposed it would've smoothed out once 
they got up where the wind couldn't reach them. And then it would've been like floating in the 
ocean. Suspended. Weightless. Still.
He wondered whether space felt like water. Whether flying up there would be the same as 
plunging below the surface of the ocean and diving down to the deeps. Would the stars ripple 
when an aircraft passed through them? If he scooped up a handful of space, would it trickle 
between his fingers like ink?
As he climbed up on the ladder to retrieve a spool of ribbon and a box of buttons, Mrs.
Padgett's voice broke through his daydreams, painting little dabs of rose on the shelf in front of 
him.
“I don't think anyone would've ever expected it,” she was saying. “But they make a fine 
pair.”
“Do you think so?” Mrs. Darrow's words were clipped, green thorns.
“Well, your Beatrice is just darling, and the Spivey boy is as handsome as they come.”
Ah. They were talking about Mrs. Darrow's daughter and Joseph, one of the local 
fishermen. Bert made a face, glad his back was turned. What Mrs. Padgett said was true enough. 
He'd gone to school with Beatrice and she was kinder than anyone else he'd ever known, and 
pretty to boot. She had lovely red hair, like her mother, but softer eyes and a gentle smile. And 
Joseph was good-looking enough, but his chin was too pointed and his smile too crooked. 
Besides that, he was a jackass.
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“Anyone can see they're in love,” Mrs. Padgett went on. “I expect they'd be very happy 
together.”
“Hmm.”
Bert came down the ladder, sneaking a glance at Mrs. Darrow. Her lips were pressed 
even thinner, and the knuckles of her clasped hands had gone white.
“It remains to be seen,” she commented finally. Her eyes snapped to Bert. “Is that 
everything?”
“Yes, ma'am.”
He set the paper bag of groceries on the counter. Handing the money to Pop, she took the 
bag and left, the orange clunk of the door and a jingle of gold sparkles punctuating her exit.
Mrs. Padgett watched her go, her brow furrowing. “I hadn't meant anything by it. Only 
that Beatrice and Joseph seem happy.”
“I wouldn't worry about it, Myrtle,” Pop assured her. “Nora's been testy ever since her 
husband died.”
“Before that, I reckon,” Bert muttered.
Luckily, Pop was busy retrieving a box of soap and didn't hear the remark. But Mrs. 
Padgett did, and she winked at him.
“Has the Spivey boy gone and proposed then?” Pop asked.
“Not yet, but he will soon if he knows what's good for him,” Mrs. Padgett sent another 
kind smile Bert's way. “We'll have to find a girl for you next, Bert.”
Bert should've expected something of the sort. He was almost twenty-two, and if it had 
been up to Mama and her matchmaking friends, he would've settled down years ago.
“Maybe one of these days.”
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“Bert, there's a spool of thread on this list,” Pop interrupted.
He'd been half-turned towards the ladder before he'd spoken, but now returned to the 
counter, his step hitching a little as he walked.
“Got it.” Bert climbed back up the ladder.
Years ago, before Bert was born, Pop's leg had been broken in three places when his boat 
had gotten caught out at sea during a particularly nasty storm. The leg had healed as well as it 
was ever going to, leaving him with aches and pains and a permanent limp. And a general store 
instead of a boat.
When he reached the shelf with the sewing supplies, Bert didn't see any thread. He 
shifted things around, but none appeared behind the boxes of buttons and the spools of lace and 
ribbon.
“There's none up here.” He climbed back down, hopping to the ground when there were 
only two rungs left. “I'll check the back.”
They were low on lots of little things lately. The general store in Nag's Head had 
expanded since the hotel was built and had stolen some of their customers. Since their larger 
goods weren't selling as well, they didn't have enough funds to restock some of the smaller 
items.
Bert found a spool of thread on one of the shelves in the storeroom, but there were only 
two more spools beside it. They'd need to order more soon, though there were other things they 
needed just as much. Nails. Fishing line. Tea. Coffee. Tobacco. There wouldn't be enough 
money for all of it.
He left the storeroom and tucked the spool of thread into Mrs. Padgett's grocery bag.
“That's everything.” Pop leaned over the counter to hand the bag to her.
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“Thank you much!” She set some money on the countertop. “You two have a good day 
now.”
As soon as the door shut behind her, Pop turned to face him, folding his arms across his 
ample stomach.
“Second time this week you've been late.”
“I know. Won't happen again.”
“You're twenty-one years old, Bert. You should be past the age of wandering around 
with your head in the clouds.”
“I was talking to Charlie, we just talked too long is all. I'll be on time tomorrow.”
“See that you are.” Pop turned back around, picking up a rag to wipe down the counter.
Bert bit his lip, holding back an argument.
“We need to take inventory,” he said finally. “I'll see to it.”
Pop didn't turn around, didn't say anything, just nodded.
At dinner that night, Bert didn't even bother trying to keep track of his parents' 
conversation. He ate without noticing the taste, or even what kind of food it was, mulling over 
the problem of how to earn more money to keep the shop open. He already went hunting or 
fishing whenever he could, supplementing their food supply so they didn't have to buy as many 
groceries. Mama used the fur off his game to make hats and gloves, which Pop sold at the store 
alongside any extra meat. And it'd been Bert's idea to take on all the home deliveries himself, 
instead of paying local kids to cart groceries to their customers. There didn't seem to be any 
more corners to cut and they were barely getting by as it was.
“Bert?” Mama asked.
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Bert looked up from his plate, realizing he'd been stacking chunks of carrots on his fork 
without eating any of them.
“Yes?” He shoved the carrots into his mouth.
She raised her eyebrows. “I just wondered if you saw Charlie this morning.”
Bert nodded, struggling to chew.
“How's he doing?”
Bert washed the carrots down with a gulp of water. “Same as always. He thought it'd be 
funny to sneak up on me. Nearabout gave me a heart attack.”
Mama covered her mouth with her hand, her laugh sending bubbles the color of pea soup 
spilling out from between her fingers. They floated around her like soap suds. “That boy! I'm 
glad he took on that mail route. The busier he is, the less trouble he causes.”
“He also asked if you'd bake him some cookies. As a kind of trade for the books he 
brought me.”
“Of course! If I remember right, gingersnaps are his favorite.”
Pop set his silverware down and wiped his mouth with a napkin, “I don't think that's a 
good idea.”
“What do you mean?” Mama asked.
“Well.. .you know the store is.. .it's in a tight spot right now.” Pop rubbed a finger across 
his nose, like he had an itch. “We're low on some things and we don't have the means to order as 
much as we need to.”
“But what's that go to do with Charlie?”
“We're trving to save everv pennv we can. And baking things for Charlie takes eggs and 
flour and all that. Things that cost.”
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Bert felt a weight settle over his limbs. Stopping the trade with Charlie would just be 
another way of saving. A bit more flour and sugar for their own table. An extra duck or salted 
fish to sell at the store. But, as much as he wanted to ease the burden on both his parents, there 
was a small, selfish part of him that refused to let the books go.
“I can't.”
Pop's brow furrowed. “It'd only be for a little while.”
“I know, but—” Saving money and keeping the store open was more important, Bert 
knew that. But reading was the last thing he had that wasn't about eking out a living. “Look, I 
won't trade him any more baked goods. Just fish or whatever else I catch.”
“Whatever you catch does us more good being sold at the store. And the time you spend 
on reading could be used for—”
For more hunting and fishing. More time doing chores. More time at the store. More 
deliveries. More time spent digging himself deeper and deeper into the Banks while everything 
else got farther away.
“I'm out the house before the sun's up and I'm not back 'til after it sets. What more time 
do you think I have just lying around?”
“We're all making sacrifices, Bert. This is just 'til we're back on our feet.”
“I hunt the game and I catch the fish.” The words leapt from his mouth unbidden, pushed 
up and out by a kind of rising panic in his chest. “So I'll do with 'em what I want.”
Pop's face emptied out. He was still frowning, but now he just looked old, not angry. Bert 
bit the inside of his cheek, mad at himself for saying the words and mad that, deep down, he also 
didn't wish them unsaid.
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Mama reached over to take Pop's hand. “Trading with Charlie doesn't cost us all that 
much. Bert catches plenty of rabbits and ducks, we can spare a few.”
She waited until Pop nodded before she released his hand. Smoothing out the napkin on 
her lap, she returned her attention to her plate. Pop and Bert picked up their silverware again as 
well, the silence straining the air.
After dinner, Bert went to the pump out back to fill up a bucket of water. The weight he'd 
felt at dinner had converged on a point in the middle of his chest, condensing into a lump. As he 
pumped the lever up and down, he tried to shove the feeling aside.
The dull clang of the pump sent copper rippling through the air, the color undulating 
through the jade splashes of the water as it poured into the bucket and sloshed around. The trees 
around the house were awash in moonlight, a silver glow sifting through the darkened silhouettes 
of their branches before getting all snarled up in the roots and brush. As the wind blew through 
the leaves, a blanket of blue-gray drifted down, shushing the dark scarlet ribbets of frogs and the 
light orange flickers of chirping crickets.
Just listening to it all hushed some of the disquiet roiling around inside him. As much as 
he wanted to leave the Banks, its sounds were familiar, the colors comforting.
When the bucket was full, he let the lever fall back in place with one last copper clink. 
Then, taking a breath, he picked up the bucket and hauled it back inside.
Mama was already waiting for him in the kitchen, the dirty dishes from the stove and the 
table stacked together on the counter. “There's not much to clean tonight. I can take care of it on 
my own.”
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He set the bucket down, careful not to spill any water. “That's alright. I don't mind 
helping.”
“I know you don't. But I reckon you're itching to read your new books.” Mama smiled. 
“Go on then. You've only an hour or so before bed.”
She reached up to cup his jaw, standing on tiptoe to kiss him on the cheek. Bert felt the 
lump in his chest twist and tighten, like a rope cinching around a cleat.
Some of the guilt he was feeling must've shown on his face, but Mama misunderstood it. 
“Honestly, it's fine. There'll be plenty more dishes for you to do tomorrow.”
She turned to start on the dishes, dunking a rag into the bucket.
“It's not that.”
Mama wrung out the rag, her hands twisting it tight, turning her knuckles white. “You're 
both doing your best.” Though her hands were tense, her eyes were soft. “He knows what he was 
asking of you. He's more upset at the situation, I think, than he is with you.”
“I shouldn't have said it that way.”
“No, I reckon not. You'll both have some making up to do. Though—” She dipped a 
plate into the water and scrubbed at it. “The hard thing is I don't know that either of you are 
wrong.”
“Thanks, Mama.”
Leaving her to the dishes, he went to his room and shut the door. He'd left the books and 
his jacket on the bed earlier, and he collapsed onto the blanket beside them with every intention 
of reading.
Instead, he gazed up at the rafters, at the place where two beams met. He'd hidden a tin 
can up there with every penny he'd ever thought to save tucked away inside. It had started as a 
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going-away fund, money for leaving the Banks to become a pilot or an aeroplane engineer. There 
wasn't even half a soup serving's worth of coins in it, not enough to buy a train ticket, let alone 
more stock for the shop. But he reckoned it was about time he offered it to his parents anyway. It 
wasn't much and, at the very least, it might smooth things over with Pop.
Bert closed his eyes. It wasn't much but, like the books, it made him feel like the rest of 
the world was a lot closer, like he'd get to see it himself one day.
He'd thought about flying, almost every day since he'd seen the Wrights make it 
possible. He'd imagined being caught up in the wind, the wings of the flyer moving with him 
like they'd grown out of his own back, lifting him so high there was nothing but the horizon in 
every direction. The roar of the engine thundering, the very air humming, and every inch of him 
humming with it. It wouldn't feel like being a bird, it'd feel like being a storm.
He could do it. If he ever got the chance to leave the Banks, he knew he could.
Getting up, he knelt next to the bed and reached under it, groping for the box he kept 
there. Inside were a few of the model aeroplanes he'd whittled over the years. It was mostly just 
pieces of wood or scraps of canvas, bits of models that had broken when he'd tested them on the 
wind, or parts of models that he hadn't assembled yet. The last one he'd tried, one that was half 
canvas and half wood, had been light enough, but not strong enough. Its wings had snapped as 
soon as it struck the ground. He'd repaired it with globs of pine resin, but it was still as fragile as 
a broken teacup glued back together.
The model he'd been working on most recently was a new design. A little wider in body, 
a little more pointed at the nose, and with wings that angled sharply back like a tern.
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He turned the body of it over in his hands, feeling the scores on the wood that he'd have 
to sand down and smooth out once he finished shaving more weight off it. It was still too thick at 
the moment, not light enough to stay off the ground.
Though none of them ever lasted. When he finished a flying model and took it to the 
dunes, they soared on the air for farther and longer than paper planes, but always, always crashed 
back onto the sand in the end.
He'd seen the Wrights lose glider after glider to the wind, to the beach. Even their 
engine-powered Flyer hadn't stayed up for very long during that first run. Which is what made it 
so hard to let his dreams of flying go. There was always that maybe, that someday.
He wouldn't leave his parents with the shop the way it was, but half a can of coins 
wouldn't make a difference. He'd keep it for now and try to find another way. Taking his knife 




The next day, Bert arrived at the shop on time, but spent the whole morning wrapped up 
in his own head. If they were going to keep the shop open, he'd have to take on more work and 
earn more money. He could probably find work at the sportsmen's club over in Kitty Hawk if he 
asked around—the tourists there were always looking for guides to take them hunting or fishing. 
There was sure to be similar work at the hotel in Nag's Head. He could even ask Charlie if there 
were any openings at the Kitty Hawk Post Office, though he didn't have a sailboat and he 
doubted that they'd let him transport mail in his rowboat.
The only problem was that any of those jobs would cut into his time at the shop, and Pop 
needed him for deliveries and for climbing up the ladder to reach the higher shelves. The extra 
money might not be worth the strain it'd put on Pop not to have him around.
Smaller jobs were the answer then, something he could do before or after work. He'd 
have to see if there were any odd jobs in town that needed doing. Fence fixing or roof repair or 
boat waxing, though most people either knew how to do that themselves or they didn't care 
enough to fix those things in the first place.
Bert was still mulling over the problem that afternoon when the bell over the door jingled 
and ten-year-old Will Mooneyham came into the shop.
“Hey, boyo, what brings you by?”
“Ma sent me to invite you to dinner tonight. You wanna come?”
Will was the son of Mrs. Padgett's daughter, Daisy, and Bert's best friend, Gus, who was 
a fisherman and six years his senior. The oldest of five children, Will was prone to the solemnity 
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that went hand-in-hand with being a big brother, but his voice was the same vibrant blue as the 
feathers of a blue grosbeak.
“Wouldn't miss it,” Bert answered. “But that's not all, is it?”
“Nope. I'm s'posed to get more eggs and some matches, 'cause we've run out of both.” 
Digging some coins out of his pocket, Will lined them up carefullv on the counter. “Do vou think 
there'll be enough for some candv too?”
At the question, Pop poked his head out of the storeroom, where he'd been taking 
inventorv. He gave Will a suspicious, appraising look. “Did vour mama sav vou could buy 
candv?”
Will tilted his head thoughtfully. He looked the spitting image of his father when he did 
that. All five of the Moonevham kids had inherited Gus's looks, sharing his messv black curls, 
sticking-out ears, and bright, impish smile.
Bert had seen that smile countless times growing up when he and Gus used to play tricks 
on the older fishermen, hiding worms in their sandwiches or counting how many fishing hooks 
thev could stick onto the backs of the fishermen's jackets before thev got caught. Unfortunately 
for Gus and his wife—and the rest of the town—the Moonevham kids had inherited their father's 
fondness for mischief.
“She didn't sav I couldn't,” Will replied finallv, a slv grin creeping over his face.
Bert laughed. Pop looked like he wanted to, his eyes and the corners of his mouth 
softening, but he held firm.
“How 'bout vou sweep up for us, and we'll call that pavment enough for a piece of 
candv?”
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“Sure!” Will ducked under the gap in the counter to retrieve the broom from its corner. 
“But can I have five pieces? The twins and Lottie and Seamus will be sad if I get some, but they 
don't.”
“Seamus is just a baby, you swindler,” Bert chuckled.
Will ignored him, leaning on the broom handle as he gazed at Pop beseechingly. Bert 
glanced at him too. His pop had a soft spot for the Mooneyham kids, but candy was one of the 
things they were running low on.
“Well...” Pop rubbed his hand across his jaw, the lines around his mouth deepening. “I 
don't know, boyo. Thing is.”
Bert stepped in. “One piece of candy. But I'll throw in an aerodynamics lesson.”
Will's eyes lit up. “Charlie brought you another Popular Mechanics?”
“Yep. And this one had an article about how wing design affects flight. I thought we 
could make some paper aeroplanes and run a few tests, find a way to decrease drag and 
maximize glide.”
Will bounced on the balls of his feet. “Did you bring the magazine with you? Does it 
have pictures of the wings?”
“I'll show you after you sweep.”
That was all the prompting Will needed. Dragging the broom behind him, he bounded 
over to the far corner of the store to start sweeping. Pop turned to go back into the storeroom, 
pausing to lay his hand on Bert's shoulder, his grip squeezing a silent thank-you before he left 
the room.
“Are we going to test for speed or distance?” Will scraped the bristles against the 
floorboards, accidentally sweeping them over his own feet because he was looking up at Bert.
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“Dad always makes the wings thin, and they fly really fast but hit the ground fast too. I think 
bigger wings would catch more air, but they'd have more drag, right?”
“Yep. You've got to find a balance between the two.”
“What about hot air balloons? They're not fast at all, but that one article you showed me 
said they can stay up in the air for a long time. You think they'll ever make a fast hot air balloon? 
How would that work? Hey, can we build a model hot air balloon sometime? Do you know how 
to do that?”
He continued firing questions without waiting for Bert's answers, musing thoughtfully 
about balloon designs as he swept the floor and filled the shop with bright blue swoops of color.
After they helped Pop close the shop, and after they spent a few minutes poring over the 
magazine and folding paper aeroplanes, Bert and Will set off for the Mooneyham house. Bert 
carried the grocery bag, which had the eggs and matches in the bottom and all their paper 
aeroplanes carefully perched together near the top. As they walked, Will threw the paper 
aeroplanes out ahead of them, chattering excitedly about how far they went or how crooked they 
flew or how quickly they crashed into a bush. He dashed after them as soon as they started to 
fall, scooping them up and bringing them back for Bert to inspect.
Will had been right—the one with the narrowest nose and thinnest body had made for the 
fastest plane. However, it hadn't flown straight at all, turning midair to dart around and land 
behind them. The one that had flown the straightest and the farthest was one that Bert had folded, 
a narrow-nosed plane with boxy wings.
Right as they were running low on planes to test, they reached the turn that took them to 
the Mooneyham house. It was closer to town than Bert's house, tucked back into the trees just 
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off the main road. Gus and Daisy had painted it yellow, a rare deviation from the faded white, 
muted blue, and rust-brown buildings that made up the town. He spotted it easily through the 
trees—and had no trouble hearing it either.
If the Sound was the quietest place he'd found in the Banks, Gus's house was the loudest. 
He and Will were barely in sight of the porch when they were hit by the wave of loud voices, 
clanging pots and pans, and laughter coming from it. Still, he was used to it after all this time, 
and the colors didn't overwhelm him any more than the noise did.
As they got closer, the front door crashed open and five-year-old Lottie barreled down 
the steps towards them. Her dark curls were pulled back in a messy braid, which flew behind her 
like a kite tail as she ran.
“Uncle Bert!” Her voice was pale pink, like the mallow flowers that grew along the 
shore. “Look! I've got a loose tooth! Look!”
She stuck her finger in her mouth, wiggling her front tooth back and forth.
“So you do!” Bert knelt down in front of her to see, even though his stomach twisted at 
the sight.
“Gross,” Will complained. Taking the grocery bag from Bert, he dodged around his sister 
and went into the house.
“Want me to loosen it all the way for you? I've a pair of pliers somewhere.” Bert patted 
down his pockets, pretending to look for one.
Lottie shrieked and ran for the house, shrieking even louder when Gus appeared in the 
doorway and scooped her up. The twins, Fergus and Fiona, both almost eight, were each clinging 
to one of his legs, giggling as he dragged them across the porch.
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Gus hoisted Lottie up, resting her on his hip. “Your ma's asked for quiet now, my 
darling, at least 'til she's done cooking supper.”
He set her back down on the ground, then untangled himself from the twins. “Off with 
you now! Go play 'til we call you in to eat.”
“You coming too, Uncle Bert?” Fergus clambered to his feet. “We're going to be 
pirates.”
Any other day, he might've, but he wanted to talk to Gus about finding extra jobs around 
town. He'd know of any tourists looking for fish or game guides, and Daisy would probably 
know about anything else.
“Next time,” Bert promised. “I need to talk to your dad today.”
“But we need you to hide the treasure!”
“And to make another map!”
“Please?”
“Yeah, please?”
“He gave you an answer, now let him alone.” Gus waved his hands at them. “Go on, 
you'll see him at dinner.”
As the kids chased each other into the woods, Gus collapsed into one of the rocking 
chairs on the porch, sighing in relief as he stretched. “You really have something to talk about, or 
you just tuckered out?”
Bert hesitated, trying to figure out how to tell him about the store's troubles without 
making it sound like he was asking for money. Pop wouldn't object to Bert getting another job, if 
there was good pay and the hours didn't overlap with the store too much, but he'd pitch a fit if he 
thought Bert was taking charity.
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Gus sat up straighter, pointing at Bert's face. “You do got something then.” He waved 
Bert towards the other rocking chair. “Sit down. What's going on?”
Bert sighed and sunk down into the other chair. “I've just been thinking.. .the store hasn't 
been too busy lately, so I was thinking about taking on another job.”
“Hmm. Would this be in addition to working at the store? Or instead of?”
Bert lifted one shoulder in a shrug. “It'd depend on the pay, I guess. And on.”
“On your pop. You talk to him about this yet?”
“Not exactly. We've talked about me finding more work, but he's also planning on me 
taking over the store for him someday. He'll be none too happy if I quit it entirely.”
“Yeah, I reckon it wouldn't sit well at all.”
“What wouldn't sit well?” Behind them, the screen door rattled as Daisy nudged it open 
with her foot, slipping outside to join them. She was carrying the baby, so Bert hopped to his feet 
so she could sit. But she waved him back, bouncing her son up and down. “He's almost out. If I 
stop moving, he'll wake right up again.”
She started pacing the length of the porch, bouncing Seamus up and down in her arms as 
she walked.
“Bert's thinking of quitting the store,” Gus answered, lacing his fingers behind his head.
“You're leaving?” In her surprise, she'd stopped bouncing, but hastily began again as 
Seamus shifted restlessly in her arms.
“No, I'm not,” Bert answered, keeping his voice low.
He'd never told anyone that he'd thought about leaving to pursue flight, but Daisy was 
sharper than most. Sometimes, on days when the monotony of living in the Banks wore on him 
more than usual, she'd know it from just one look. But she never said anything about it, just 
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placed the baby in his arms or gave him an extra helping of dessert and did her best to steer 
conversations away from him until his gloom lifted. If anyone could guess he was itching to 
leave Kill Devil Hills, it'd be her.
“Not leaving?” She clucked her tongue. “What's all this about then?”
“Nothing, really. Just work at the store has been slow, so I was thinking of finding more 
work. Ideally another job that'd let me stay on to help Pop too.”
She nodded. “I'll keep an ear out for you. Though, actually, Ma said something the other 
day about that estate agent from the mainland, the one with the bristly moustache—you know the 
one, Gus, what's his name?”
“Melvins?”
“Yes—wait, no. That's not it. It's got a ‘K' in it, I think.”
“Malcolms?”
“That's not spelled with a ‘K', my love.” Daisy huffed, making the strands of blonde hair 
around her face flutter. “Well, whatever his name is, he's been saying for years that he wants to 
hire someone to fix up the old Simmons' place. He never follows through with it, but Ma said 
this time he seemed serious. Said he might have a buyer interested.”
Gus snorted. “In the Simmons' place?”
The Simmons family, woodsers that lived on the mainland and who'd only come out to 
the Banks in the summers, had built their vacation home on the ocean side instead of the Sound 
side. It had lasted for nineteen years but, any day now, it could get swallowed up by the next 
stray wave or knocked over in a bad storm and nobody would bat an eye.
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Bert was equally skeptical about there being an interested buyer but, either way, cleaning 
the place up wouldn't hurt its chances of getting sold. “It's a big job, but I know how to fix a 
floor or a door—”
“Or a shed or a bed,” Gus sing-songed.
“—even the pilings, if it came to it,” Bert continued, ignoring the interruption. “You 
reallv think he'd hire me?”
Daisv shrugged. “Might could.”
“Meekins!” Gus held up a finger. “His name is Meekins.”
“Of course! That's it.” Daisv stopped bouncing, slowing into a side-to-side swinging 
motion. “I'll ask Ma to look into it for vou. If nothing else, she mav know of other jobs around 
town that need doing.”
“Thanks. I'd appreciate it.”
Daisv nodded. “I think Ma also said that Mrs. Darrow was—oh, are you finally asleep, 
mv darling?” She tucked her head against her shoulder and looked down at Seamus. When he 
didn't open his eves, she gentlv kissed him on the forehead. “There we go, and about time too.”
“Mrs. Darrow, Daisv,” Gus reminded her.
“She's looking for someone to repaint the outside of her house, though I'd rather light 
mvself on fire than let her boss me around.” She smoothed Seamus' hair awav from his face, 
making soft cooing noises at him. “Yes, ves, I would. Fire's friendlier than that ol' witch, isn't it, 
bovo?”
“Speaking of fire, vou want me to go take that roast chicken out of the oven?” Gus asked.
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“Dammit to hell!” Daisy placed the sleeping Seamus into her husband's arms before 
rushing back into the house. Gus, chuckling, resettled his son against his chest and began rocking 
in the chair.
“She's right though. You can't work for that ol' bat.” He hesitated, squinting up at the 
dimming sky. “You know.. .you could always work for me.”
Bert leaned back in the chair, taking a moment to think it over. Fishing with Gus 
probably wouldn't ever feel like work and being out on the ocean was the next best thing to 
flying.
But he knew how Pop would react. Bert accepting money from a family friend would 
raise his hackles, but Bert becoming a fisherman was liable to make him burst a blood vessel. 
Once, when he was ten, Bert had brought up becoming a fisherman someday and that's when 
Pop had sat him down and told him the story of how he'd injured his leg.
“Pop doesn't want me fishing. Not far out in the ocean like that anyways.”
“Oh, I didn't mean that—I'd love it if you'd come be my fishing partner, but I know why 
you can't. I just meant that me and the others could always use help with cleaning and salting the 
fish down at the docks.”
Gus had never said anything about needing help cleaning fish before. He worked with 
two other men, his father-in-law and Pop's best friend, so they had more than enough hands to 
get the fish gutted and packed for shipping. He was being kind, plain and simple.
“I don't know. It might be better if I just found another job.”
“Don't be stupid. You need work, I've got it.”
“'Cept it's not real work. You're just trying to help.”
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“It can be both ,” Gus protested. “Even when Will helps us, it takes a long time to clean 
and salt all those fish. If you came, it'd go quicker and I'd get home earlier.”
Bert studied him, biting the inside of his cheek. It stung a little to accept Gus's assistance, 
but they did need the money. And if Gus really did want an extra hand, it'd help them both. “You 
sure?”
“'Course.”
“Well, don't send for me unless you get a big haul. If you don't really need me, you 
shouldn't feel like you have to—”
“Oh, shut up. You're the one doing me the favor. You think I want to be elbow deep in 
fish guts with only those ol' coots for company?”
“They're not so bad.”
“But you're more fun.” The corner of Gus's mouth hooked up. “When you're not moping 
around like a jackass.”
“I don't mope.” Bert lifted his chin, adopting a long-suffering expression. “I brood.”
Gus laughed, resting a hand over Seamus's head to keep him from waking up.
As he sat down to dinner with the Mooneyhams, Bert should've felt happier. He 
should've talked easily, laughed freely, without a knot twisting tight in his stomach. He 
should've felt like he always did in the Mooneyham house, like he fit.
Instead, it was as though something inside him had snapped in half and, no matter what 
he did, the pieces wouldn't line up right again.
He'd told himself over and over that this was enough for him. Everything he had—his 
parents, the Mooneyhams, the birds, the beach, the sea, the sun, the sky—it had always been 
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enough for him. Whatever this feeling was would pass and, once the shop was stable and his 
parents were taken care of, it would all be enough for him again.
He reminded himself of this at dinner as he made a mashed potato castle with Lottie and 
catapulted peas at the twins when their parents weren't looking. And he thought it after dinner 
when he rocked Seamus back to sleep again so Gus and Daisy could wrangle up the rest of the 
kids. He even thought about it as he walked home alone, listening to the nighttime colors dapple 
the dark.
But echoing behind the thought, every time, was the worry that it hadn't been enough 
even a day ago. That it never would be again.
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Chapter Three
Four days after he had dinner with the Mooneyhams, Bert lay in a patch of grass on the 
bank of the river, the morning sun warm against his back and cold creeping up from the dirt, 
cooling his belly through his shirt. He thought, as he scooted himself a little closer to the water's 
edge, that this must be what a snake feels like. Extending the barrel of the shotgun, he parted the 
grass in front of him to get a clearer view.
The water flowed lazily, curving out of the woods and winding on toward the Sound. The 
only indication that the water was moving anywhere at all were a few silvery wrinkles in the 
middle, like the creases of a bedsheet. If the shore had been sandy or rocky, Bert suspected he'd 
be able to see the current rushing there too, but the banks on this section of the river were 
overgrown with spiky, grayish-brown grass. It grew as high as his waist in most areas, making it 
the perfect shelter for any frogs or turtles or muskrats that decided to make it their home. It was 
also the perfect place for him to hunker down in, the grass hiding him from any waterfowl that 
might happen along.
There weren't any ducks on the water at the moment, but he hadn't expected there to be. 
Their nesting grounds were in the woods on the other side of the river, but one of their feeding 
grounds was not far downriver, where the river met the Sound. To get there, they'd have to fly 
right past his hiding place.
Bert kept an eye on the sky but let his thoughts drift. Before Charlie had asked for 
cookies too, the original payment for this week was waterfowl—“Whatever you can hit”—which 
was what had brought Bert out here before work.
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Though he should hunt more often than he did, since a duck or a hare, or especially a deer 
if he could get one, went farther than what he brought in from fishing or clamming. Although 
clamming was at least quicker. Fishing took just as long as hunting, sometimes longer. They 
were both about waiting, after all.
A flutter of movement snapped his attention back to the sky. A group of ducks had 
cleared the treetops, heading towards the feeding grounds Bert had identified earlier.
Propping the nose of the shotgun on a rock, he eased himself up onto his elbows, folding 
his hands together as he did. He took a breath, holding the air in his throat, then exhaled against 
the knuckles of his thumbs. A string of raspy quacks trilled out from between his hands, the 
sounds cutting in and out as the fingers of one hand beat a tattoo against the back of the other.
He paused to watch the ducks, lips tingling from the air he'd sent vibrating against his 
thumbs.
No change. The ducks stayed their course, heading towards the Sound.
Bert blew into his hands again, adding a few honks and some hoots for good measure. 
Then he let the call peter out and settled the butt of the gun against his shoulder, just in case.
One of the mallards turned, its glossy green head glinting in the sun, and the rest of the 
ducks followed.
Staring down the barrel of the gun, Bert watched them fly closer. Heads bobbing forward 
and backward with the beat of their wings. Orange feet, tucked in close to their bodies or splayed 
out as they turned. Their wings, forming a stark angle from the shoulder to the feather tips, 
smoothing out then sharpening again, powerful but graceful, blue feathers flashing amidst the 
brown with every downstroke.
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He thought, unwittingly, of how hard it was to capture such motion on paper. How none 
of his sketches ever looked as alive as these ducks did now.
They were dipping down to land on the river in front of him, feet stretching downward 
for the water, wings flinging up to slow their descent. Bert took aim, choosing a duck at the back 
of the flock, one still in the air.
Just two. One for Charlie, one for his family. That was all he needed.
He squeezed the trigger. The blast knocked his shoulder back, the flash of scarlet 
immediately swallowed whole by an explosion of frantic, mustard-yellow quacking. The duck 
he'd been aiming at plummeted, but the rest launched themselves into the sky again, honking 
hysterically. He pumped the shotgun, took aim, and fired again. Amidst the whirl of feathers, he 
saw another small body fall, landing in a splash.
Then, in a blink, the flock was gone, fleeing towards the Sound and well out of range, the 
sudden panic that had filled the air replaced by silence.
Out in the river, two dead ducks floated on the water, their wings twisted and still. Bert 
slung the gun over his shoulder and waded out to retrieve them, shoving the memory of the way 
they'd looked in flight to the back of his mind.
For the trek back to the house, Bert tied the dead ducks to his belt by their necks. They 
hung limply, like popped balloons, and their bodies jounced against his thigh as he walked.
Mama was just starting breakfast when he got home; he could hear the pots and pans 
clanking even from where he stood outside. He'd have to clean the ducks quick if he was going 
to have enough time to eat with his parents before work.
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Walking around the side of the house, he headed for the shed near the edge of the woods. 
It was where they hung the waterfowl he shot and where they stretched and dried the skins of the 
game he killed. On the walls outside, red fox fur was tacked up beside grey rabbit, brown beaver, 
and russet otter.
Stopping outside the shed, Bert untied the ducks from his belt and laid them on the 
ground, on their backs. Their wings folded away from their bodies, stiff and awkward, and their 
heads flopped as he set them down. Their eyes were black pebbles that he tried to avoid looking 
at.
If it had been a little cooler out, he would've left the ducks with their insides and their 
feathers intact and hung them up in the shed to age for a few days. But the weather had started to 
warm up as spring arrived. March was fast approaching and if a warm spell hit, the ducks could 
easily spoil in the heat, so the safer option was to pluck and gut them.
He'd hit one duck in the stomach, the other higher up in the chest. Blood streaked the 
feathers around the bullet wounds, but the rest of their plumage was clean. He could probably 
save most of it for Mama to use as pillow stuffing or as lining for the inside of a quilt. There was 
already about half a bag full in the shed, but she'd could always use more.
Holding the first duck down with one hand to keep its skin from tearing, Bert carefully 
plucked out a few feathers at a time with his other hand. It was going to take some time to pull 
them all out, even though he usually only bothered with the feathers on the bird's body, not the 
ones on its head, wings, or tail.
He placed the clean feathers into the burlap sack he'd retrieved from inside the shed, 
watching them flutter against the cloth as he dropped them inside.
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When he was vounger, he'd collected feathers. A dark, satinv cormorant feather he'd 
found on the steps outside the shop. A golden-brown pelican feather that had been sticking out of 
the sand on the beach. A tinv, vibrant feather from a blue grosbeak, which he'd found in an 
abandoned nest. He'd kept them in a wooden box under his bed with shells and some little 
carvings Pop had made him when he was a kid. But, after the last time the Wright brothers came 
and went, about two vears ago, he'd gotten rid of all the feathers.
They'd onlv come back to the Banks for a few davs, to hold their first public flights and 
to try their first flight with a passenger, one of the mechanics they'd brought with them. Bert had 
steeled himself to find a wav to ask them for a job. He'd gone with most evervone else in the 
town to watch their flving demonstration, but he hadn't gotten close enough to speak to them.
Finished plucking the body of the first bird, Bert dug his pocketknife out of his jacket and 
flicked it open with a snap of his wrist. Grimacing, he spread the wings and feet out, then, one- 
by-one, cut off the head, wings, and tail.
He hadn't tried nearlv hard enough to talk to the Wright brothers. He'd seen them 
swamped bv curious questioners, he'd watched them inspect and repair their flving machine, and 
even came close enough to hear them laugh at something their mechanic friend had said. Seeing 
them up close alwavs made him lose his nerve and, each time, he told himself that he'd ask them 
about a job the next time he had a chance.
But then they'd gone, and they'd never come back.
Placing the tip of the blade just below the duck's breastbone, Bert carefullv slid the knife 
down its belly, stopping when the blade rested just between its feet. Warm blood dribbled out 
over the skin, oozing over the hand he held the bird down with. Setting the knife aside, he gently 
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tugged the split pieces of skin out toward the wings, then began pulling out the innards with his 
fingers.
That had been his one chance. He doubted they would've taken him on as a runway 
sweeper, much less a mechanic or a pilot, but he wished he'd been brave enough to chance it 
anyway.
With a sigh, Bert tucked his head to the side and wiped the sweat on his face off onto his 
shirtsleeve.
One duck done. The blood made his hands itch, but he ignored it. Picking up the second 
duck, he tugged the first feather out of its skin.
Bert spent an uneventful day at the store, gathering groceries for Mrs. Harreker, the only 
customer that stopped by. The rest of the time, he'd swept, dusted, and arranged and rearranged 
the various items on the shelves.
About an hour before closing, Will came by the store to tell Bert that Gus needed his help 
cleaning fish. Bert gave him a piece of candy then sent him on his way, glad that Pop had been in 
the back and hadn't heard the news. He needed to present the idea to him in the right light, or 
else it'd only lead to an argument. Trying to look busy, he began turning the labels on the canned 
food outward, so they faced the rest of the store. The better the store looked, the better Pop's 
mood would be.
He'd just about figured out what to say when Pop returned from the storeroom, still 
looking over the inventory clipboard clutched in his hand.
“Will said Gus and the others caught a doast of cod today,” Bert said.
“Good conditions for it,” Pop answered absently.
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“Yep.”
Pop flipped another page on the clipboard, and Bert saw him frown at the notes he'd 
scribbled down. Their order list had never gotten this long before.
“I was thinking—well, Will said they'd caught a lot more than usual, so I was thinking 
about leaving here early to go down and help clean fish.”
“What for?”
“'Cause we're not busy. And they've got more fish than they know what to do with.” He 
shrugged, struggling to keep his voice casual. “Gus said they'd pay me for it.”
As he expected, Pop's frown deepened. “You already asked him?”
“Just talked about it. Said I wouldn't mind some extra—” Bert stopped. The word money 
hung in the air unsaid, soundless and colorless but all too tangible. “—work. And then he 
mentioned it, so I said I wouldn't mind helping out, if they needed it.”
“And did you bring up getting paid or did he?”
Bert didn't say anything, and his hesitation was all the confirmation his father needed.
Pop tossed the clipboard onto the counter, wood clapping hard against wood. “I don't 
want our business aired out for all and sundry.”
“It's Gus.”
“We don't take charity, Bert, and we—”
“I asked for extra work.”
“Find it somewhere else.”
“Any other jobs are in Kitty Hawk or Nag's Head. This is the only choice right now.” 
Bert pointed at the clipboard. “Look at your list. You telling me we've got enough money to 
order everything on it now?”
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Pop drew himself up, bristling. “We'll manage. It's been tight before.”
“Pop—”
“You're not looking to the fishermen for money and that's that.” Pop snatched up the 
clipboard and limped toward the storeroom door.
“I wasn't asking for permission.”
Pop halted, stopping so quickly he had to thrust a hand out to brace himself against the 
counter so his leg could catch up. He levelled one of his harpoon glares at him.
Bert turned away, untying his apron and hanging it up on its hook behind the counter. 
“Tell Mama I'll probably miss dinner.”
He left the shop without another word, the bell jingling behind him. There wasn't 
anything else to say.
Gus and his two fishing partners had tied their boat at the very end of the dock. A large 
net full of fish was sprawled across their deck, the fish squirming feebly inside. The three 
fishermen and Will were out on the dock, cleaning fish one at a time and then salting them 
before tossing them into wooden crates. When they saw Bert approaching, they all waved their 
blood-slick hands in greeting.
“There you are! Settle a bet for us, boyo.” Leroy Harreker gestured with the knife in his 
hand, waving Bert over to them. “You think that Spivey boy is going to settle down, or you think 
he'll break poor Miss Darrow's heart?”
Leroy was Pop's best friend, a brawny, broad-shouldered man with a booming voice, 
graying red hair, and a bushy beard. To keep his beard out of the way while he cleaned fish, he'd 
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sectioned it up into a bunch of little braids, each one tied off with a bead or a bit of yarn or a knot 
of fishing line.
When Bert was little, Leroy had told him that Blackbeard wore his beard just like that, 
except with lit fuses braided into it. This, of course, had all but convinced Bert that Leroy was 
really a pirate as well—a suspicion that was bolstered by the fact that he wore an earring in one 
ear and knew every buccaneer tale that had ever been told, from the legend of how Captain Peter 
Painter called down an earthquake on Port Royal to the story of how Blackbeard had met his end 
in the Ocracoke Inlet, right on the tail end of the Outer Banks.
Normally, he might've indulged Leroy's theorizing but, at the moment, Bert was feeling 
altogether prickly, like there was a porcupine curled up in his gut. “Couldn't say.”
“You'll have to say something, we need a tiebreaker. Gus and I think the whole thing will 
fall apart, but Pudge and Will there say he'll shape up.”
Bert just shrugged. Gus paused halfway through slicing open a cod to look Bert over. It 
must've been enough to tell him what had happened at the shop because he changed the subject. 
“There's an extra knife by the gut bucket.”
Bert found the knife and grabbed a fish, joining the loose circle around the gut bucket. 
The third fisherman, Pudge, stepped to the side to make room for him, nodding a hello.
Pudge was Gus's father-in-law and his real name was Bill Padgett. Everyone called him 
Pudge because, according to Pop, he'd been the shortest and chubbiest kid in all of the Outer 
Banks until he had a growth spurt and stretched out like taffy. Now he was tall enough to wade 
farther out into the ocean than most anyone else, standing chest-height against the waves when 
other men were up to their shoulders. Despite his height, he was as thin as a fishing pole and his 
skin pulled tight over his joints, giving him pointed elbows and knobby-looking knees and big 
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rounded knuckles. Bert had always thought that he looked a bit like a scarecrow, with his pointed 
elbows and knobby knees and big rounded knuckles. His hair was even straw-colored, flopping 
over onto his long oval face and into his hangdog blue eyes.
“The whole thing is bad business.” Leroy shook his head. “If he was serious about her, he 
would've already asked for her hand.”
“Not everyone gets married after only a week of courtin'.” Pudge picked up another fish 
and calmly cut into its belly. “You and Pearl are the exception. The rest of us like to get to know 
a lady better first.”
Leroy snorted. “You knew too, you just hemmed and hawed about it awhile longer for 
propriety's sake.”
“And they've known each other their whole lives,” Gus added, dropping fish guts into the 
bucket with a splat. “If he's not sure about her yet, I don't reckon he'll ever be.”
“He's sure.” Will dropped his fish into the nearest open crate. “He brought her flowers 
before school last week.”
Pudge and Leroy traded looks over Will's head, biting their lips to keep from laughing.
Bert was also having a hard time keeping a straight face—Will had just sounded so earnest about 
it, like there was no turning back now that a bouquet had been given.
“Good point.” Gus nudged the toe of his boot against the side of Will's. “Flowers are a 
good sign, I s'pose.”
“Then what's stopping him?” Leroy demanded.
“I reckon it's not about whether he likes Beatrice.” Bert placed the cod he'd gutted into
the crate, arranging it neatly in the line of fish atop the uppermost layer of salt. When he turned 
to reach for another fish, he found the three fishermen looking at him curiously.
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“What's it about then?” Leroy asked.
Bert didn't have a ready answer; it was just the opinion that had popped out of his mouth. 
As kids, he and Joseph had been best friends until a knock-down, drag-out fight had ended their 
relationship, but they'd still been close when Joseph and Beatrice first took an interest in each 
other.
Joseph had never paid any mind to the girls in their year, except to play tricks on them 
with his cousin, Freddie. It'd been Freddie that had convinced him to put a garter snake in 
Beatrice's lunch pail, and Bert who'd tried to persuade him not to. He'd done it anyway, betting 
against Freddie on whether she'd cry or scream when she saw the snake.
At lunch, she'd sat with her friends on the other side of the schoolyard, near the edge of 
the woods. Bert, Joseph, and Freddie had watched her retrieve her lunch pail, braced for a 
commotion.
But she hadn't reacted at all. They figured the snake had gotten out somehow until Joseph 
opened his own lunch pail and found it curled up inside, staring up at him with beady black eyes, 
its tongue flicking out to taste the air.
Joseph had squawked like a frightened hen, knocking the pail over as he scrambled 
backward to get away from it. The snake had slithered out the top, gliding away towards the 
woods as fast as it could. Everyone in the schoolyard had fallen over themselves laughing, 
except Beatrice, who calmly continued eating the sandwich she'd stolen from Joseph's lunch 
pail.
As Joseph lay in the dirt, staring at her slack-jawed, Bert had seen the look that passed 
between them. A crooked grin had crept over Joseph's face, slowly, like tinder just catching fire.
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Beatrice had returned the smile, inclining her head in a small bow as though she was 
acknowledging applause.
There'd been something undefinable in their gazes then, something private and just for 
each other. Bert didn't know how to describe it to the fishermen, so all he said was, “He loves 
her; he just needs time.”
“Time for what?”
“To figure out this.” Bert waved the tip of the knife in a circle, taking in the docks, the 
water, the whole of the Banks. “Whether he wants this.”
“He's alreadv got this.” Lerov spread his arms wide, a drop of blood falling from the 
point of his knife and onto the boards beneath his feet. “Mrs. Darrow might not approve of a 
fisherman for a son-in-law, but Joseph earns enough to support a wife. And kids too when the 
time comes. If that's good enough for Beatrice, Joseph shouldn't care what anvone else might 
think.”
Pudge and Gus nodded in agreement. That wasn't what Bert had meant, but he nodded 
too, looking back down at the cod he was gutting. One of its empty eyes stared up at him, 
bulbous and quivering, like a drop of dew on a leaf.
It hadn't occurred to him until he said it that Joseph might not be happv in the Banks— 
though, knowing him as he did, it was hard to imagine him being happy anywhere—but he 
couldn't think of another reason for Joseph taking so long to propose to a woman he was in love 
with.
Bert dug the guts out of the cod and dumped them into the bucket. Marrying Beatrice 
meant choosing a life in the Banks, a life of fish guts and aching joints. He didn't know if Joseph 
had anv dreams bevond Kill Devil Hills, but he'd bet he wasn't readv to settle here for good.
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Grabbing another fish, he shoved thoughts of Joseph and Beatrice aside and turned his 
attention back to the fishermen's conversation.
“No ghost stories today, Will,” Gus was saying. “They give you nightmares.”
“Do not!”
“It's not a good ghost story if it doesn't,” Pudge said. “But I don't want to stop you 
sleeping.”
“It won't. Only Lottie gets scared, and she's not here.”
“But you'll tell her all about it as soon as you get home,” Gus pointed out. “And then 
she'll be up all night, and Daisy and I'll be up all night, and then there's three of us going 
without sleep.”
“I won't tell her, I promise. Please, Dad? Just let him tell one story?”
Pudge added his own hopeful look to the puppy dog eyes Will was shooting Gus's way. 
Bert picked up another fish, hiding a smile. There was nothing Pudge loved more than scaring 
the dickens out of the Banker kids, especially his own grandchildren. The kids themselves didn't 
mind much, but the parents usually did.
Gus grimaced. “Fine. But one word of this story at home, and Daisy'll box both our 
ears.”
Pudge and Will beamed. As Pudge started his story, Gus caught Bert's eye and made a 
face. Bert did grin this time. Even when Bert was a kid and Gus was a teenager, Gus was the one 
who'd get all shaken up over the ghost stories. His attempt to stop Pudge from telling one was 
probably for his own sake as much as Lottie's.
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The tale Pudge was telling now was one he'd told them both many times when they were 
younger. It was a chilling story about dead sailors who tugged on fishing lines to pull the living 
down into the depths with them.
From the look on Will's face, though, he was hearing it for the first time. As Pudge 
described the skin of the drowned men sliding off their faces like candle wax, Will seemed to 
forget all about the fish he was supposed to be cleaning. He edged closer to his father, eyes wider 
than the cods', until Gus had to lift his arms up to keep from elbowing Will in the head as he 
cleaned fish.
“Sometimes, in the dead of night when the water is black and slickcam, you can hear 
them whispering below the waves,” Pudge concluded. “But that's only if you're lucky.”
“Doesn't sound lucky,” Leroy observed.
Gus and Bert traded looks. They knew what came next—Pudge and Leroy practically had 
this scripted.
“If you're unlucky, you never hear them coming for you at all. They rise out of the water 
behind you and then—”
Leroy roared and jumped towards Will, arms outstretched. Will yelped, latching onto 
Gus's waist like his father was a life preserver.
The fishermen burst out laughing and Will, scowling, bent down to pick up the knife and 
the fish he'd dropped. Bert watched them, his own smile fading as he realized just how many 
times he'd heard the story, and how many more times he'd hear it told again.
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Five months after the Wrights completed their first successful engine-powered flight and 
left the Banks, Bert stood on the roof of the Simmons' house with a homemade glider perched on 
the handlebars of Freddie's bicycle.
It was a dare, one he couldn't—wouldn't—back out of.
When Freddie's dad had brought the bike over from the mainland a month ago, Bert had 
regaled Freddie and Joseph with an explanation of how the Wrights had used bicycle chains as 
part of the Flyer's engine.
Freddie hadn't believed him. “You really think they built an aeroplane out of a bicycle? 
That's the dumbest thing I've ever heard.”
Bert had argued with him, eventually turning to Joseph for support, but he'd only 
shrugged. “Doesn't matter. If that machine actually flew in the first place, none of us will ever 
see it do it again.”
“It did fly.”
Freddie had grinned, sharp-toothed and sly. “Prove it.”
The resulting glider that Bert had built for the bet was actually quite impressive. He'd 
made it out of old threadbare sheets and wooden dowels he'd snuck out of the shop, but its wings 
were well-balanced and lightweight, extending far past his arms. However, it hadn't lifted him 
off the ground when he'd jumped off a sand dune with it. After a few failed attempts, he decided 
to try a different tactic, one similar to what the Wrights had done to launch the Flyer. He didn't 
have an engine or a way to build one, so he'd persuaded Freddie to loan him his bike. Then he'd 
nailed a line of boards along the peak of the Simmons' roof, the closest abandoned building that 
was high enough, so he could launch it.
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His hope was that the bike would generate enough speed, the roof enough height, to 
produce a sufficient amount of thrust and lift to keep him and the glider in the air. If he pedaled 
as fast as he could and timed the jump off the bike right, there was a chance.
A very slim one, he admitted to himself as he peered over the edge of the roof at Freddie 
and Joseph, who were watching him from below.
“Bert, don't be stupid.” Joseph almost sounded bored, but his shoulders were tense.
It was stupid, Bert knew that. And he knew Joseph was right to be worried. But he wasn't 
going to back down and concede to Freddie that gliders and aeroplanes couldn't actually fly. 
They could—he'd seen them.
So he wrapped his hands around the handlebars of the bike and the glider, and then 
pedaled full-speed down the launching rail and off the edge of the roof.
There was one glorious second of lift, a brief feeling of weightlessness. But he didn't let 
go of the bicycle in time. It and the glider tilted too far forward and then began to flip over. Bert 
felt his feet leave the pedals and his rear end rise out of the seat, saw the ground become the sky 
as the momentum of the bicycle sent him vaulting over the handlebars.
Bert didn't remember too much of what happened right after the crash because he'd been 
knocked out. He'd landed hard on his side, the glider crumpling beneath him and his arm 
cracking like a tree branch as it met the ground. The bicycle had landed on top of him, one of the 
handlebars banging against his forehead and the bulk of the bicycle's body slamming into his 
ribs.
What he did remember was being slapped in the face and then opening bleary eyes to find 
Pop's anxious face peering down at him.
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It'd taken about a month for his broken arm and cracked ribs to heal up. Since he spent 
most of that time being scolded by Mama and Pop, his pride took a bit longer.
He wasn't allowed to see Freddie or Joseph until almost two weeks after the failed flight, 
when Mama finally deemed him well enough to let him out of bed. When he found them before 
school, Freddie laughed about the whole thing, imitating Bert's face as he fell off the roof and 
declaring him plumb foolish for going through with it.
Joseph, however, hadn't found it funny at all. “You need to grow up. All that hot air 
blowing around inside your head—this aeroplane nonsense and that bullshit about hearing 
colors—it was fun when we were kids, but we're too old for it now.”
“It's not bullshit. The colors are real.”
“Stop lying.”
“I'm not! I hear them.”
Joseph had paused at the seriousness in Bert's voice. He'd looked him in the eye and, 
seeing that Bert truly believed what he'd said, shook his head. “Then you're a freak.”
Bert had thrown the first punch, his good hand connecting solidly with Joseph's jaw, but 
he'd been no match against both Joseph and Freddie. He'd come out of the fight with a black 
eye, a broken nose, and ribs that had cracked again after only partially healing the first time.
The rift between him and Joseph had never healed. Now they avoided each other as much 
as it was possible to avoid anyone in a town as small as theirs, and only spoke when they had to.
Before too long, just after they'd had to light some lanterns and after Will had been sent 
home, Bert and the fishermen neared the end of the pile of fish. The finished boxes of salted fish 
were nailed closed and stacked, and it looked as though they'd only need to fill one more.
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As he mulled over the memory of the failed flight attempt, Bert placed another gutted cod 
into the last crate, pouring more salt over the rows of dead fish. Movement out on the ocean 
caught his eye and he looked up to see Joseph and Freddie's boat sailing straight for the dock, as 
though thinking of them had conjured them.
He ducked his head, pretending to be absorbed in gutting the cod he held in his hand. Out 
of the corner of his eye, he watched as their boat came closer and pulled in right alongside Gus's.
Joseph might avoid him but Freddie, irksome little toad that he was, made a point of 
pestering Bert whenever he could. When he spotted Bert among the fishermen, he grinned and 
hopped onto the dock, coming over to the group and leaving his cousin to finish tying up the 
boat.
“Well, ain't this a rare sight?” He clapped Bert on the shoulder, fingers digging in. “What 
brings you to the docks, Bertie?”
Bert held up the fish by way of answer, shrugging his shoulder out of Freddie's grasp.
“How'd you boys do today?” Pudge asked.
Joseph lifted two empty crab traps out of the bottom of the boat. They each had large 
tears in their sides, the nets flapping loosely. “Been better.”
“And not as good as y'all, by the looks of it.” Freddie swept his arms out, gesturing at the 
crates of salted fish. “We only found a handful of crabs in the traps today, but you look like you 
caught the whole ocean. You got a secret fishing spot you're not telling us about?”
“Everyone's got one of those,” Leroy answered.
Freddie laughed. Joseph, who'd lifted another trap with live crabs in it up onto the dock, 
climbed out of the boat and came over to stand near his cousin.
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There was next to no family resemblance between them. Freddie was chubby and broad­
shouldered, a shock of pale, corn-silk hair sticking straight up from his head like a scrub brush. 
His cheeks and his nose, which was bent and bumpv from all the times he'd gotten into fights, 
were permanently sunburned and there were scars on his hands from tying lures and punching 
jaws. Joseph, on the other hand, was as tall as Bert and moved with a kind of relaxed grace, like 
a cat. But, also like a cat, there was always something sharp and tense roiling beneath the calm.
As Freddie planted himself on the stack of finished crates, he shot a grin at Bert. “I 
reckon this must be a nice change of pace for you. Sweeping floors and stacking goods all day 
must drive vou mad.”
“Madder than usual, vou mean,” Joseph drawled.
He'd said it quiet enough that Lerov and Pudge, who were arguing about fishing spots, 
didn't even notice he'd spoken. But Bert saw Gus's hands still and knew he'd heard.
“Speaking of mad—” Bert swallowed his anger, trving to sound nonchalant. “—when 
vou going to propose to Beatrice? You'd have to be daft to let her slip awav.”
Unlike Joseph, he hadn't bothered to keep his voice low and both Lerov and Pudge fell 
silent. Even Freddie looked surprised, though from the look in his eyes, he was more gleeful 
about it than anything.
Joseph's face went stonv, but a flush crept up his neck, turning his ears and cheeks 
scarlet. When he spoke again, his words were a rumble of dark red-brown, the same color as the 
bay horses that ran wild along the beach. “We're sorting some details out first. Though I don't 
know how that's anv of vour business.”
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“Just looking out for you.” Bert met his glare with a smile. He'd never had the upper 
hand against Joseph like this, and the opportunity to press his luck was too tempting. “She's not 
going to wait around for you forever, you know.”
Joseph's hands curled into fists, his skin pulling white across his knuckles. Bert stilled his 
own hands, resting his wrists against the rim of the box so he could drop the fish and the knife 
into it if need be. Joseph might be an ass, but if a fight broke out, Bert didn't want to accidentally 
stab him with the knife.
They stared each other down, Bert noting that the flush had drained out of Joseph's face 
and his mouth had drawn into a hard, thin line. The hate churning in his eyes should've alarmed 
him, but he felt strangely calm. If there was a fight, it was long in the making, and Bert was more 
ready for it than he'd been at fourteen.
As Joseph's shoulder lifted, like he was getting ready to draw his arm back, Bert shifted 
his feet.
“You about done with that fish, boyo?” Gus shoved between them, looking down into the 
crate where Bert had dropped the knife. “Best get to it or we'll never get home for dinner.”
He slapped Bert on the back, then turned to Freddie and Joseph. “You two should be 
getting along to your own suppers, shouldn't you?
Bert retrieved the fish and knife from the crate, not meeting Joseph's or Freddie's eyes as 
they said grudging goodbyes to the other fishermen and went on their way. He said nothing else 
for the rest of the time they gutted fish, even after Leroy and Pudge resumed casual conversation, 
his face hot with shame for having goaded Joseph.
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When Bert trudged back to the house that evening, there was light seeping through the 
slats of the shutters, but he didn't feel like joining Pop and Mama in the sitting room. It'd cast an 
icy silence at best and result in an argument or a scolding at worst. He'd had his fill of fighting 
for the day.
He walked around the side of the house and went into the shed, ducking to avoid the 
limp, bare bodies of the ducks he'd shot just that morning. Digging through the pile of old 
fishing gear at the back, Bert found a lantern and lit it, striking a match he found in his pocket 
and shaking it out once the wick caught.
He set it on the floor and then sat beside it, leaning his back against the wall. The flame 
steeped the shed in an orange glow, like looking through a glass of iced tea in sunlight. He 
watched it flicker, the shadows on the ceilings and in the far corner dancing with it.
Just a few days ago, he'd been explaining to Will how fire made hot air balloons fly. 
He'd read in one of the Popular Mechanics magazines that hot air was lighter than cold, so 
trapping hot air in the balloon caused it to rise, taking anything attached to it along for the ride.
It was those kinds of days in the Banks—the days with Will and Gus and his parents, 
when he was getting along with them—that made the rest of it bearable. But now, sitting below 
the birds he'd shot out of the sky, with the sour taste of the words he'd said to Joseph still in his 
mouth and fish blood staining his hands, all he could think about was rising through the air in a 




Two weeks later, Bert and Pop were reorganizing the goods on the lower shelves when 
Mama showed up at the store with their lunch.
“Afternoon, you two,” she said, plunking a picnic basket down onto the counter. “It's a 
bit airish outside so I thought we'd eat in here today. Do you mind?”
“'Course not.” Pop leaned over to give her a quick kiss. “What'd you bring us for lunch 
today?”
“Chopped pork sandwiches and succotash.”
The sandwiches were wrapped up in newspaper and she passed one to each of them, 
leaving the covered bowl of succotash in the middle for them to spoon onto their makeshift 
newspaper-plates themselves.
Bert unwrapped his sandwich and took a big bite out of it. The taste of smoky barbeque 
sauce and sweet, soft bread melted together in his mouth.
“I heard some interesting news today,” Mama announced, unwrapping her own sandwich.
Pop smooshed his succotash around with his fork. “From those biddies at your sewing 
circle?”
Mama shot him a look. “I heard some foreigner took a shine to the old Simmons' place. 
Bought it a couple of days ago.”
Bert stopped chewing, mouth full of pork and bread. He hadn't heard anything else about 
it since Daisy had offered to find out more information for him, but if someone had already 
bought the property, it'd need fixing up now more than ever.
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“A dingbatter?” Pop grimaced. “Why can't those ditdots stay over at that damn hotel in 
Nag's Head like they're supposed to? I knew no good would come of—”
“Where's he from?” Bert cut in, swallowing his mouthful of food.
“France, so I hear.”
“What's a Frenchman want with that ol' dump?” Pop asked.
“Lord knows I couldn't tell you. But we've got ourselves a new neighbor, that's for 
sure.”
Pop snorted. “It'll be months before that house is suitable to live in. Not to mention how 
damned expensive the repairs will be.”
“That'll be good for business at least,” Mama said. “We're the closest store that sells 
tools and nails and all that.”
“And you know. ." Bert set down his sandwich, nervously dusting his hands off on his 
trousers. “If this Frenchman is looking for builders, he might take me on.”
Pop ran his hand across his jaw, the bristles on his face rasping against his palm. “That's 
an idea,” he said slowly. “A job like that might let you split your time between working here and 
there.”
And, more to the point, Bert knew that Pop would rather he work for a stranger instead of 
someone they knew well. Though he hadn't brought it up again, Bert knew that accepting money 
from the fishermen was still a sore point.
“Did you hear when he's planning to move in?”
“He already did. This morning. Daisy said that she saw boxes and things being brought in 
by some movers from Nag's Head, but they'd all come and gone before she'd even finished 
giving her little ones their breakfast.”
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“Then you need to go talk to him, Bert,” Pop said.
“What, now?”
“Yes, now. He's already here and probably desperate for someone to start repairing that 
wreck.”
“Cyril, he just got here,” Mama pointed out. “Let him settle in first.”
“You can't settle into a house that'll fall over the first time you sneeze,” Pop snorted. 
“Trust me, he'll thank you for it.”
Mama pursed her lips. “You just want Bert to get there before anyone else in town hears 
that there might be a job.”
“Everyone looking to make some extra money is going to jump at the chance.”
“Yes, they will, and that Frenchman won't take kindly to being squeezed for every dime 
he's got. Give him a day, welcome him to town, and then ask. It's common courtesy.”
“Alice, we're not—”
Mama held up her hand to quiet him, then turned to Bert. “What do you think?”
He looked up at the ceiling to avoid his parents' stares. Mama had a point—angling too 
hard for the job might earn the Frenchman's dislike. But he'd waited too long to ask the Wright 
brothers for a job and lost out because of it.
“It can't hurt to ask.” He stood up, folding the newspaper around his half-eaten sandwich 
and placing it back in the basket. “But I'll be friendly, Mama, I promise.”
He leaned over to kiss her on the cheek, then gave them both a hasty wave goodbye. 
Once outside, he headed for the road leading out of town.
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The old Simmons' house was just off the main road, hidden from view by a strand of 
trees. When he rounded the last bend, Bert stopped to look the place over. Overall, it was even 
worse off than he'd recollected.
The house was barelv a stone's throw from the beach, separated onlv bv a short, shabbv
fence and a patch of trees, so it stood high up on ten-foot pilings to keep it above flood level. 
Over the years, the stilts under the porch and stairs had started to rot, making the whole deck 
slant towards one side. Some of the wooden boards had come loose, leaving gaps in the porch 
floor and in the overhanging roof as well. The house itself didn't look much better. The pale blue 
paint had started to flake, revealing the white underneath and, in some places, the white had 
worn away to show gray. Shingles from the roof littered the yard and most of the shutters hung 
all whopperjawed, clinging to the windows with one hinge. Even a couple of the windowpanes 
were cracked or broken, stuffed with cloth from the inside to block out the cold.
Pop was right. There was no living there while it was in this shape.
Bert started forward towards the staircase leading up to the porch, but then, through the 
space between the steps, he saw something move. It looked like there might be someone back 
there.
Bert walked around the stairs to get a closer look.
A woman was standing beneath the house, leaning heavily against one of the posts that 
supported it, her arm wrapped around it and her head leaning against it. He couldn't see her face 
because she was half turned away from him, so all he really saw was her hair. The color of it was 
somewhere between brown and black, like the feathers of a cormorant, and it tumbled down her 
back in wavy curls. She was wearing a white cotton dress and her feet were bare underneath the 
hem, her shoes kicked aside at the foot of the staircase.
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Bert stopped walking when he saw her, not wanting to startle her, but the woman didn't 
move. She stood remarkably still, like she'd grown right out of the wood.
He stepped into her line of sight to introduce himself, but then realized her eyes were 
closed. She seemed to be about his age, her expression intent and focused. She looked like she 
was listening.
“You alright, miss?” he asked quietly.
Not in the least startled, she opened her eyes and looked at him. “I am fine, monsieur, but 
this wood is not.”
The sound of her voice just about knocked all the sense out of him. Her accent was thick, 
her words lilting and melodious, but it was the color that struck him. Purple. The only color he'd 
never heard before. Her voice painted brushstrokes in the air around her, like watercolors 
bleeding through paper, and each word was a different kind of purple. Violet, indigo, lavender, 
and mauve all mingled together in streaks and daubs and smudges.
He shook his head, snapping himself out of his dazed staring. “What?”
The woman let go of the piling, brushing bits of wood off her dress as she stepped away. 
When she turned her attention to him, he couldn't help but notice that her eyes were the color of 
the ocean on a foggy morning and she had freckles sprinkled across her nose.
“I said, the wood is not good. There's rot in it.”
“How do you know?” Bert hadn't meant it to sound disbelieving, but she bristled a little 
at his tone. He gestured at the piling. “I mean, it does look whopperjawed, but that doesn't mean 
the wood itself isn't sturdy.”
He thumped the heel of his fist against the post in question, nodding in satisfaction when 
it didn't budge and his hand came away smarting.
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“It won't be strong enough to hold up the house much longer,” she insisted. “It doesn't 
sound as it should.”
“What do you mean?”
“The density is wrong. I was hearing where the wood has gone soft inside. It's half rotten 
already.”
Blazes of purple and violet hovered around her shoulders, plummeting like diving birds 
as they disappeared. Bert screwed his eyes shut, squeezing the bridge of his nose with his fingers 
to distract himself from the colors. It'd never been this much trouble to ignore them before.
“Now that you've finished your questioning, may I ask who you are?”
“Bert,” he managed. “Uh, Beasley. Bert Beasley. And you?”
“Elisabeth Lavoie.”
She pronounced her first name as “Eh-leez-ah-bet” and her last name as “La-vwah,” dark 
indigo swirls and sharp pinpricks of mauve gliding through the sound of her voice.
He forced himself to tear his focus away from the colors, blinking rapidly as though that 
would help clear them from his vision. “Nice to meet you.”
Miss Lavoie frowned at him. “What is your purpose for being here?”
“Uh.right. Yes. My pop owns the general store in town, and we heard someone was 
moving in, so I thought I'd come over and see how you're getting on.” He cleared his throat. 
“You alright, then?”
“I am, as I said before.”
At a loss, Bert hooked his thumbs in the pockets of his jacket and just nodded. Miss
Lavoie waited—for him to say more or for him to leave her alone, he couldn't tell which. He 
cleared his throat again.
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“That's the main reason I stopped by, really, to talk about repairs. Is the owner around?”
“The owner?” she repeated.
“Yeah, the Frenchman that bought the place. Your father or your husband.”
The muscles in her jaw tightened. “I am the owner.”
Each word was a sharp barb of plum purple. He almost wanted to duck, the color was so 
dark, poised to shoot towards him and poke his eyes out.
“You bought this place all by yourself?”
“Yes, I did. It's not so very difficult to give money and sign a piece of paper.”
“Right. S'pose not.” He thrust his hands deeper into the pockets of his coat. “Well, if 
you're here all by yourself then you must be looking for someone to fix the place up, right?”
“No. I'm not.”
“You're not? But you can't live here all alone with the house in the state it is.”
He knew as soon as the words left his mouth, he'd only made things worse.
“Can't I?” Miss Lavoie folded her arms. “Is there a law that I don't know about?”
“No, 'course not. I just mean that it won't be comfortable.”
“That much I had figured out but thank you for explaining.”
Bert took a deep breath, trying to swallow his irritation. “Alright, look, I wasn't trying to 
offend you. I was only trying to say that if you're needing someone to fix your house—”
“I will be fixing it myself.”
“You what?”
“I know how to build things. My grandfather was a violin maker and he taught me. This 
won't be so different.”
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“Right, but I reckon patching up a house is a far cry more complicated than fiddling 
about with violins.”
“I don't remember asking for your opinion.” Dark indigo bruises blemished the air 
around her face.
Bert tried to ignore the colors, glaring at her forehead instead. “I'm just trying to help.” 
“Something I also did not ask for.” Miss Lavoie snapped her mouth shut, half-turning
away from him as she tried to get her temper back under control. When she looked at him again, 
her chin was set mulishly, and she spoke with an icy politeness. “What I mean is, I am not 
requiring your assistance. Thank you anyway.”
Bert recognized a dismissal when he heard it. “Sorry to bother you then.” He tapped the 
brim of his cap with his fingers, a half-hearted attempt at a farewell. “Good luck with your 
house.”
Not waiting for a response, he walked away as fast as politeness would allow. He got all 
the way to the main road before it hit him, the familiar weight creeping through his limbs and 
halting him in his tracks.
There hadn't been a job, and they were right back where they'd started.
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Chapter Five
The morning after she moved into her new house, Elisabeth made herself a cup of tea and 
sat at the top of the porch stairs, contemplating the entirety of the mess she'd gotten herself into.
There had been countless reasons not to buy the house. The first time the estate agent had 
shown her the house, she'd almost put her foot right into the possum-sized hole in the living 
room floor. She'd seen every missing floorboard, cracked windowpane, loose shutter, and 
flaking strip of paint. And, even before she'd listened to the pilings beneath the house yesterday, 
she'd known that their wood wouldn't be sound.
But she had seen a place that needed someone, a place she could make her own.
She took another sip of tea, her attention catching on the landscape before her. Woods 
surrounded the house, the trees spindly but thickly grouped, their branches jouncing every now 
and then like passersby nodding hello. Behind the house, where the trees were sparser, the beach 
peeked between their trunks, the sand and sea shining in the sunlight.
The only problem was that the flight of stairs she was sitting on leaned ever so slightly to 
the side, tilting her view of the scenery. The whole house leaned.
The truth was that, although the minor repairs were well within her capabilities to fix, she 
would need to hire someone to help her fix the rotting pilings. She'd come to that conclusion 
before Bert Beasley had said so, but when he'd doubted her—when he'd scoffed at the very idea 
of her fixing anything—she found herself arguing exactly the opposite.
And now, she didn't know where to start.
With a sigh, she set the empty teacup on the landing and trudged down the creaky 
staircase. She needed to walk away for a moment, catch her breath, so she strode towards the 
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ocean. When she passed through the trees and reached the grass that bordered the edge of the 
sand, she paused.
This beach was why she'd bought the house.
There was so much life here, so much color. Nearest the grass, the dunes were a warm 
yellow and then in the middle of the beach, where the wild horses trampled up the sand, it turned 
brown. At the waterline where the sandpipers scurried back and forth, varying shades of tan and 
gray sand sparkled where the sun hit the drops of water left behind. And beyond, the ocean 
stretched out into the sky in striations of white, green, blue, and deeper blue.
With the sun, the sand, and the sky, she felt better already. Abandoning her shoes, she 
walked barefoot across the warm sand to stand nearer to the water.
A nearby herd of wild horses caught her eye and she stopped to watch them. They 
wandered from one patch of beach grass to the next, their tails twitching lazily. As the herd 
ambled past her, their hooves sank silently into the sand, as though heeding the waves that 
shushed the rest of the beach. They looked, she thought, like a little family strolling through a 
park.
Gathering up the hem of her skirt, Elisabeth turned back to the ocean and stepped across 
the waterline. She had a glimpse, an instant, of her pale feet against the wet sand, and then a 
wave rushed over them. The cold saltwater foamed around her ankles. Its chill woke her up, 
sharpening things, brightening them.
When the water slunk back out to sea, the sand beneath her heels swirled away with it. 
She sank, curling her toes in the wet sand that remained. As another wave swept in, sinking her a 
little deeper into the beach, she closed her eyes and tilted her face up to feel the sun.
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The first time she'd stood on this beach, as the cries of the gulls and the murmur of the 
ocean washed over her, the edges of the world had suddenly snapped into focus. It was as though 
she'd been a string out of tune, a discordant hum, and that moment was the tuning peg turning. 
For the first time since her grandparents had passed away, she'd felt steady. Like she could grow 
roots.
She would begin then. Her grandmother's piano was set to be delivered any day now, and 
the porch stairs would need to be repaired before then. Once it arrived, perhaps the house would 
begin to feel more like home.
At the tree line, Elisabeth stopped to collect her boots. Hopping a little, she brushed the 
sand from her feet and put her shoes back on, thrusting out a hand to brace herself against a tree 
when she almost lost her balance.
Her hand came away sticky, sap streaking her palm. The smell of it, as rich and sweet as 
butterscotch candy, tickled her nose. It was familiar, and precious.
The cellar of her grandfather's shop in Paris had been the warmest room in the building 
and it smelled like a forest. When she first came to live with her grandparents, she used to stand 
at the top of the stairs and breath in the scent of the wood.
“Any competent violin maker will know the type of wood from its smell alone,” her 
grandfather had claimed.
He'd made a game out of it for her. “Close your eyes. Cover them so I know you are not 
peeking.” Then he held pieces of wood underneath her nose, testing her every day until she could 
correctly tell him what kind of tree it had been cut from. Spruce. Maple. Poplar. Willow.
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Most of the wood he used for violin making was stored at their cottage in the countryside 
because it took over a decade for the logs to dry. They needed to be kept at a moderate 
temperature, away from moisture, or the violins would produce poor sound. Her grandfather 
brought some of the logs back to Paris at the start of every winter, so he would have plenty of 
wood to work with until spring came again. They kept the logs inside a cabinet tucked into the 
far corner of the cellar until they were needed.
“The smell will tell you if the wood is ready to be used.”
Green wood smelled stronger, like sap, sweet but acrid. Dry wood hardly smelled at all; 
the scent was faint, spent, and smelled almost like the ashes in a pipe.
There were other ways to tell, of course. The color of the wood, faded or vibrant. Its 
weight, heavy with water or light from its absence. Its density, whether it had hardened and 
compressed or remained soft.
“Most important, you must listen to its sound.”
He'd opened the cupboard in his workshop, kneeling amid wood shavings and sawdust to 
prop a log up on its end and press his ear against the bark. Eyes closed, he rapped his knuckles 
against the wood and listened.
From the intensity in his face, the way his forehead furrowed and his mouth tightened, 
Elisabeth had thought he was listening to a song inside the wood. That the vibration of his 
knuckles against the log called forth music that only he could hear, the sound of the violin he'd 
yet to make.
She'd been disappointed when he finally told her what he was actually listening for.
“Wet wood makes a dull thud when you strike it. Dry wood sounds more hollow.”
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Part of her had never quite believed that that was all there was to it. That may have been 
all she heard when she listened, an echoing knock or a muted thump, but her grandfather must 
have heard more. Whenever he finished a violin and ran a bow across its strings for the first time, 
his face looked just the same as it did when he listened to its wood. And he always nodded as he 
played the first notes, like the sound was exactly what he'd expected to be, like he'd heard it 
before.
As Elisabeth left the shade of the trees and the house came into view, she saw an older 
woman walking down the porch stairs, carrying a basket on her arm. She was as thin as a reed, 
Elisabeth could see that even though she wore a bulky men's coat over her dress.
When she saw Elisabeth standing there, she waved. “Mornin'!”
“Good morning.”
The woman reached her and, now that she was off the steps, Elisabeth saw that she was 
very short. She had to tilt her head to look up at Elisabeth, shading her eyes against the sun with 
her free hand.
Maybe it was the way she was squinting, the corner of her eyes crinkling with smile­
lines. Or the tilt of her straw hat and the way she'd painstakingly decorated the brim with 
delicate fabric flowers. But, for a moment, Elisabeth was reminded so forcefully of her 
grandmother that words failed her.
“Well, you must be the new owner,” the woman said. “I'm Alice Beasley, but you can 
just call me Alice.”
Elisabeth shook her hand. “Elisabeth Lavoie. It's nice to meet you.”
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She recognized Alice's surname, and braced herself for some kind of confrontation. If 
she was related to Bert Beasley, it seemed likely that she'd come to discuss the quarrel.
“Do you like pecan cookies?” Alice asked. She lifted up the cloth covering the basket, 
revealing a pile of cookies, alongside several sandwich-shaped bundles.
“Oh, I—yes, I do. Thank you.”
“Wonderful!” Alice took a handkerchief from the basket and wrapped most of the 
cookies inside it. They must've come straight out of the oven—as Alice placed them in her 
hands, Elisabeth could feel the warmth of them even through the cloth.
“They're an apology of sorts. My son came by yesterday and I was told things didn't go 
so well.”
Elisabeth hesitated, fingers tightening around the bundle of cookies. “No, but I think, 
perhaps, I should be apologizing too. I might've been—”
“No, no, it was a stressful day and an unexpected guest was probably the last thing you 
needed. I tried to warn 'em off, but once he or his father get an idea in their heads. ." Alice 
shook her head and shrugged.
“I see. Well...thank you.”
At a loss, she glanced up at the house. She should invite Alice inside for tea or lemonade.
It'd be the expected, neighborly thing to do. But she'd just finished the last cup of tea before her 
walk on the beach, and her other food supplies were running equally low.
“I'm sorry. I would invite you inside, but I'm afraid I haven't been to the grocer yet. And 
the house is truly a mess, I haven't even unpacked.”
“That's alright, dear, I really only just popped by on my way into town.” Alice's face lit 
up. “Has anyone shown you around yet?”
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“I passed beside the town when I left the hotel in Nag's Head, but that is all.”
“Well, I'd be happy to give you the tour. I'm heading to the general store now to bring 
my family lunch. You're welcome to join me, or I can stop by on another day.”
Elisabeth hesitated. Alice seemed nice, but it wouldn't surprise her to discover that this 
visit wasn't just about delivering cookies. She'd bet money that Alice had planned to bring her to 
the general store from the beginning, probably to make amends with Bert. But perhaps that was 
for the best—Kill Devil Hills was a small place and she'd have to visit the general store 
eventually. With Alice there at least, there was a chance she and Bert could be more civil to each 
other.
“I'd appreciate it. Just let me put these cookies in the house.”
Like everything in the Outer Banks, the road to town was narrow, squeezed between two 
expanses of forest in much the same way the barrier islands themselves were pressed between 
the ocean on one side and the various sounds on the other. As they walked along it together, 
Alice pointed out other, smaller trails that branched off of it into the trees, ones Elisabeth hadn't 
even noticed.
“We're coming up on the Padgett's house now. This path here takes you right to it. 
They're old friends, and Myrtle makes the best peach cobbler you've ever had. Oh, and up ahead 
a ways, just past that winding part, you'll find the Spivey house. Joseph, he's your age, and his 
father passed about three years ago, so he's the only one living there now.”
“Where do you live?”
“Thataway.” Alice turned to point back the way they'd come. “We're farther out than you 
are, but you'll find us just after the first left curve you come to.”
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“Is your house also on the other side of the road?” Every house Alice had shown her had 
been tucked away in the trees, almost invisible if you didn't know where to look, and they had all 
been on the opposite side of the road from Elisabeth's home.
“Most folk pick the Sound side when they build a house. Less of a chance of it getting
washed away.” Alice winced. “That is.. .yours has lasted longer than most. Either because of 
good bones or sheer stubbornness.”
Elisabeth smiled. Her grandfather used to say that stubbornness was all a body needed to 
make their way in the world.
“The Banks are lovely,” Alice went on, “but it can be a hard place to live. I've lost count 
of the number of storms that've tried to wipe us off the map.”
Before Elisabeth had moved into the house, she had been staying at the hotel in Nag's
Head. Every local she had talked to there, and the estate agent too, had warned her about the 
storms and hurricanes. About the heat in the summers, the snow in the winters, and the 
dangerous waters just off the shore that had dragged down ship after ship. They'd told her it was 
hard to grow food in the soil, and that the sand never stopped moving, anchored by nothing, so it 
crept over things inch by inch until it buried them.
“That is life, no?”
Alice considered her, studying her face. Then she nodded once, firmly.
They walked in silence for a few feet, passing in and out of the shadows cast by the tree 
branches waving overhead. Shortly after the Spivey house disappeared behind them, Elisabeth 
noticed a bright yellow house through the trees ahead of them.
“Whose house is this?” she asked, nodding to it.
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“Ah, that one there belongs to the Mooneyhams,” Alice said. “Daisy lives there and a few 
of us meet at her place every other Thursday afternoon for a sewing circle. Well, we call it that, 
but if we've not much to mend then it's mostly just talking. You're welcome to join us if you'd 
like. I reckon you two would get on like a house fire.”
“I would like that.”
What the locals called the town of Kill Devil Hills was actually only a few unpaved 
streets connecting even fewer buildings. The first one they came to was the schoolhouse, a 
newer-looking building with fresh white paint and a large brass bell hung on the wall over the 
door. Most of the other buildings were houses lifted up on pilings, painted white or blue if they 
were painted at all.
The general store was in the middle of the town, closer to the ocean side than the Sound 
side. It was smaller than she expected, a rusty-red building that, despite its proximity to the 
beach, was only raised about a foot off the ground.
As they approached, Elisabeth looked through the large front window and was surprised 
by how homey the interior was. There was a wood stove in the middle of the room, though it 
wasn't lit now, with two rocking chairs beside it. Aside from a few wooden buckets full of 
produce, the rest of the floor was bare, with most of the goods displayed on the shelves behind 
the counter that took up an entire wall of the store. On the counter itself were jars of candy, jams, 
and honey but, at the far end, a pile of furs had been laid out.
There was an older man standing in the far corner behind the counter, peering down at a 
clipboard. Bert was up on a ladder at the other end of the counter, nearer to the door, balancing a 
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box of canned food on one knee as he set the cans on the shelves. At the sound of the bell, they 
both looked over.
“Hey, Ma—” Bert stopped mid-sentence as he saw Elisabeth standing in the doorway 
behind Alice. He flinched, just barely, but recovered so quickly that Elisabeth almost thought 
she'd imagined it.
Turning away, he perched the box on an empty shelf and came down the ladder. When he 
turned back around, his face was wiped as blank as a chalk slate. “Afternoon, miss.”
“Good afternoon.”
Alice set the picnic basket onto the counter and waved the older man over. He limped 
towards them, looking even less pleased to see Elisabeth than Bert had. He didn't outright glare 
at her, but the features of his face hardened.
“Cyril, this is Miss Lavoie, our new neighbor. Elisabeth, this is my husband.”
“Nice to meet you,” Elisabeth said.
Mr. Beasley only nodded in reply. It drew a frown from Alice, but he ignored her.
A brief, uncomfortable silence followed, until Bert stepped forward and cleared his 
throat. “So what brings you here?”
“Just showing her around town.” Alice began unpacking the picnic basket, laying the 
wrapped food onto the counter in a line. “She hadn't a chance to see any of it yet.”
“Hope it was to your liking.” Mr. Beasley moved to count the jars on the counter, tapping 
the top of his pencil against their lids before writing numbers down on his clipboard. “Though I 
expect most of you woodsers prefer places like Nag's Head.”
Elisabeth didn't know what a woodser was but, since Alice didn't look concerned by his 
use of it, she assumed it hadn't been an outright insult. Still, he'd said the word with the same 
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tone her grandfather used when he complained about the customers who decided what violin to 
buy before hearing its sound or playing it themselves.
“Nag's Head was nice, but the buildings were all clumped together. I like that Kill Devil 
Hills is spread out.”
“Sounds like you're settling in fine,” Bert said.
He shifted slightly when she looked at him, but his face remained so carefully stony that 
Elisabeth couldn't tell whether he was being sincere or mocking her.
“That is another reason I came,” she admitted. “I didn't bring many supplies with me and 
I'm needing to buy some.”
“What're you looking for?” Mr. Beasley asked.
“Boards for building, nails, tarp, and a saw to start, please,” she said, thinking of the 
porch stairs. “And groceries.”
“I can get the building supplies from the back,” Bert told his father. He glanced at 
Elisabeth. “What size boards you need?”
“Thirty-eight by eighty-nine.”
Mr. Beasley's eyebrows flew up high on his head. “We don't carry boards that big. I 
don't even think they make 'em that big.”
If he hadn't looked so surprised, she would've thought he was joking. It was the most 
common size of board.
“France uses the metric system,” Bert said suddenly. “So you're talking millimeters, 
right?”
“Oh, yes. I am.”
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“Alright, so. ." He looked up at the ceiling, chewing on his lip. With some surprise, 
Elisabeth realized he was converting the measurements in his head. “You're looking for two-by- 
fours then, which we got. How many you need?”
“I'm not sure. I'm using them to brace the porch stairs and to replace some of the steps. 
Perhaps twelve?”
Mr. Beasley flipped up a page on his clipboard. “We've got that many, and a few more 
besides if you end up needing some later.”
“We've also got four-by-four posts—uh, eighty-nine by eighty-nine, I mean,” Bert added.
“They'd work better for bracing.”
“They would,” Elisabeth agreed. “Four would be enough, I think.”
Bert nodded, then retreated into the storeroom. As he left, Elisabeth felt some of the 
tension ease out of her shoulders.
“Right then.” Mr. Beasley retrieved a paper bag from below the counter. “What groceries 
do you need?”
Mr. Beasley had packed fresh produce, eggs, two cans of broth, and a bag of flour into a 
grocery bag for Elisabeth by the time Bert finished gathering the building supplies. When he 
came back, he seemed to not know what to do with himself, lingering at the far end of the 
counter with his hands in his pockets when Mr. Beasley wasn't asking him to fetch things up the 
ladder. Elisabeth was glad he kept his distance.
“That should be everything,” Mr. Beasley said, placing the last item, a box of nails, into 
the second grocery bag. “You need help getting these home?”
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“I will be fine with the groceries, but thank you,” she assured Mr. Beasley. “Would it be 
possible for the building supplies to be delivered later today? I'd like to begin repairs as soon as I 
can.”
Bert, hands in his pockets still, cleared his throat. “I can bring some of it now. Walk back 
with you.”
Mr. Beasley and Alice looked as surprised by the suggestion as she was, but neither said 
anything, looking to Elisabeth for her answer.
“I wouldn't want to interrupt your lunch.” She nodded to the unpacked picnic basket. 
“Later today, or even tomorrow, is fine.”
She was in the middle of hefting the first bag off the counter, settling the weight of it 
against her hip, when Bert suddenly appeared at her elbow.
“It's no trouble,” he insisted, picking up the second grocery bag before she had the 
chance.
Because her back was to his parents, she risked glaring at him. But he just nodded at the 
door. “After you, Miss Lavoie.”
Under normal circumstances, Elisabeth wouldn't told Bert that she didn't want to walk 
with him, but his mother was sitting right there, and she'd been nothing but kind. If she didn't 
want to appear rude, she would have to accept his help.
Turning to face his parents, she fixed a smile on her face. “Thank you both so much. I 
appreciate it.”
“Any time,” Mr. Beasley replied.




Waving goodbye, Elisabeth went through the front door, purposely not holding it open 
for Bert. She turned to watch it swing back and thump against his shoulder, almost making him 
drop the grocery bag. He shot her an exasperated look but said nothing until the door swung shut.
“I know this is an imposition—” he began.
“Give me that, please.” She held out her free hand for the grocery bag he carried. “You 
can't hold that and the boards.”
He blinked, thrown off guard, but then held the bag out for her to take. She wrapped her 
arm around it, pulling both bags together so they offset each other's bulk. The weight of them 
against her chest made her lean back slightly, but they'd be manageable.
“Got it?” Bert asked.
Her only response was another withering glare. Lifting one shoulder in a shrug, he turned 
away to walk towards the side of the building.
“I put the wood 'round back.”
She followed him but, instead of walking with him to the boards lying on the ground, she 
continued straight, heading towards the road.
“Hold on,” he called.
She didn't even break stride. From behind her, she heard what sounded like a muffled 
swear word, and then the sound of the boards clunking against each other as Bert jogged to catch 
up.
When he drew even with her, she saw that he carried the four thicker posts she'd asked 
for, wrapped up in a tarp and tied together with twine. The saw she'd requested was also part of 
the bundle, the handle of it sticking out of the top.
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“I know this is an imposition and I'm sorry,” he said. “I just wanted to apologize for 
yesterday and this seemed the best way to get you on your own.”
“Harassing me further is no apology.”
Bert opened his mouth to answer, and then closed it. Frowning down at the ground, he 
walked with her all the way to the tree line before he spoke again.
“You're right. Once I drop off your supplies, I'll leave you be.”
They walked the rest of the way to her house in an uneasy silence, the crunch of their 
boots loud in the quiet. When they finally arrived, Bert placed the bundle of wood beside the 
pilings, doffed his cap at her, and then walked back towards the general store without another 
word.
As she began measuring the height of the stair supports and the length of the posts, Bert 
came and went twice more. Each time, he placed a bundle of six two-by-fours at the base of the 
stairs and left without speaking.
After he left the second time, she assumed that he'd gone for good and began digging 
holes for the four-by-four posts. But he returned soon after, carrying a sawhorse under each arm.
She stopped digging, watching as he placed the sawhorses by the rest of the boards.
“Thought these might help.” Bert shrugged with one shoulder again. It had looked 
dismissive before, but she noticed this time that his fingers were fidgeting with the hem of his 
jacket. He was uncomfortable. “They're ours, but we're not using 'em right now.”
Elisabeth leaned against the handle of the shovel, considering him. The sawhorses would 
help, quite a lot. It was a surprisingly considerate apology. “Thank you. I appreciate it.”
His eyes flicked away from her face, focusing on something just over her shoulder. She 
turned to look, thinking he'd seen someone walking towards them or some kind of animal in the 
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woods, but she saw only trees. When she turned back, he was looking at her again and he seemed 
even more uncomfortable.
He cleared his throat. “Well, have a good night.”
Bert tipped his hat to her again, and then turned to leave. She watched him until he turned 
onto the road and the trees swallowed him.
Elisabeth didn't want to waste the light, so she skipped dinner and set about measuring 
and cutting the boards to brace the stairs. The weight of the saw felt right in her hand, and the 
sound of it rasping through the wood, the smell of the sawdust, reminded her of working with her 
grandfather.
Her grandfather's workshop had been a jumble, an unsolved jigsaw puzzle, tools and 
pieces of wood and half-formed violins scattered amidst the workbenches set against each wall.
Gouges, chisels, and saws hung together over the workbench nearest the cabinet, 
balanced on hooks within easy reach. Below them, her grandfather cut and shaped the wood, 
starting with a mold for the ribs of the violin, coating the tabletop and floor with a fine layer of 
sawdust and wood curls that never quite went away, no matter how often Elisabeth swept for 
him.
The first time he'd shown her how to build a violin, she had been six years old and had 
only been living with them for a few weeks.
They had started by shaping the ribs and, after, he showed her how to painstakingly 
outline the top of the violin with a scribe. Then he set the pencil aside and placed her hand on the 
wood.
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“Do you see how many winters this tree survived?” He moved her finger along the dark 
grain lines in a slab of wood, his hand warm over hers, the calluses on his palms rough against 
the back of her hand. “It is older than you, maybe as old as me, and once it becomes a violin it 
will outlive us both.”
The outlines for the body, three in total, had to be traced and cut and filed exactingly so 
the pieces fit together. There was not much room for error—two millimeters, four millimeters at 
the most. He demonstrated how to shape the top piece with the gouges, how to erase the gouge 
marks with a brass finger plane, how to carve the f-holes, how to fit in the brass bar after the rest 
of the wood was perfectly smooth.
They made the back piece next, followed by the neck and fingerboard and pegs. The 
scroll at the top took longer, shaped first and then scraped and sandpapered until its surface was 
smooth. Finally, for the last step, they eased the ribs off the mold, wiggling it carefully so the 
wood wouldn't snap, and glued it to the body.
Even after they'd assembled the pieces, and after they'd polished the wood with horsetail 
grass, they had to leave the violin hanging from the ceiling with the other unfinished violins for 
five more weeks. All of the violins were left in the white over winter, because her grandfather 
had to wait until summer to varnish them. He couldn't make the varnish in town—it was too 
flammable, too dangerous.
“And too smelly. We have to make it at the other workshop, or the neighbors here will 
complain.”
She'd found out what he meant soon enough. Among the ingredients he used for the 
primer were rabbit urine and horse manure, which he procured from a farm down the road from 
their cottage.
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It was her first summer living with her grandparents, her first time visiting the 
countryside cottage and workshop, but she'd helped him mix the concoction, trying not to gag. 
When he'd deemed it ready, they let it sit out in the sun. Then they filtered it, mixed it again with 
some grain alcohol, and then finally applied it to the violins. The instruments had to dry for four 
hours, hanging in the upper attic of the house, tucked away in the eaves.
While they waited, her grandfather had shown her how to mix a ground coat, which
sealed the primer in place. Once they'd applied that, the violins returned to the attic to dry for a 
full day.
“It is a good thing there are so many steps, no? Otherwise, what would we do with 
ourselves during the waiting?”
The next day, Elisabeth helped her grandfather cook the varnish. They poured linseed oil, 
coloring and gum, and pine resin—“The kind they caulk ships with”—all together in a pot that 
they'd placed on the woodstove in the barn. He warned her that it could explode if they weren't 
careful, but she stood right over it anyway, balancing on a chair. She liked watching as the liquid 
turned a dark amber color, taking on a red tint.
When it was finally time to varnish, they wiped down a room inside the house until there 
were no bugs or dust or anything else that could get stuck in the finish. Then they spread the 
varnish on the violins with their hands, smoothing it out so it coated the instruments evenly. It 
made the sides of her fingers stick together, like she'd dipped them in syrup, and stained her 
hands a yellow-ish red color. That night, even after she'd scrubbed them, her palms still smelled 
like pine trees and she'd fallen asleep with her nose buried in them.
Finally, finally, weeks after they'd glued together all the wood, days after they'd spent 
days applying the various finishing coats, the violins were ready to be strung.
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In those first few months she'd lived with her grandparents, she'd watched countless 
times as her grandfather strung violins and then tuned them. He'd pluck at the first string. Frown. 
Then turn a peg, tightening the string. Another flick of his thumb against the string, another turn 
of the peg, and so on until all four strings had been tuned to his satisfaction.
Then, after the tuning, it would be time for the final test.
He'd close his eyes, the violin nestled against his collarbone, and breathe in. Then, 
without opening his eyes, he'd set a bow across the strings of the finished violin and gently pull 
it back. The shiver of sound it produced was like the first shaft of sunlight slipping through a 
crack in the curtains. Startling. Glowing. Awake.
At the sound, he would nod, eyes still closed, and then set the bow aside.
When it was time to test the first violin that the two of them had made together, he had 
offered her the bow instead.
“How do you know if it sounds right?” she asked.
He had spread his hands, palms up, and said nothing. Elisabeth knew then that this was a 
test for her as well. Resting the bow against the strings, she tucked the end of the violin 
underneath her chin and closed her eyes.
What would it sound like? High and bright, like laughter? Dark and solemn, like a 
rainstorm? Gentle, like snowflakes drifting? Like moonlight? Or wild, like a racing heart?
The wood was smooth against her chin. It smelled of linseed oil and resin. She knew its 
color already, without opening her eyes. A pale golden brown, like honey, but not honey-red like 
her grandfather's violin. More sunshine than amber.
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But she knew, right before she slid the bow, that the sound of this violin would not be as 
mellow as its color. It would sound vibrant, sparkling, but it would be deep. Dusky. A sunset, not 
a sunrise.
With a slide of her arm, the sound she imagined hummed into being, resonating up her 
jaw and down her arms.
The goosebumps on her skin remained even after the sound faded and when she opened 
her eyes, her grandfather was smiling at her.
“Brava.”
Flushed with pride, she held the violin and bow out to him.
“No, no.” He raised his hands, fingers splayed. “This one is yours.”
When it got too dark outside to see, Elisabeth moved all the boards, cut and uncut, 
underneath the house and covered them with the tarp she'd bought at the general store.
Once inside, she found she was too restless to read, but too tired to do much of anything 
else. She built a fire in the fireplace to give herself some light, but found her eyes were drawn to 
the last unpacked trunk instead of to the flames.
She'd only brought two steamer trunks with her from Paris. The first had held her 
clothes, her books, and a few small mementos. The second contained the last of her 
grandparents' belongings.
On her first night in Nag's Head, she'd opened the second trunk to check on the two 
violins she'd packed inside it, hers and her grandfather's. They'd been unharmed, unbroken, the 
dark wood of their necks flowing seamlessly into the lighter wood of their bodies as though 
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they'd been carved from one tree. She'd returned them to their place in the trunk without playing 
them. She'd wanted to, but it had hurt enough just to look at them.
Even now, Elisabeth wasn't sure she wanted to hear their sound. The last echoes of her 
grandfather's music were somewhere inside his violin, etched into the wood like the whorls left 
by termites. It wouldn't sound the same if she played it.
Elisabeth looked away from the trunk, nudging a log in the fireplace with the end of the 





Bert felt the rain in the air when he woke up. The downpour hadn't started yet, but the 
morning had a bite to it and there were clouds gathering in the blue shadowed sky. If there was a 
storm brewing, he wouldn't have as much time for fishing as he'd hoped.
The Sound was quiet, most of the wildlife hunkered down to wait out the rain. Bert 
missed their noise, their colors, and the twilight seemed drearier without them.
Untying his boat from the dock, Bert pushed out into the Sound and began rowing. His 
favorite spot was about fifteen minutes out, far enough that the shore almost disappeared. 
Throughout the Sound there were various grass beds and salt marshes, clumps of vegetation 
where the small fish came to eat insects and the big fish came to eat small fish. His spot was one 
of many such places, but he'd found that it almost always offered up a good catch.
When he neared it, he pulled in the oars and let the boat glide in closer on its own. After 
dropping anchor, he waited another minute or so to let the fish settle back in again. The rain had 
already started to fall in the distance, a shading of pencil lead below the charcoal-smudged 
clouds. He should make it back to shore before the storm reached him.
Bert gathered the net from the bottom of the boat and stood up, swaying to keep his 
balance as the boat rocked. Grasping the net by the yoke, he shook it out, so the lead weights fell 
and straightened out its folds. After tying the handline around his wrist, he stooped to lift a piece 
of the lead line at the bottom of the net and stuck it in his mouth. He didn't bite down on it—his 
Pop's best friend had almost lost a tooth that way, forgetting to spit the lead line out as he threw 
the net—but just kept it tucked in the corner of his mouth as he sorted the rest of the net into two 
sections.
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Bert didn't bother looking for fish below the surface. The water in the Albemarle Sound 
was brackish, which is why the fish liked it, and it was too greenish-brown to see anything, even 
though the bottom was generally only about six feet down. All he really could do was toss the 
net anywhere near the grass bed and hope for the best.
Facing the stern of the boat, he brought both sections of the net over to his left side, 
holding them in both hands, and then pivoted at the waist, tossing the net out over the water.
It unfurled as a circle, spinning out like the skirts of a woman twirling during a reel. 
Landing with a slap, the net sank out of sight, the water rippling around it. Grasping the handline 
with both hands, he yanked on it, feeling the drag on the net increase as the lead weights pulled 
the ends together and closed it. Hand over hand, he pulled the line back in, popping it up every 
now and again to keep the net from dragging against the bottom. The cord was wet, the rope cold 
and prickly against his skin.
When the top of the net broke the surface, Bert grabbed it and hauled it aboard. Dumping 
the bundle into the bottom of the boat, he watched the fish thrash around inside, a mess of 
squirming silver. There weren't many of them, and most of them were too small to sell at the 
store. It struck him, not for the first time, how silent they were about dying. Their mouths 
gawping open and closed, their gills lifting and falling, all without a sound. Only their fins 
smacking against the wood or each other produced any kind of noise, a wet thwacking, fwipping 
sound that he knew would grow less frequent, less frantic, the longer they lay there.
Shading his eyes, he looked back out over the water. There was no time for another 
haul—the cloud bank on the horizon had moved closer and the wind had started to blow due 
north, buffeting him and the boat with gusts of cold air. Swearing under his breath, he moved to 
the middle of the boat to take up rowing again.
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As he leaned back on the oars, the blades sweeping forward through the water, he cursed 
the weather some more. On a calmer day, waking up this early would've given him time to haul 
in at least two more netfuls of fish before he had to come in for work. Just one catch was hardly 
worth the effort.
A raindrop splattered against his nose and, without pausing his rowing, he tucked his 
head to the side and wiped his face against his shirtsleeve. The storm was closer than he thought, 
but if he picked up the pace, he could get back to shore before the waves got too rough.
As he leaned forward to pull the oars again, the net of fish drew his gaze. They'd stopped 
flopping around, but there was enough water swilling around in the bottom of the boat to keep 
their gills moist. Most of them were probably still alive, he reckoned, but it was hard to tell with 
fish because their eyes didn't change. They weren't like dogs or horses or ducks, where the eyes 
emptied out after all the life was gone from them. Fish eyes never looked alive to begin with.
What changed was their smell. Now, fresh caught, they still smelled like the water. Cold 
and clear. Once they died though, they'd smell briny, like seaweed dried out in the sun, but 
tinged with the bitter, coppery tang of blood.
As much as Bert tried, there was no escaping that smell. When he got back to shore, he'd 
have to scale each fish, slice them down the middle, and dig out their guts. Little flecks of silver 
would stick to his clothes, bits of flesh would stay squished beneath his nails, and that smell 
would cling to him no matter how much soap he used.
He'd salt the fish in the backyard, the cuts and scrapes on his hands stinging from it, and 
then he'd go to the store stinking of brine. He'd reek of it for the rest of the day and he'd carry 
that smell back into their house, like his dad used to, and his grandfather before him. He'd still 
smell like salt and dead fish when he went to bed that night.
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Another raindrop landed on his hand, then another on his knee. In another breath, the rain 
began coming down in sheets, the Sound set to boiling by the raindrops pelting the surface. It 
soaked him through to the skin.
He rowed faster and, as he strained forward and back, forward and back, he counted the 
dying fish. There were far too few of them.
That afternoon, Bert was worn out, the rain pounding a lullaby against the roof that left 
him droopy-eyed and yawning. The sound of it was so calming, a dusty gray-green, like sage 
leaves, that he almost nodded off completely during lunch until Mama rapped her knuckles 
against the tabletop.
“Did you hear me, Bert?”
“What?”
“Our front door has been hanging whopperjawed for almost a month now and I'd like it 
straightened out.”
Bert nodded absently, unwrapping his ham sandwich. As he brought it to his mouth, he 
caught a noseful of the dead fish smell that clung to his hands. He bit into the sandwich anyway.
“I told you, I'll get around to the door this Sunday,” Pop said.
“I know. But I've invited our new neighbor over for dinner tonight, so I'd like it done 
today.”
Bert stared at her, wide awake now and half-hoping she was joking. He thought he and 
Miss Lavoie had worked out a kind of truce, but any good will they had towards each other was 
more fragile than the model aeroplanes he glued back together after their test flights.
“What'd you go and do that for?” Pop grouched.
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“Why shouldn't I? That poor girl has been here almost a week and we've barely had a 
conversation with her. She deserves some proper hospitality.”
“That may be, but why are we the ones that have to offer it?”
Mama huffed out a breath. “Because she's our neighbor, Cyril! Because I think she's a 
lovely girl and I'd like to get to know her better.”
“She's a foreigner. You've seen how those dingbatters act over in Nag's Head. Always 
turning their noses up. I don't want one looking down on us in our own home.”
“That's ridiculous. Elisabeth is polite as anything and a sweetheart to boot.”
Bert snorted, hastily turning it into a cough when both Pop and Mama turned to look at 
him.
“I.uh.I agree with Pop,” he said. Purple voice or not, Miss Lavoie was downright 
prickly and having her over for dinner was bound to end in some kind of argument.
Mama's expression darkened. “I've invited her, and you will both be there spic-and-span 
and on time. Land sakes, you can stand to have one dinner with the girl!”
Pop and Bert traded glum looks. Mama didn't pull that tone often, but they'd yet to win 
an argument with her when she did.
“Yes, ma'am,” Bert sighed. “What time's she getting there?”
“I told her we'd eat at six or so. So you two might have to close up the shop a little early 
today to get that door taken care of before she arrives.”
“Close early?” Pop tossed his sandwich back onto its newspaper, scowling at Mama. 
“Alice, you know the state the store is in. We can't go closing it down just 'cause you have a 
dinner guest over. One who'll eat our food, which we also can't afford to—”
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“Oh, honestly, how much do you think she'll eat? I'm just cooking rabbits and Bert can 
always shoot us another one. It won't cost a thing.”
“It costs gunpowder and bullets, which cost money, which we won't have if you're 
insisting I close down the store at the—”
“You won't have to close down the store,” Bert cut in, rubbing his forehead. “I'll leave 
early to fix the door and you can come along after.”
Both Mama and Pop still looked disgruntled, but neither protested. Suppressing another 
yawn, Bert returned his attention to his sandwich.
As Bert changed out the hinges on the front door, rain pattered softly against the porch 
overhang above him. It had lightened up considerably, though not enough to stop the puddles in 
the yard from expanding into small ponds.
“Might as well be ducks,” he muttered, kneeling down to start unscrewing the bottom 
hinge.
He wondered whether aeroplanes ever flew in weather like this. When they'd been doing 
tests out on the beach, the Wrights had been careful to make sure the conditions were right. Good 
winds, mostly clear skies. Flying on a glider in the rain might be tough, but Bert reckoned it'd be 
possible as long as the wind was still good. It was the engine-powered planes that he wondered 
about. Their machinery probably wouldn't work too well if it got wet. But the Wrights had to 
have figured out a solution, or they risked plummeting to their deaths at the first unexpected 
raincloud.
A tarp would work, but it could too easily slip or come untied. They'd have to cover it 
with something more durable or find a way to make the engine components waterproof.
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Bert finished screwing in the new door hinge and stood. He'd yet to test the hinges, but 
the door seemed to be hanging straighter than before.
He turned to toss the screwdriver back into the toolbox and found Miss Lavoie standing 
on the porch steps. He jumped in surprise, the screwdriver flying wide and missing the box, 
bursts of copper fire sparking up as it clattered against the wood floor.
Through the flashes of orange, Miss Lavoie raised an eyebrow at him. “I'm sorry, I didn't 
mean to startle you.”
Bert bent to retrieve the screwdriver, trying not to look annoyed. “'S'alright.”
He straightened again, twisting the screwdriver over and over in his hands as he thought 
about what to say.
She hadn't brought an umbrella. The shoulders of her jacket were dappled with raindrops, 
freckled like the coat of a piebald pony, and her hair was damp, strands of it slipping down out of 
its pins. Her face was flushed from the cold, but she didn't look miserable—if anything, her eyes 
looked brighter, lit with the joy of traipsing through the woods in the middle of a rain shower. 
He'd liked rain that way once too, though now it only made him worry about repairing their 
leaky roof.
“Rain agrees with you, then?” he asked.
Miss Lavoie brushed some damp hair off of her forehead, her expression carefully polite.
“I enjoy it, if that's what you mean.”
Bert nodded. Silence fell again and he returned to twirling the screwdriver between his 
hands. Miss Lavoie, who also seemed not to know what to say, folded her arms, tucking her 
hands in against her sides to warm them.
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“Well, Mama's in the kitchen if you want to come on inside,” he said finally. He picked 
up the toolbox and dropped the screwdriver into it. “I'll show you.”
Bert ushered her through the door and into the living room, setting the toolbox down on 
the ground. He closed the door behind him, pleased to find that its new hinges didn't squeak, and 
then motioned for Miss Lavoie to hand him her jacket. She didn't notice the gesture, staring 
around the room curiously.
Bert looked around too, not sure what was so fascinating. It was probably much the same 
as the inside of the Simmons' house, since most houses in the Banks were laid out the same. 
Though her house was bigger.
He glanced at her again, at her straight posture and the confident tilt of her head, and 
realized suddenly that she'd probably grown up with a lot of money. She'd bought that whole 
house on her own after all and, though she might fix staircases and walk around barefoot, she 
was probably used to finer things than this.
Stomach sinking, he surveyed their living room again, realizing how it must look to her.
Hats and coats weighed down the pegs by the door, a jumble of boots kicked off and 
lying sideways underneath them. In the middle of the room, a cluster of three chairs huddled 
together around a throw rug that used to be green but had long since faded to gray. Mama's 
rocking chair, a pair of half-mended trousers draped over one arm, was pulled up close to the 
fireplace with her mess of a sewing basket spilling over beside it. Pop's armchair, with its 
sagging cushions, slumped on the other side of the fireplace. Bert's chair was between his 
parents' and he'd left a library book on the cushion with one end of the bootlace he'd used as a 
bookmark sticking out of its pages. The fireplace, which was directly across from his chair, had 
little piles of ash dusting its insides and the bricks on the outer part had black scorch streaks left 
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by smoke. The only clean thing in the entire room was the mantel, where all their books—
including Bert's collection of dime novels—were lined up neatly in a row.
“Uh, coat, please.” Bert held out his hand again.
Miss Lavoie shrugged out of her wet jacket and handed it to him. As he hung it up on one 
of the pegs beside the door, she wandered over to the books, tilting her head to read the titles. He 
flushed, wishing he'd thought to move his books into his room. He didn't know what kind of 
fancy books they read in France, but he reckoned they weren't cheap paperbacks with names like 
Jesse James, Knight Errant - The Rescue of the Queen of the Prairies.
Hoping she hadn't seen that one yet, he cleared his throat and jerked his thumb over his 
shoulder. “Kitchen is this way.”
The words were barely out of his mouth when the door to the kitchen opened and Mama 
poked her head out.
“I thought I heard someone. What're you doing out here?”
Miss Lavoie beamed. “Hello, Alice. Bert was just showing me your lovely home.”
Bert stared at her. She was smiling a real smile at his mama. He hadn't known she could 
look that happy, the color of her voice shining with a rosier tint and her face lighting up with 
bright eyes and bright teeth.
Shaking his head, he turned his attention back to their conversation.
“I would like to help,” Miss Lavoie was saying. “What can I do?”
“Well, you could set the table, if you truly don't mind,” Mama answered. “Come along to 
the kitchen, both of you, and let's put you to work.”
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After the four of them sat down to dinner, nobody said a word for what seemed like ages. 
Bert felt the silence settle over the table like a net tossed over a school of fish. It dragged his 
head down, and he let it, figuring it was better to keep his eyes fixed on his plate instead of on 
Miss Lavoie, who sat right across from him. They seemed to be on better terms now, but he 
didn't want to risk looking at her wrong.
“So you're from France,” Pop said suddenly, stabbing a bit of braised rabbit with his 
fork.
“Yes. I lived with my grandparents in Paris.”
She'd said something about her grandparents before, or at least her grandfather, on the 
day Bert met her. Spinning the end of his fork through his mashed potatoes, he wondered why 
she hadn't lived with her parents.
Through a mouthful, Pop asked, “Why'd you come here then?”
“Cyril.” Mama's voice was a razor-thin spike of green.
“Yes, dear?”
Mama didn't answer, and it seemed to Bert that the quiet suddenly pressurized, like the 
net had pulled them down too deep beneath the water. Shifting uneasily in his chair, he risked 
another glance up.
His parents were having one of their silent conversations. They stared each other down, 
Mama glaring at Pop and Pop spreading his hands innocently, palms upturned on either side of 
the plate.
Across the table, Miss Lavoie watched them as well, looking far more amused than Bert 
felt. He shook out his napkin, using the motion to draw her attention, and mouthed, “Sorry.”
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Miss Lavoie actually smiled at him. Almost friendly like. Unexpected as it was, her 
smiling made him smile, and he felt some of the pressure lift.
“I don't mind talking about it, Alice,” Miss Lavoie assured Mama. She wasn't looking at 
him anymore, but some of the smile stayed tucked in the corners of her mouth.
Mama pursed her lips but didn't say anything. She just flicked her fingers primly, a “go 
on, then” gesture that Bert knew from experience was definitely not approval.
“So why'd you leave France?” Pop repeated.
What was left of the smile faded, and for a moment Bert thought she wasn't going to 
answer after all. She picked up her fork, absently twirling it in the mashed potatoes on her plate.
“My grandparents died a year ago, within a month of each other.” She started making 
little railway tracks in the potatoes with the back of her fork, avoiding making eye contact with 
any of them. “So, you see, there was nothing to keep me in France any longer.”
Mama reached over and patted her hand. Bert knew that Miss Lavoie had come here on 
her own, but he'd assumed that she'd left family behind in France. It hadn't occurred to him that 
she might actually be all alone in the world.
“You've got no other family at all?” Pop persisted. This time, both Mama and Bert shot a 
glare his way.
“No,” Miss Lavoie admitted calmly. “My mother died when I was born, and my father 
passed away of the influenza when I was six.”
Mama reached over to squeeze Miss Lavoie's hand again. “I'm sorry.”
Miss Lavoie covered Mama's hand with her own.
Pop cleared his throat. “That's too bad.” He looked like he wanted to say more, but then 
didn't, looking down to poke at the rabbit on his plate with his fork.
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“How'd you get to the Outer Banks?” Mama released Miss Lavoie's hand, clearly trying 
to steer the conversation onto a lighter topic. “I mean, we're pretty out of the way for most folks. 
What brought you here?”
Miss Lavoie finished chewing and then took another sip of her water before answering. “I 
decided to travel, and my travels brought me here.”
“What made you stay?” Bert asked.
Miss Lavoie considered his question carefully, the smile she'd given him earlier returning 
to the corners of her mouth.
“Of the places I've been,” she said slowly, “this was the first that felt like it could be a 
home.”
“Why?” he asked, emboldened by her almost-smile.
“Paris is loud. My grandparents were both musicians, so my home there was loud too. 
But music, I think, is a solace. There is space to breathe within its sound.” She gazed down at the 
table, her eyes unfocused as she mulled over her words. “I'd lost my solace in Paris. There was 
nowhere to breathe. But here, on the beach and in the woods..
“There's music,” Bert finished quietly. Miss Lavoie's eyes moved from the table to his 
face, surprised, and he held her gaze. “Room to just be.”
Miss Lavoie nodded. There was something different in her eyes when she looked at him 
now. A curious kind of warmth. It heated the space between them and made it difficult to look at 
her.
He ducked his head and busied himself with spearing rabbit meat with his fork. He could 
feel everyone watching him, especially Miss Lavoie, but he didn't look up. Out of the corners of 
his eyes, he saw the others return their attention to their food as well.
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“What do you plan to do now?” Pop asked suddenly.
“I will play music and teach it. Perhaps I will even write some.”
“If you're planning on making a living off of teaching music out here, you're in for a 
surprise,” Pop informed her, shaking his head. “Most folk don't have the time or the money to 
spare on tomfoolery like that.”
Miss Lavoie set down her fork, folding her hands on the table in front of her. “I play and 
teach for the enjoyment, not to make money.”
She wasn't bristling or stiffening, in fact she looked relaxed. And her tone was civil, 
downright amiable even. But there was an edge to the half-smile on her lips.
“That won't put food on your table,” Pop pointed out. “How do you expect to survive out 
here without an income?”
“Cyril!” Mama snapped.
“My grandfather was a violin maker. A very talented one,” Miss Lavoie answered, 
unruffled. “He left me the entirety of his wealth and property when he passed away. I have sold 
much and rented his properties to another violin maker. That income should be enough to 
support me for now, perhaps for the rest of my life.”
The three of them stared at her, surprised by her announcement and her forthrightness. 
Miss Lavoie shrugged and scooped up some more mashed potatoes.
“You asked.”
Pop snorted. “Well, I did at that.”
To Bert's surprise, Miss Lavoie grinned at Pop. Another one of her shiny smiles. “So I 
have passed the test, monsieur? Or would you like to continue questioning me?”
Pop wiped his mouth with his napkin. “Haven't decided.”
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“Alright.” Miss Lavoie waved a fork towards the bowl by Pop's elbow. “Then, in the 
meantime, perhaps you could pass me the potatoes?”
The rest of the dinner passed quickly, the food disappearing faster as the conversation 
died down. Once she'd finished her own plate, Mama stood up to start clearing away the dishes.
“I can help, Alice.” Miss Lavoie reached for the half-empty bowl of green beans.
“Oh, leave it.” Mama flapped a hand at Bert. “Bert'll help me.”
Miss Lavoie glanced at Bert, but he looked away, nodding at Mama in agreement. Sliding 
his plate to the side, he stood up and started collecting the other dirty dishes, stacking them on 
top of each other.
“How about you and Cyril head out to the pizer?” Mama suggested. “We usually have 
dessert out there anyway so Bert and I will be along in a bit.”
“Pardon?” Miss Lavoie asked. “Where would you like us to be going?”
Pop, who'd already opened the door to the living room, pointed down the hallway 
towards the front of the house. “The pizer.”
He waved for her to follow him and then walked into the hallway, letting the door swing 
shut after him. She stayed in place, still looking very confused.
“They just mean the front porch,” Bert explained, struggling to balance the stack of bowls 
on top of the plates.
Elisabeth nodded in thanks, then left to join Pop on the front porch. Turning away from 
the table, Bert carefully carried the dishes to the counter and set them down.
“Dessert needs another minute,” Mama said from behind him.
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Mama nodded. Slipping off her oven mitts, she tucked them into the crook of her arm and 
then leaned back against the kitchen table.
“What do you make of our Miss Lavoie?” It was a casual enough question, but Mama's 
expression was anything but. She was looking at him hard, like she'd caught him in a lie.
“What do you mean?”
“You seemed to think earlier that she'd look down her nose at us. Did she prove you 
right?”
“No.”
Mama waited expectantly. She was after something, and Bert had an idea of what it 
was—she never asked him what he thought about women unless she was hoping to play 
matchmaker. She'd tried pushing him and Beatrice Darrow together when they were in school 
together, though Bert had warned her that Beatrice had had a crush on Joseph for as long as he'd 
had known her. Mama hadn't listened until Joseph and Beatrice officially began courting.
“Miss Lavoie turned out to be nice enough, I s'pose,” he said carefully.
“That all you've got to say?”
“Why? What do you want me to say?”
“I just want to know what you think about her.”
He didn't have an easy answer for that. If Mama had asked him yesterday, or even earlier 
that afternoon, he would've said Miss Lavoie was tough to get along with. To put it mildly. But 
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seeing how she was with Mama and hearing her talk about her grandparents, she hadn't seemed 
so bad.
“I don't know.” Bert shrugged. “She's smart. Funny too, sometimes. And she held her 
own against Pop, so I reckon she can take care of herself.”
“Certainly can,” Mama agreed. “Still, I worry about her. In that house all alone.”
“She seems to be doing fine with repairs so far, or else I'd reckon she'd be asking for 
help.”
“Not that. I think—” Mama paused, searching for the right words. “The way she talks 
about France...she likes it here, but she's lonely.”
“Well, she's got you and I reckon she'll win over Daisy too,” Bert said. “She'll have 
plenty of friends soon enough.”
“What about you?” Mama asked.
“What about me?”
“You could be her friend.”
Bert had to stop himself from snorting. Mama wouldn't think there was a chance of that 
if she'd seen what had happened when they first met. The only time they managed to be civil to 
each other was when other people were around.
“Maybe,” he said.
Which was apparently all the encouragement Mama needed.
“She got you to smile at dinner—don't think I didn't notice. And you...well, you seemed 
to understand her.”
They had shared an understanding, that was true enough, but he didn't like the sly way 
Mama said it. “We argue more than anything, but sure.”
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“And, you know—” Mama paused again, studying Bert intently. “She's very pretty.”
There it was. She'd been angling towards this from the start.
“Mama,” he said firmly, “don't start.”
“What? I just said she's pretty. You don't think she is?”
That was a trap if he ever saw one. If he said no, Mama would scold him for calling Miss 
Lavoie ugly. And if he said yes, Mama would see that as confirmation that he was halfway in 
love with her. Which he wasn't. Though he did think that she was pretty. Beautiful even.
“She's fine,” he allowed. “But I'm not looking to court her, Mama, so please don't 
meddle.”
“Who said anything about that?”
“Mama.”
“Quit with all the ‘Mamas.' I'm just saying that there seems to be something there.”
“Well, there's not. We're—” He searched for the right word, a neutral one that wouldn't 
encourage anything. “—neighbors. Just because we're the same age and we're both unattached 
doesn't mean anything.”
“No, I s'pose it doesn't,” Mama agreed. “Not on its own, anyway.”
Before he could ask what she meant by that, she turned and opened the oven door again 
to peek inside. “This is just about done. Why don't you go make sure those two are getting along 
alright while I get this ready?”
Bert hesitated, far from mollified. Mama hadn't promised to let it go and he doubted she 
would. But protesting only ever convinced her more, so he levered himself away from the 
counter and went outside to do what she asked.
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As he opened the screen door, the only color Bert could hear out on the porch was the 
sound of Pop's whittling. He was sitting in his rocking chair, head bent over the block of wood 
he was carving with a knife. Miss Lavoie watched him silently from the porch swing.
When he opened the screen door and slipped outside, neither Pop nor Miss Lavoie said a 
word. It was only then that Bert realized that there was nowhere for him to sit.
Miss Lavoie was sitting in his usual seat. The other half of the swing was empty but, after 
the conversation he'd just had with Mama, Bert wasn't about to sit himself down next to her. The 
only other open seat on the porch was Mama's rocking chair, which he couldn't sit in either. So 
instead, after a moment's pause, he hopped up onto the porch railing and perched there.
For a few long moments, the three of them sat in silence, watching the wood shavings 
drift to the floor.
Bert had always loved the scrape of the knife against wood. Slivers and slips of flame­
colored orange fluttered down to the floor and disappeared in the growing pile of curled wood 
shreds. The legs of the rocking chair creaked beside them, blowing the wood shavings across the 
porch like sand scattered by the wind.
“My grandfather loved to carve too,” Miss Lavoie said suddenly, flitters of lilac dancing 
with the orange flames beneath Pop's knife. “His favorite part about making violins was shaping 
the scroll at the top of the neck.”
She waved a finger, sketching a swirl in the air. Pop paused in his whittling, considering 
her.
“He ever teach you?”




“Well, we got an extra knife here if you want it. Lots of wood too,” Pop said, nodding to 
the wicker basket by his chair.
She thanked him but Pop only shrugged, already refocused on the task at hand. Miss 
Lavoie leaned over to dig through the basket, considering each piece of oak carefully. As she 
turned them this way and that, and Bert noticed the way her fingers traced the lines on the wood. 
Like she was following notes on sheet music. As he watched, she lifted a piece of wood to her 
ear and rapped her knuckles against it. Satisfied, she settled it in her lap and retrieved the extra 
knife from the basket.
It was strange, no two ways about it, and Bert looked over at Pop to see if he'd noticed. 
But Pop was squinting at him. Suppressing a scowl—couldn't he even look in her direction 
without his parents reading into it?—he cast about for something to distract his father.
“What are you going to carve?” Bert asked Miss Lavoie quickly.
“I don't know yet.” Miss Lavoie slid the knife edge into the wood and beginning to 
whittle. “But the wood does and, eventually, it will tell me.”
“That's the way of it,” Pop replied, nodding with approval. “I started this 'un thinking 
it'd be a boat but now it turns out that it wants to be a pull-horse.”
Miss Lavoie made another groove in the wood. “You are carving a toy? Why?”
Pop shrugged. “Ah, well..I got in the habit when Bert here was a little one. Now I just 
make 'em for Pudge's grandkids.”
“Daisy's kids,” Mama clarified, easing through the doorway with a tray of dessert. “He's 
got a soft spot for those Mooneyham scamps.”
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Pop harrumphed, and turned back to his carving, glowering down at the wood. As she 
watched him, a smile eased its way onto Miss Lavoie's lips.
Just in time, Bert managed to stop himself from smiling too. It wouldn't do to have either 
of his parents noticing that.
Mama set the tray down and handed Pop a plate with a slice of apple sonker on it. Then 
she thrust two plates at Bert, who had to slide down off the railing so he didn't have to worry 
about balancing both them and himself.
“Hand that one to Elisabeth, won't you?” she said, settling down in her rocking chair 
with her own plate of dessert.
Reluctantly, Bert walked over to the swing and held one of the plates out to Miss Lavoie. 
She set her whittling aside and took it from him with a quiet, plum-colored thank-you.
He'd intended to go back to the railing again, but she scooted over to make room for him, 
so he had no choice but to sit down on the swing next to her.
As he sat, the back of his legs hit the swing. It swung back and then came forward again, 
unbalancing them both. Bert thrust his free hand out to brace himself, raising his other hand 
higher as though that would keep his plate of dessert from falling. Miss Lavoie did much the 
same, her free hand missing the bench and gripping his wrist instead.
Bert slowed the swing's momentum with his foot, steadying them, and as soon as he did, 
Miss Lavoie released his arm. The touch had been quick, over almost as soon as it'd happened, 
but Miss Lavoie looked embarrassed by it, pointedly rearranging the dessert on her plate instead 
of looking at him. He followed her lead, focusing on his own dessert, and tried to situate himself 
so they wouldn't be sitting so close.
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Hoping he wasn't making it too obvious, he shifted his weight so he could keep as far 
from her as he could, as far as the seat of the swing would allow. Still, their elbows hit against 
each other as they started eating and he was very aware of how close their knees were to 
touching too.
“This is delicious, Alice!” Miss Lavoie held her hand in front of her face as she talked, 
still chewing. “What is it called?”
“Sonker,” Mama answered. “It's like a cobbler, I s'pose. Most folk use blueberries or 
peaches but I usually make it with apples.”
“I am glad you do. Apple tarts are always my favorite,” Miss Lavoie admitted, taking 
another bite.
“Well, how 'bout that. They're Bert's favorite too.”
Miss Lavoie looked over at him. Unable to talk with a mouth full of sonker, he just 
nodded awkwardly. If he didn't jump in quick, Mama was liable to go on remarking about how 
much they had in common.
Bert quickly finished chewing and then swallowed. “So.they got apple tarts in France, 
then?”
Immediately, he realized how dumb a question it probably was. Apples probably grew 
almost everywhere, after all.
Miss Lavoie hid a grin. “We have tarte tatin, which is similar.”
“What's different about it?”
She set her fork down, considering. “Well, it is..upside down, I suppose you could say, 
because the cobbler has no crust on the bottom but tarte tatin has no crust on the top. And the 
fruit is caramelized before it is baked into the tart.”
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She looked down at her plate, her smile growing a bit bigger but a bit sadder. “When my 
grandmother used to make it, she arranged the apple slices so that the tarts looked like flowers 
just opening their petals.”
A pale violet color blossomed into view, unfurling around her face.
“Sounds nice,” Bert said. At a loss, he moved some sonker around the plate with his fork.
“Maybe you could show me how she did it sometime,” Mama suggested.
Miss Lavoie looked up and smiled. “Certainly.”
“After you finish the repairs, of course. Or maybe when you have an evening free.”
“Actually, I am looking for things to do once I finish the work for the day. I meant to ask 
earlier, but I was wondering if I could borrow some books from your shelf inside,” Miss Lavoie 
said. “I've read the books I brought with me from Paris.”
“You'd have to ask Bert, most of them are his,” Mama said. “But you don't mind, do 
you, Bert?”
He shook his head. “Nope. Feel free.”
“Thank you.”
That could've been the end of it, which would've been fine with Bert, but Mama shot him 
a pointed look. No doubt she wanted him to keep the conversation going.
Bert opened his mouth and shoved a forkful of sonker into it. Chewing busily, he gave 
just as pointed a look back at her. Mama scowled.
Lucky for both of them, Miss Lavoie didn't notice, preoccupied with her dessert.
“What kind of books do you like to read?” Mama asked her.
Miss Lavoie finished chewing, then set her fork down. “I'm fond of any serial, really, 
though Dumas is perhaps my favorite. He wrote—”
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“The Three Musketeers,” Bert finished.
He'd read it as a boy and it was one of his favorite adventure novels, though the ending 
wasn't the happiest. Although D'Artagnan had finally earned a place among the Musketeers, 
Bert had always thought that the death of Constance, D'Artagnan's sweetheart, had been too 
high a price.
But all he said was, “It's a good book.”
“Yes, I like it too. Though I prefer his Le Comte de—” She paused. “Sorry, that is its 
original title. Here it is called The Count of Monte Cristo.”
“I couldn't finish that one,” he admitted. “It was too...dark. And sad.”
“How far did you get?”
“All I remember is the main character was wrongfully arrested the day before his 
wedding and got thrown in prison for six years. And then the only friend he had left in the world 
died and left him all alone again. I stopped reading after that.”
“Oh, but it gets better!” Miss Lavoie assured him.
“It'd have to,” Pop snorted.
She smiled at Pop, a little sheepishly. “No, it does, really. There isn't much happiness in 
the middle, but the ending is a good one. Better than how The Three Musketeers ended, which I 
always thought was.”
She trailed off, scrunching up her nose instead of finishing the thought.
“Bittersweet?” Bert offered.
“Exactly. D'Artagnon got what he'd wished for at the beginning of the book, but it is not 
the ending that would've made him happiest, I think.”
He nodded. “But the man in The Count of Monte Cristo, he got a good ending?”
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“You will have to read it to find out.”
“Really? You'd have me suffer through it all over again?”
Miss Lavoie shrugged. “I could tell you, but it wouldn't mean as much. The ending is 
nothing without the rest of the story.”
“Oh, very wise of you, I'm sure.”
Miss Lavoie laughed, lavender bubbles floating down to the floor. The sound of it, and 
the sight of it, made Bert grin too.
Until he happened to glance over at Mama, who was watching them both with the 
satisfaction of a fox that's spied a gap in the fence of a chicken coop.
“Well, it sounds like you have the same taste in books,” she commented. “Finding 
something Elisabeth would like to borrow shouldn't be too hard.”
Bert set his plate on the porch railing behind him, purposefully ignoring Mama's gaze. 
“We can go take a look now, if you want.”
Miss Lavoie nodded, setting her own plate aside, and then followed him into the house.
As the screen door clapped shut, she crossed to the mantel. “Do you have a 
recommendation?”
“This is one of my favorites.” Bert came to stand beside her, tugging down one of the 
more well-worn novels and offering it to her. “The Time Machine by H.G. Wells.”
“I've read another book by him. That one, actually—” She pointed to another book on the 
shelf, The Invisible Man. “—but not this one. It is about time travel, I assume?”
“Yep. He has the craziest plots, but I like the way he focuses on the science of things.” 
Bert shrugged. “Makes you think some of the inventions he talks about might actually be 
possible.”
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“Like Jules Verne,” Miss Lavoie agreed.
“She a writer too?”
“He is, yes.” She stared at him. “You haven't heard of him? He's famous in France. He's 
written stories about travelling along the bottom of the ocean, to the center of the Earth, and even 
to the moon.”
Verne's stories sounded even more fantastical than Wells'. If he was writing about places 
like the bottom of the ocean and the moon, Verne had to explain how his characters could travel 
there—and how they could survive there, since Bert didn't think either place sounded hospitable 
even just for visiting. What kind of vessels did they use? And what did they find in these places?
“You think he's been published here?” Bert asked.
“I know he has.” She frowned. “I would happily loan you the books of his that I have, but 
my copies are in French.”
“That's alright, I can probably find 'em on my own.” He turned to his coat, which was 
draped across the back of one of the chairs, and dug his notebook out of the pocket. “How do 
you spell his name?”
Miss Lavoie took the pencil from him and held out her hand for the notebook. He flipped 
through it, looking for a blank page, and made sure to keep the notebook tilted up so she 
wouldn't catch a glimpse of any of his drawings. He'd never shown them to anyone, and he 
didn't want her asking questions. Or, worse, critiquing his art skills.
On second thought, it'd be safer to keep his notebook out of her hands entirely. Flipping 
to the back, he tore out a blank page and handed that to her instead, returning his notebook back 
to his jacket.
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She set the paper against the wall, scrawling Verne's name at the top of the page and then 
some titles below it. Bert shifted closer and craned his neck to read them—Twenty Thousand 
Leagues Under the Sea, Journey to the Center of the Earth, From the Earth to the Moon, and 
Around the World in Eighty Days.
“This one is my favorite,” she said, pointing to the first title. She handed the paper and 
pencil back to him. “Where will you get the books from? I didn't think there was a library 
nearby.”
“There's not. I've a friend,” he said absently, folding the paper and tucking it into his 
shirt pocket.
“A friend?” She raised an eyebrow at him. “Very mysterious of you, I'm sure.”
He laughed as his own words were used against him. “Sorry, I didn't mean to be. My 
friend—Charlie—he sails one of the mail boats. If I bribe him with food, he stops by on his way 
down to Manteo.”
Bert pointed at the book he'd left on the chair, the one with the shoelace between the 
pages to save his place. “That's one of the ones from Charlie, but the others out here are mine. 
You can borrow 'em any time.”
Miss Lavoie tucked the Wells' book under her arm. “Thank you.”
They went back out to the porch, returning to their seat on the swing. Miss Lavoie stayed 
until the shadows grew too long, mostly talking to Mama as Bert watched her voice flicker 
purple in the night air.
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Chapter Seven
Bright and early Thursday morning, Elisabeth walked up and down the stairs, testing 
each step to see if it wobbled or gave too much beneath her weight. She cut a notch in every 
plank of wood that seemed suspect to remind herself which steps needed to be replaced. By the 
time she finished, three steps out of four were marked.
Her grandmother's piano was scheduled to be ferried over from the mainland on 
Saturday, but she hadn't counted on the amount of wood it would take to make the stairs safe 
enough for the movers to carry the piano up into the house. Really, she needed to rebuild the 
whole staircase, but she hadn't the time.
With a sigh, she knelt on the ground and started pulling the nails out of the bottom step 
with the head of her hammer. “I must be insane.”
The piano had been the only heavy piece of furniture she had brought with her from 
Paris. It was impractical, she knew, but she couldn't bear to leave it behind.
By the time she turned twelve, her grandfather expected her to already know the basics of 
violin playing. He walked around her in circle during her lesson, correcting her posture or her 
stance by nudging her with the end of his bow.
“Are you standing on a boat, ma lutine? No? Then stop leaning to the side.” The bow 
gently prodded her ribs, making her jump. Scowling, she shifted her weight off of her right foot 
so she was standing evenly.
Not good enough. He poked the bow against her back, right between her shoulder blades. 
“Stand up straight. Shoulders even.”
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Having proper posture improved her technique and, thus, improved the music. She knew
this. But she also saw the way her grandfather's eyes glinted behind his glasses, the way his 
moustache twitched to stop his smile. She narrowed her eyes at him.
“Something to say?” he asked, pausing in front of her.
She bit the inside of her cheek, turning her attention to adjusting the angle of her elbow
so she didn't have to look at him. “No.”
The first few lessons like this had ended in outbursts and arguments, but she'd learned to
bite her tongue. Straightening her back, she tried to keep her shoulders level, but relaxed. Stiff 
shoulders would also earn her a nudge from the bow, as would locked knees or feet that were too 
close together or an elbow that was too low or too high.
“Good.” He smiled and tapped the underside of her clenched jaw with a curled knuckle.
“This chin you have here—you will need this.”
Resting the bow against his shoulder, he turned his back to her and walked away. “Now 
begin again.”
Although she enjoyed building violins, playing them had never come naturally to her.
Even when she was a child, when her grandfather hadn't pushed her as hard, she'd preferred her
piano lessons with her grandmother. Of course, a straight back was just as important, but 
everything else needed to be relaxed.
“Remember, soft hands.” Her grandmother lifted Elisabeth's hand off the keys,
enveloping her fingers in both of her hands so they'd let go of their tenseness and ease out of 
their sharp angles. “They must flit gently but surely from one key to the next.”
“Like des papillons?”
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She'd had been eight at the time, and completely fascinated by butterflies, but the 
comparison made her grandmother smile. Elisabeth thought that her grandmother didn't do that 
enough. In the shop and when she played accompaniment for other musicians at their concerts, 
her grandmother was so grand and serious, her elegantly coiffed hair and high cheekbones 
lending her an austere sharpness. It was only at home, when they played piano together, that she 
let herself be silly. Their favorite game was pretending to be an accompanist for the silent films. 
She or Elisabeth would pantomime a scene while the other played piano to match the actions, 
which usually ended in her grandmother doubled over in laughter on the piano bench.
“Don't think about the sheet music this time, just move like a butterfly.”
Wiggling on the piano bench to situate herself, Elisabeth sat up straight and then fluttered 
her hands down onto the keys. Her fingers alighted on one note, then the next, composing a 
nonsensical song on the higher keys that reminded her vaguely of the music that played at the 
circus when it came to town.
Her grandmother placed her own hands against the low keys and joined her in the 
composition. She played multiple notes at once, a deep, rollicking melody that lent weight to 
Elisabeth's calliope music, softening their twang and filling out the sound.
“What is the story here?” her grandmother asked. She didn't pause, her hands gliding 
effortlessly.
Elisabeth watched her own fingers prance between the keys, but let her gaze become 
unfocused as she listened to the song they were making. The low notes that her grandmother 
played were slower than her higher ones, and they seemed to bumble, tumbling over each other 
so they ran together.
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“It makes me think of a bear,” Elisabeth said. She moved her hands in a pattern now, 
producing a quick, dizzying tune. “And these are the bees buzzing around its head.”
“Ah.” Her grandmother closed her eyes. Her hands moved faster, letting the notes shape 
themselves into the movement of a bear. Elisabeth could picture him, lumbering in a circle on his 
hind legs, batting at the air, stumbling over his own paws.
When they came to a stop, her grandmother lifted the sheet music down from the music 
desk and turned it so Elisabeth could see it.
“This is just a story, like the one we played now. Composers before us have written many 
wonderful stories and you already know what they say, here, and here—” She tapped Elisabeth's 
forehead, then her chest. “—so the only thing to be done now, mon petite papillon, is to learn the 
words here.” She took Elisabeth's hand again, laying her fingers against the cool ivory keys once 
more.
Elisabeth tossed another nail into the tin cup she'd brought outside, listening to it clink 
and rattle.
She'd learned to understand music at the keys of her grandmother's piano, to listen for a 
story. She felt piano music in a way that was impossible for her to do when she played other 
instruments. With the violin, she was always too concerned with where her limbs were 
positioned. With the piano, she forgot she had a body.
That feeling, that magic, was worth a few splinters and a few days spent hunched over a 
staircase. Setting the loose board aside, she bent over the next marked step, sliding the claw of 
the hammer beneath another nail head.
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In the early afternoon, after Elisabeth took a break for lunch, she changed into a clean 
dress, not wanting to arrive at Alice's sewing group with bits of wood and dirt clinging to her. 
Alice had said they didn't always sew, but Elisabeth brought a basket with some stockings to 
darn and a needle and thread, just in case.
The Mooneyham house was easy to find, bright as it was, and Elisabeth found the trail 
that Alice had shown her without any trouble. As she walked along the path towards it, she saw 
that there were flower boxes below its front windows, which already had some sprouts poking 
up. There was also a small garden to the side of the house, fenced in with chicken wire to protect 
it. It reminded her a little of her grandparents' house in the country, cheerful and inviting.
Just before she reached the porch steps, she saw a small face in the front window, 
ducking out of sight almost as quickly as it had appeared.
“She's coming!” It was a child's voice, and whoever it was seemed to be trying, 
unsuccessfully, to whisper.
“Shh!” another voice ordered. “She'll hear you.”
Two more faces popped into view, frantically diving back down when they saw her 
looking at them. A flurry of hushed whispers erupted on the other side of the wall as Elisabeth, 
stifling a laugh, waited patiently on the porch for them to finish deciding what to do about her.
Suddenly, one of the children shouted, “Ma! She's here!”
A woman's voice answered, calling from somewhere farther back in the house. “Then 
open the door!”
There was a clatter of boots, a soft thud, and then the front door creaked open, revealing 
two girls and a boy. All three looked alike, but Elisabeth thought the boy and the older girl were 
closer in age, and in spirit. They were the same height and had the same wild, willful look in 
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their eyes. The older girl wore trousers, like her brother, and both had patches on their knees. Her 
hair was cropped short, falling just past her chin, but their younger sister, who wore a dress that 
looked as though it had been lengthened and hemmed at least twice, had a long braid that went 
almost to her waist. She peeked out from behind her older sister, watching Elisabeth with wide 
eyes.
“Hello,” Elisabeth said. “May I come inside, please?”
The older children glanced at each other, silently considering, and then the boy popped 
the latch on the screen door and stepped outside to hold it open for her.
“Thank you.”
Like her house, the front door opened onto the sitting room but, unlike the sitting room in 
her house, the Mooneyham's was cozy and well-lived in. The settee beside the fireplace had two 
knitted blankets draped over its back, and throw pillows propped against the armrests. The 
armchair opposite it had a quilt folded on its seat. A raggedy stuffed bear and a yarn doll were 
slumped on either side of its cushion, a tin cup placed between them—a tea party, Elisabeth 
realized. Another interrupted game was strewn across the throw rug in front of the fireplace. Two 
wooden boats lay overturned in the middle of it with small wooden figurines—pirates, she 
thought, based on the roughly whittled hats and swords—scattered all around them.
Next to the armchair was a wooden sewing box with pink and yellow flowers painted on 
its sides and vines winding among them. Behind the armchair, almost out of sight, was a large, 
round wicker basket that seemed to be full to the brim with more blankets, and pillows too. A 
black-and-white cat lay curled atop it, sleeping soundly.
What caught and held her attention, though, was the photograph on the fireplace mantel. 
It was unframed, tilted back against the wall and propped upright by the small vase of flowers in 
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front of it. From where she stood by the door, it looked like a couple in their wedding attire. She 
had seen such pictures before, popular as they'd become, but was surprised to find one here since 
Kill Devil Hills was so far from a studio that would take such a photograph.
When she turned back around, she found-the children still clumped together by the door,
staring at her as intently as she'd been looking around their sitting room.
“You sound funny when you talk,” the boy announced suddenly.
“She's from France, dummy.” The older girl elbowed him in the side. “And Ma said 
don't say nothing about it.”
Elisabeth bit the inside of her cheek to hold back another laugh. Alice had been right— 
from what she'd heard so far, she liked Daisy already.
The little girl leaned around her sister and, in a soft voice, asked, “Can you say something 
French? Please?”
Elisabeth smiled at her. “Oui. Je m'appelle Elisabeth. Comment tu t'appelles?"
The girls giggled and tried to repeat what she'd said, mimicking the sounds back and
forth to each other like parrots—“we,” “shoe,” “maple,” “comb,” “two,” “apple.”
The boy wrinkled his nose. “What's that mean?”
“I said, ‘My name is Elisabeth. What's yours?'”
“I'm Fiona,” the older girl said, thrusting her hand out. “That's Fergus, he's my twin, but
I'm older.”
Elisabeth shook her hand and then Fergus'. Both of their hands were sticky.
“And you?” she asked the younger girl, surreptitiously wiping her fingers on her skirt.
“Charlotte.” Holding the hem of her skirt out, the little girl attempted a curtsy, wobbling 
slightly.
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“That's Lottie,” Fiona corrected, rolling her eyes. “She's just puttin' on airs.”
Elisabeth returned the curtsy anyway. “Enchantee”
Lottie beamed, her face red and shiny like an apple. “You hear that?” She turned to stick 
her tongue out at her sister. “She thinks I'm enchanting.”
It wasn't exactly what she'd said, but Elisabeth decided not to tell her that. Besides, 
Lottie hadn't been wrong. The house and its inhabitants had a liveliness about them that she 
found to be quite captivating, a refreshing change from spending all her time alone in an empty 
house.
“Did you hooligans kidnap her or what?” The door on the opposite wall swung open and 
a blonde woman came through it, wiping her hands on a towel. She had a streak of flour on her 
cheek and more flour dusted all over her apron. When she saw Elisabeth, she beamed, red and 
shiny like Lottie.
“Afternoon! You must be Elisabeth. Alice told us all about you. I'm Daisy.” She threw 
the towel over her shoulder and then offered Elisabeth her hand to shake. “I'm so glad you came, 
we've all been dying to meet you. Sorry I didn't come to the door myself—we're in the middle 
of kneading bread and we're running late on everything. I haven't even started the refreshments 
for today yet.”
She let go of Elisabeth's hand, which she'd wrung firmly, and waited expectantly for a 
response. Elisabeth, who'd been having trouble following the quickness of her words and their 
dizzying directions, took a second to work out that she'd finished.
“Oh, yes, thank you for inviting me. And if there is more to be done in the kitchen, I'll be 
happy to help.”
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“Wonderful! Follow me.” She held an arm out to usher Elisabeth along beside her. As 
they walked through the kitchen door, she called back over her shoulder at the children, “If y'all 
aren't going to help, you need to go outside and play.”
In the kitchen, Alice was at the table kneading dough, standing hunched over it as her 
elbows jerked up and down. There was another older woman sitting at the table beside her, 
shaking a rattle in front of the baby she held in her arms. She looked so much like Daisy, with 
the same laughing eyes and sleek blonde hair, that Elisabeth knew at once it must be her mother.
“There you are!” Alice lifted a flour-covered hand to wave hello.
Daisy plucked an apron off the hook by the door, offering it to Elisabeth, then she
gestured to the other woman at the table. “This here is my ma, Myrtle, and that's Seamus, my 
littlest troublemaker.”
Elisabeth tied the apron around her waist, nodding to Myrtle. “Hello.”
“Good to meet you.”
Daisy retrieved a lump of bread dough from the counter and placed it in Elisabeth's 
hands. “Could you take this over by Alice, please? I've got to start on the egg salad sandwiches.”
“I can move so there's room.” Myrtle stood, carrying the baby around to the other side of 
the table, which was cluttered with various vegetables and bowls.
Thanking her, Elisabeth moved to fill the space she'd vacated, slapping the dough down 
onto the flour-strewn tabletop. It stuck to her fingers, clinging wetly as she pushed and prodded 
at it.
“Alice tells us you're fixing up the ol' Simmons place all by yourself.” Myrtle shook the 
rattle again, and the baby stretched his hands towards it, giggling and kicking his feet. “That's a 
lot of work.”
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“It is.” Elisabeth dug the heel of her palm into the dough, feeling it squish beneath her 
hand and flatten against the table. “I braced the lower part of the porch staircase on Wednesday, 
and the landing too, but the rain kept me from doing anything else outside until this morning.”
“I can't even imagine.” Myrtle shook her head. “What possessed you to take all that on?”
Elisabeth shrugged, biting the inside of her cheek to keep from replying with a sarcastic 
comment. It had become a habit here, and it was a wonder she'd hadn't chewed a hole clean 
through her cheek. “I am good with my hands. Why hire a repairman when I can do the job just 
as well? Though perhaps a bit slower.”
“That may be, but I'd think you'd still want some help. Seems to me that there's just too 
much for one person.”
Perhaps that was true, but Elisabeth only understood her violin as well as she did because 
she had helped build it. If this house was to become her home, she wanted that same 
understanding.
“If she needs help, she'll ask for it, Ma,” Daisy cut in. She swooped over to Alice, taking 
her dough away to place it in a bowl on the counter. “Besides, she can't rebuild the house any 
worse than it already was.”
Elisabeth stifled her irritation at the comment. Her house was a wreck, but only in 
appearance, not in character. It had heart, despite its weakened bones, and it irked her that others 
couldn't see that.
“Speaking of home repairs,” Alice cut in, “I brought something for you. Wait here.”
She wiped her hands on a towel then left, disappearing back out into the sitting room.
Elisabeth paused her kneading to wipe her forehead with the back of her arm, then looked 
over at Daisy. “Do you know what it is she is getting?”
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“It's Alice. You never know with her.”
Myrtle, who was making strange faces to get Seamus to laugh, nodded absently in 
agreement.
When Alice returned, she carried a bundle of folded clothes in her arms. The article on 
top looked to be an old button-up shirt, but Elisabeth couldn't make out what the heap of denim 
underneath it was.
“I don't know if it's what's done in France, but, well, you're not in France anymore, are 
you?” She set the button-up on an empty chair and then unfolded the denim so Elisabeth could 
see it better.
It was a pair of overalls, patched on the left knee and on the back of the right thigh, but 
otherwise in good condition.
“Trust me, they're easier to move about in than skirts. Especially when it comes to 
carrying things.” Alice waited until Elisabeth had wiped the flour off her arms, then handed the 
overalls to her.
Elisabeth hooked her thumbs in the straps, holding the overalls up and pressing them 
against her to check their fit.
It was true that a woman in trousers would be rather unusual in France, though the 
practice of bicycling had made it a more common occurrence before she'd left. Still, if her 
grandmother had seen her wearing something like this, she'd have yelled herself hoarse over it.
But her grandmother had never tried to lug wooden boards around with her skirts 
constantly wrapping around her legs.
“What do you think?” Alice asked.
“I think it's a wonderful idea. Thank you!”
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“Of course. They're just an old pair I had lying around. Oh, and I brought you that shirt 
so you've have somethin' to wear with 'em.” Alice nodded at the shirt on the chair. “Thought we 
could take 'em in today and make sure they fight you proper.”
The overalls were the most comfortable piece of clothing she'd ever worn. When she 
tried them on and came back out into the sitting room so Alice could pin the pant cuffs, she'd 
had to stop herself from running up and down the hallway. It was so easy to move in them, 
nothing tripped her up or snagged on anything, nothing made it harder to breathe by tightening or 
pinching or poking.
“Keep your feet still,” Alice laughed, swatting Elisabeth on the leg.
She was kneeling near her feet, pinning the legs of the overalls so she'd know where to 
fold them. The overalls fit Elisabeth well enough, if a bit loosely, and hemming the legs was the 
only correction that needed to be made. The shirt didn't need any adjustments either, besides 
rolling up the sleeves so they didn't flop down over her hands.
“Sorry.” Elisabeth stilled. “But, you know, I don't think I ever want to wear skirts again. 
I'd never realized how often they get in the way of walking.”
“They're in the way of everything,” Daisy agreed. She was sitting on the settee beside her 
mother, sewing a patch onto a pair of child's trousers. “I can't count how many times I've almost 
shut my skirts in the oven door or ripped them on a stray nail sticking out of the wall.”
“That's just 'cause you're clumsy, dear.” Myrtle, who'd gotten Seamus to fall asleep, was 
also sewing a patch onto a different pair of child's trousers.
As Daisy huffed indignantly, Myrtle glanced up at Elisabeth and winked at her.
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“They're tiresome, sure enough,” Alice agreed, sliding another pin into the fabric. “But 
they're pretty at least.”
Daisy snorted. “Mine aren't. Not anymore at least.”
“Because of the scorch marks from the oven?” Elisabeth asked innocently.
Myrtle tittered, her laugh becoming a cackle as Daisy jabbed her in the ribs with her 
elbow.
“Because they're meant to be practical. For cleaning house and cooking in. See?” Daisy 
stretched out her arm, showing them the flour marks on her sleeves. “I reckon the last truly pretty 
dress I wore was my wedding gown.”
Remembering the photograph she'd seen when she'd first entered the house, Elisabeth 
turned to look over at the mantel. She was standing closer to it now, near enough to see the 
details.
In the picture, Daisy wore a simple white dress with lace added to the neckline and the 
cuffs of her sleeves. There were flowers braided into her hair, the veil pinned just behind them 
and sweeping down to hang at her back. But it wasn't the loveliness of the dress that held 
Elisabeth's attention.
In all the wedding pictures she had seen, the couple posed side by side, but didn't touch. 
In most they weren't even looking at each other, gazing towards the camera instead, which was 
only proper after all. And, of course, neither husband nor wife smiled, not only because of the 
dignified nature of the occasion, but because it was difficult to hold that expression for as long as 
it took the camera to capture the photo.
But in her wedding photo, Daisy not only smiled bright and wide, but she was holding 
hands with the groom, standing close enough to lean her head against his shoulder. He was 
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grinning too, his face half-turned away from the camera as he smiled down at her. It looked 
almost as though he'd whispered a joke and she'd been in the beginnings of a laugh when the 
flash-powder went off.
They were so clearly in love that, for a fleeting, wistful moment, she thought about how 
nice it would be to find such joy in another person's company, to fit so easily at someone's side 
that belonging there was second nature.
“That's the one I meant,” Daisy said, interrupting her thoughts. “It was Ma's and then my 
older sister, Ivy's, before it was mine.”
“It's a beautiful dress,” Elisabeth agreed. “You are lucky to have taken a picture in it. 
Cameras are rare here, no?”
Daisy nodded. “They are, but that hotel in Nag's Head sometimes has a photographer or 
two staying there, come to take pictures of the wildlife or the tourists or some such.”
“And you asked one of them to photograph you?”
“Actually, Alice's Bert convinced him to do it. Traded him—what was it again, Alice?”
Alice sat up, taking some pins out of her mouth to answer. “A fox fur hat and two otter 
skins.”
“Right. And then he also took the photographer around to find some rare bird he was 
looking for.” Daisy smiled, shaking her head. “Don't see how he ever thought of it to begin with, 
but he's a smart'un is our Bert.”
And thoughtful too. He would never stop being a surprise, it seemed.
“All done.” Alice stood, brushing her skirts off. “Go take those off so I can get 'em 
hemmed. With any luck, I can finish 'em before I have to head home to cook supper.”
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“Thank you, Alice.” Impulsively, she leaned over and gave Alice a hug, kissing her on 




The next morning, Charlie was already waiting for him when Bert arrived at the Sound. 
When he saw Bert walking up, he climbed out of the boat and onto the dock, pointing to the 
burlap sack Bert carried.
“There better be some of your mama's cookies in that. That duck was delicious, but I 
couldn't sleep for thinking about cookies.”
Bert snorted and swung the sack down off his shoulder. Reaching inside, he retrieved a 
brown paper parcel and tossed it to Charlie, who caught it easily.
Charlie unwrapped the package and brought his nose close to it, inhaling deeply. “Lord, 
that smells good. Trust your mama to remember gingersnaps are my favorite.”
“Probably can't bring you any more of these. Not for awhile at least.”
Charlie had already stuffed a cookie into his mouth and his answer was a garbled tangle 
of silver string.
“Do what?”
He swallowed. “I said, don't break my heart while I'm eatin'.”
Bert looked down, pretending to concentrate on taking his stack of books out of the 
burlap sack so he didn't have to look at Charlie.
“Only teasing, Beasley. I'll make 'em last.” Charlie bit into another cookie. “You tell 
your mama thanks from me, please.”
“I will.” Bert held the books out to him. “I brought these as well, for you to take back.”
“You finish 'em all then?” Charlie stuffed the remaining cookies in his pocket, dusting 
his hands off on his pants.
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“What do you think?”
Charlie grinned, leaning down to set the books in the boat with the other packages. 
“Where's your new list, then?”
“I left it in there.” Bert pointed to the piece of paper sticking out of the first book.
Charlie took it out and started to fold it to put into his pocket. Then he stopped, looking it 
over. “Whose handwriting is this?”
He'd hoped Charlie wouldn't notice. “New neighbor. We were talking and she wrote 
down some books she thought I'd like.”
“This that French lady everyone's talking about?”
Bert nodded. “So what do you want in payment next week? A rabbit? Some fish?”
Charlie raised an eyebrow at the abrupt change of topic. “What's she like?”
“Miss Lavoie?”
“No, the rabbit you're gonna shoot for me.” He smacked Bert on the arm. “Yes, I mean 
Miss Lavoie. She as bull-headed as people say?”
“She's stubborn, but no more than half the folk livin' here.”
“And?”
“And what?”
“Jesus, all that readin' and you're still as thick as a log. Tell me about her.”
Bert shrugged. “She's repairing that house all by herself. Near about bit my head off 
when I suggested she hire me to do it instead, though I reckon I might've been asking for it. But 
Mama really likes her. And—” He almost let slip about her purple voice, reeling the words back 
in as soon as he felt them on his tongue. “—she likes some of the same books as I do. So I 
wouldn't say she's all bad.”
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“Hmm.” Charlie squinted at him. “You're the worst at gossiping, you know that,
Beasley? Just the worst.”
Bert laughed. “There's nothing to gossip about.”
“Well, make something up then. It's the least you could do since I take the time to come 
all the way over here.” He clapped Bert on the shoulder and then hopped down into the boat. 
“And I want a fish next time, you hear? A ten pounder at least.”
“How about ten one-pounders?”
Charlie rolled his eyes. “Oh, get on with you.”
He flapped a hand at Bert to shoo him away, then started untying the boat from its 
mooring. Bert turned to leave as well, but he didn't get far.
“Wait, I almost forgot!” Charlie leaned out of the boat, waving a folded-up newspaper at 
him. “Saw it a few days ago—page three.”
Bert took the newspaper, scanning the articles until his eyes snagged on a headline.
WRIGHTS OPEN FLYING SCHOOL
He read the headline again, then again, unable to move his eyes away from it. It was the 
same feeling. The way he'd felt that day on the beach, like something in him had been knocked 
loose and was falling.
“Thought you'd find it interesting,” Charlie said.
“Can I keep it?” He made himself ask, but his fingers tightened on the paper, crumpling it 
a little.
Charlie shrugged. “Yeah, I brought it for you, didn't I?”
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Thanks.
“'Course! See you next time, then.”
Bert nodded, hardly noticing as the sloop pulled away from the dock and Charlie sailed 
back out into the Sound. Hands shaking, he unfolded the newspaper again and turned his gaze to 
the rest of the article.
WRIGHTS OPEN FLYING SCHOOL
After founding the Wright Company less than a year ago, Wilbur and Orville Wright, the 
world-famous aviators, have expanded their business and opened a civilian flying school in 
Montgomery, Alabama. The first class of pilots are expected to make their debut at the 
Indianapolis Motor Speedway in June of this year as the Wright Company's first exhibition team. 
Although it won't be the first public demonstration of a Wright aircraft, the spectacle of multiple 
aeroplanes flying together will certainly be a sight to behold.
That couldn't be all. He flipped through the rest of the paper in case the article continued 
on a different page, but he found nothing else. There were too many unanswered questions. How 
could someone apply to the school? Did it cost money? How much? His attention kept returning 
to the same word: “civilian.”
Anybody.
Bert looked up at the sky, at a flock of sparrows swirling in the air over the water. It was 
the sight of the Sound that jolted him back to reality, the sense of weightlessness he'd felt while 
reading solidifying as a heavy lump in his chest.
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He'd stood here before, with a someday in reach, but it had never felt more far away than 
it did now.
Bert spent the day at the store in a stupor he couldn't shake, his attention turned inward to 
the article, to thoughts of flight and wind. He tried to squelch them, to bury them in the back of 
his mind, because he'd decided weeks ago that he was needed here until the store started doing 
better. But whenever he had a moment to himself, he took the newspaper out of his pocket to 
look at it, the daydreams slipping out each time he reread the article. By late afternoon, Bert's 
dazed staring had driven Pop so plumb crazy that he'd sent him on ahead of him.
As Bert walked home alone, he took the newspaper out again, not reading it, just holding 
the paper in his hands.
Something so light should've been easy to discard. To rip into pieces and toss away, to 
bury in ashes at the bottom of the stove and forget. He'd set this dream of his aside for years, and 
one piece of paper shouldn't be able to change that.
But it had made it all the way to him, this flimsy little thing, and it felt like that had to 
mean something.
If things at the store started picking up soon—and it seemed like they might with Miss 
Lavoie buying building supplies—then he could broach the subject with Pop and Mama. There'd 
be an argument no matter when he told them, but he'd feel better about leaving if they were more 
financially secure.
As he turned down the path to their house, Mama came out onto the porch, like she'd 
been keeping an eye out for him.
“Hey, Mama. What's going on?”
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“Daisy came by earlier. She said Elisabeth was needing some help.”
“She alright?”
“She's spitting fire, apparently, but otherwise just fine. Daisy said her piano arrived 
today, but the movers refused to carry it up those steps of hers.”
“I thought she'd fixed most of 'em.”
“Just not enough, I guess.” Mama shaded her eyes and looked overhead. “She needs to 
get that piano into the house, and soon.”
Bert looked up too, noticing for the first time that there were storm clouds gathering, dark 
and blotchy against the sky. It'd rain soon, probably within the hour, and Miss Lavoie's piano 
would get soaked through.
“She told Daisy she needs folk to come help her move it. I said that I'd ask—”
Bert was already nodding. “I'll go.”
He'd almost reached the edge of the trees surrounding Miss Lavoie's property when he 
heard it. The low, haunting notes of a piano wisped through the branches overhead in curling 
tendrils of opal smoke and tufts of spiraling violet. The color swept over Bert like a gust of wind, 
making him sway back a little on the balls of his feet. Twining around him, it brushed against his 
face and tugged at his clothes, more real than any sound he'd ever heard.
He followed the purple music right to where he'd been heading anyway. Tucked beneath 
the porch deck, he found Miss Lavoie playing her piano.
Her eyes were closed, her hands moving surely even though she wasn't looking at the 
keys. Starbursts of violet fell from beneath her fingers, drifting down to the dirt beside her feet.
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Above her head, indigo ribbons and coiling threads of opal twirled together, bursting into ripples 
of amethyst wherever they collided.
Bert took another step closer, mouth agape as he listened. He could feel every rise and 
fall in this music, tingling from the tips of his fingers down to the ends of his toes. The colors 
brightened and dimmed along with the sound, swelling up with every high note and compressing 
down again with each low note. Like breathing.
It was impossible. The music shouldn't have been purple. Pianos always sounded yellow 
to him, ranging from a dark honey color for the lower notes to a cheery shade of lemon for the 
higher ones. No piano had ever been any color besides yellow, no matter who was playing it, and 
this one had no reason for being different.
Dazed, he shifted his gaze to watch Miss Lavoie.
She changed when she was focused on the music. Her face softened, making her look 
younger. But the rest of her, instead of relaxing, sharpened. Tendons in her wrist flexed with the 
movement of her fingers. Elbows stretched straight before dipping back close to her ribs. 
Shoulder blades stuck out in sharp angles, shifting up and down. Her head bowed, nodding along 
with the music. In that moment, she was an extension of the sound.
Miss Lavoie opened her eyes and saw him standing there. He shifted, ready to apologize, 
except she didn't miss a beat with her playing. She just watched him, her face unreadable as her 
fingers continued to move across the keys. But the colors drifting up from her hands changed, the 
purple doused out by glimmers of yellow.
Bert sucked in his breath, feeling the loss of the purple as a wrenching in his gut, the 
same way he'd felt at fourteen when gravity had dragged him out of his moment of 
weightlessness and sent him plummeting.
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His eyes darted from one note to the next as they rose up into the air, searching for any 
trace of Miss Lavoie's color. He watched the glints of yellow floating around, the ghosts of 
notes, until Miss Lavoie stopped playing and they all winked out one by one.
In the quiet, he looked back at her to find her watching him.
“Are you alright?” she asked.
Flecks of boysenberry blinked into view around her hair. Bert exhaled a breath he hadn't 
known he'd been holding in. Her voice was purple still—that hadn't changed.
She tilted her head to the side curiously. She must've noticed the exhale, or the relief that 
had to have been etched all over his face.
Bert nodded at the piano. “That was beautiful.”
Miss Lavoie shrugged. “Ç'est comme ça”
The purple became brighter when she spoke in French, flaring up in his vision like 
sunspots. He tore his focus away from them and looked her in the eyes. She was studying him 
again, eyebrows raised. “Why are you looking like that?”
Bert flinched. He always forgot to be more careful when she was around. She noticed 
things too much.
“Oh, it's nothing. Just—” He shrugged. “—haven't heard much piano music before. Mrs. 
Darrow is the only one 'round here that has one. Though there might be one or two in Nag's 
Head or Kitty Hawk, I think.” He bit his lip, realizing he was babbling.
Miss Lavoie considered him. Looking for a lie, no doubt, or deciding whether to press 
him for the real answer. But all she said was, “Would you like to try it?”
“Really?”
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She moved over on the bench and nodded at the space next to her. Gingerly, he eased 
down onto the seat, reminded forcefully of when they'd sat together on the porch swing. This 
seat was even smaller, and he had to sit at an angle, perched on the corner, so their legs wouldn't 
touch.
“You can't play that way.” Miss Lavoie tapped her finger against his shoulder blade. 
“Face front.”
Bert hesitated, then shifted his legs around so his knees were tucked underneath the line 
of piano keys. They were pressed close together now, their arms and elbows and legs brushing 
against each other. Miss Lavoie didn't seem to notice, her hands already resting against the 
piano. Clearing his throat, he imitated her, fingers splayed so they each only touched one key. 
The keys were cold beneath his fingertips, smooth like the porcelain teapot his mama had been 
given as a wedding gift and only used at Christmas.
“Relax your hands. Like mine, see?”
His fingers were tense, like claws, but hers were slack and soft. He unbent his fingers, 
straightening them so they were almost completely flat.
“Not quite,” she laughed. Taking his wrist, she lifted his hand from the keys and bent his 
fingers again, this time into loose arcs.
Her hand was a lot smaller than his, but her grip was firm and her skin was rougher than 
he'd thought it'd be. There was a line of calluses on her palm and he could feel a hard bump on 
the end of each of her fingers as they pressed against his.
Where her fingertips met his skin felt warmer than the rest of his hand, like leftover piano 
music was reverberating through her and into him.
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“There. Now keep them like this.” She looked up at his face to see if he understood, and 
then suddenly went still.
It hadn't seemed to matter before how close they were sitting. Now, he realized he could 
feel her body heat, warming him where their thighs rested against each other, where their hands 
tangled together.
They'd never touched like this, they shouldn't have been touching like this, with her 
fingers curled around his wrist, his pulse pounding against the calluses on her fingertips.
He should put some space between them, slip his hand free of hers and turn away. Or she 
should let him go, release her hold on him and pull back. But neither of them moved.
Miss Lavoie looked away first, extracting her hand from his and returning it to the keys.
Bert cleared his throat again, moving his own hands to the keys but keeping them far 
from hers. “What next?”
For a split second, Miss Lavoie didn't say anything, and Bert's stomach sank. He'd made 
her uncomfortable or he'd made her angry. All the tentative progress they'd made with each 
other was crumbling between them.
“You play these notes.” She reached over to reposition his fingers. Her voice sounded 
softer than usual, and she drew her hand back as quickly as she could. But when she met his 
worried gaze, she gave him a small reassuring smile.
“Alright.” He pressed down on the keys, watching a burst of honey yellow float above his 
fingers.
As he played the keys again, Miss Lavoie's hands began moving across the rest. More 
yellow painted the air and drifted over them like clouds moving across the horizon. Then, after a 
moment, she closed her eyes and the music slipped into lavender and then indigo, like daybreak.
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Bert's hand slid off the keys, the resulting chord as jarring as the honk of a goose. Miss 
Lavoie jumped, the music ending in a clatter of clinking yellow.
“Sorry, I didn't—”
“No, don't be,” Miss Lavoie laughed. “It just takes practice.”
Another voice spoke from behind them, “I thought it sounded alright.”
Bert jumped off the bench like he'd been scalded, turning to find Gus leaning against the 
post at the bottom of the staircase. He looked absolutely tickled, which was bad enough, but 
Joseph was also standing right behind him. His arms were folded across his chest, a satisfied 
gleam in his eyes.
“Daisy sent you, yes?” Miss Lavoie stood up, unruffled. “I wasn't sure if she'd be able to 
find anyone in time.”
“We're just the folks that live closest. I'm Gus, Daisy's husband, and this is Joseph 
Spivey, our next-door neighbor.” He doffed his hat at her, then winked at Bert. “And it seems 
you've met our Bert.”
Miss Lavoie didn't even bat an eye. “Indeed.”
“Rain's coming soon,” Bert cut in, his voice a little too loud. He stepped out from under 
the deck and pointed up at the dark clouds skulking along the horizon. The storm was getting 
closer every second. “We should get this in quick as we can.”
“Right, let's get to it then.” Gus came over to the piano, bending down to slip his hands 
beneath its legs. He tested its weight, lifting it about an inch off the ground, arms straining, and 
then set the end back down with a groan. “Whew, that'll take all three of us for sure. What's it so 
heavy for?”
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“It's all wood and metal, what'd you expect?” Joseph shrugged. “I'm more worried 
about these stairs.”
He thumped his boot against the nearest staircase post. Bert noticed Miss Lavoie bristle, 
something sharpening about her shoulders and chin, but otherwise she looked as calm as ever.
“I'd rather risk the stairs than the rain,” she said. “I've braced it and replaced as many 
stairs as I could.”
Bert stepped to the side to get a look at the posts beneath the stairs and found that they 
weren't leaning quite as bad as before, supported by the braces Miss Lavoie had added. And 
none of them had cracked, which might be all they could hope for at this point. Walking around 
to the front of the stairs, he saw that almost all of the steps were made of fresh wood, though a 
few of the ones past the landing hadn't been replaced yet.
He walked up past the landing, testing one of the old boards with his foot. It held. But, 
then, again, he wasn't as heavy as a piano. Planting both feet on it, he jumped up and down, 
shaking the whole staircase.
“Bert!” Miss Lavoie protested.
Bert stopped. “It should hold.”
She shook her head, though he thought it might be more out of amusement than 
exasperation.
Gus clapped his hands together. “Let's give it a go then.”
They carried the piano up the stairs without incident, Gus and Joseph lifting the sides and 
Bert squeezing between the railing and the back of the piano to support and steer. As careful as 
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they tried to be, the piano still got jostled around a bit, the keys and whatever was inside the 
body of the piano tinkling against each other.
Miss Lavoie held the front door open for them and directed them to place it beneath the 
window of the front sitting room, wincing as they set it down with a clunk.
“That everything, ma'am?” Gus asked, wiping his forehead with his shirt cuff.
“Yes, thank you. I appreciate it.”
“'Course! We'll get outta your hair then.” Gus doffed his cap at her again and Joseph 
nodded, both of them moving towards the front door.
Bert stayed in place, eyeing the piano worriedly. “You go on ahead.”
He'd been speaking to Gus, but Joseph, who was already on the front porch, turned to 
look back too. That glint in his eye was back and Bert immediately regretted speaking.
He shrugged, trying to look nonchalant. “Just got a question.”
Gus's eyes flicked from him to Miss Lavoie, too pleased for Bert's comfort, and then 
nodded. “Alright. See you later. Come on, then, Joseph.”
He clapped a hand on Joseph's shoulder and steered him away, practically shoving him 
down the staircase. Bert grimaced.
“Sorry.” He looked back at Miss Lavoie and gestured at the piano. “It got shoved around 
is all and I was just wondering if its insides were alright.”
Her face, which had been somewhat wary, softened a little. “It's kind of you to worry.”
She lifted up the wooden flap covering the keys and then, after a brief hesitation, pushed 








“You mean, 'Ç'est comme ςa'?" Miss Lavoie asked. Bright purple sunspots dappled the 
air around her.
He nodded. “What's it mean?”
She scrunched up her nose, thinking. “You would say.. .it is what it is.”
Bert mulled it over, remembering the opal smoke and the starbursts of violet. Then he 
shook his head. “That's wrong then.”
“Excusez-moi?” A thin edge of magenta crept into her voice.
He watched the purple color of her voice fade around her. “It's a lot more than what it 
is.”
He paused, feeling like there was more he should say, but then nodded at her once more 
and walked out the door. Through luck alone, he walked in the right direction, not even noticing 
the first few raindrops that splattered the dirt around him.
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Chapter Nine
After spending a few hours sanding the floorboards, Elisabeth peeled off her gloves and 
stood up, arching the kinks out of her back. She felt the bones in her spine pop, the tired muscles 
in her arms stretch tight and then ease. With the rain they'd had over the last few days, she'd 
gotten a lot done inside the house. It'd finally stopped about two hours ago and, although she felt 
like sleeping for a day and a half, she was tired of being cooped up inside.
Taking her coat down from the hook by the door, she pulled it on over her overalls and 
wandered out onto the porch. The sun was low in the sky, though not yet touching the tops of the 
trees. It'd be another hour before dinnertime, when hunger would set in, and another hour or so 
after that before night fell.
She started down the stairs, deciding to take her evening walk in the direction of the 
setting sun instead of along the beach. She hadn't really explored much of the Sound yet, 
preferring the beach because of the waves and the horses and the smell of the ocean.
When she reached the edge of the tree line, she stopped to take in the Sound. It didn't 
have the same unquestionable beauty as the ocean, but it had its own rugged loveliness. There 
were cypress trees growing all along the rocky shoreline and even a few rising out from the 
surface of the water. Beyond the trees, the Sound stretched into the distance, its smooth surface 
interrupted by stretches of reeds and grass. It reminded her of tarnished metal, of the serving tray 
that her grandmother had inherited from her grandmother. Silver and sleek in most places, but 
with patches of discoloration that made it appear both forgotten and much loved.
Lost as she was in thought, at first the flash of movement out of the corner of her eye 
looked like a very large heron stepping through the water. But, as soon as she turned to look at it, 
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shading her eyes to see its shape more clearly, she realized the figure a few yards from the shore 
was actually a man.
Bert was standing knee-deep in the Sound, holding a wooden pole in both hands. The 
other end of the pole was below the water, hidden from view. As she watched, he dragged the 
submerged end towards himself, then lifted it slightly to move it back out. Turning, he lowered it 
down at a different spot and pulled it back once more. This time, he stopped halfway. Stepping 
closer, he peered down into the water and jabbed the pole up and down. Then he twisted it, 
spinning the end around as he lifted it up out of the water.
The other end looked like a metal basket, with points of some kind rising from the top. It 
was difficult to tell from the shore, but she thought it might be full of smooth, round rocks.
Bert turned back towards the shore, keeping the basket of rocks above and parallel to the 
water. He didn't see her until he came in closer to the shore and when he did, he jumped a little. 
He didn't look as surprised as he had when she'd interrupted his repair of the door and, she 
thought, he didn't seem as cross this time either.
“You ever think about wearing a bell?” he asked, wading towards her.
She bit back a smile. He was still unreadable most of the time, but she knew by now how 
to tell when he was teasing—his eyes crinkled at the corners.
Still, she wasn't used to him joking with her. Not knowing how to respond, she simply 
ignored the question and asked, “What are you doing?”
“Clam digging.”
Having reached the bank, he slogged out of the Sound, water dripping down from his 
rolled-up pant legs and onto his bare feet. He stopped a few feet away from her and extended the 
basket-end of the rake towards her so she could get a better look at its contents.
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The rocks inside were indeed clams, still partly coated in the mud he'd dug them out of. 
The basket itself, though, was what caught her interest. The “lid” of it, which only closed off half 
the basket, was lined with thick rake tines that curved inward towards the handle to pull objects 
into the opening of the basket. They looked like—she reached out and carefully wiped some mud 
off of one of the tines with her fingers—no, they were the blades of butter knives. He'd removed 
their handles and welded the blades along the middle of the basket top, and then bolted the whole 
thing onto an old broom handle.
“You made this? Out of silverware?”
“Butter knives work best.”
She would've laughed, but he looked completely serious. No eye crinkling. “And how 
did you discover this?”
He shrugged. “Everyone knows it.” Leaning to the side, he nodded behind her. “Sorry, 
but I should put 'em in the bucket.”
Elisabeth stepped out of his way, turning to see a bucket resting in the shade behind her, 
alongside Bert's boots and coat. The pail was already two-thirds of the way full of clams 
submerged in water. Moving past her, Bert tilted the rake over the bucket and let the clams from 
the basket plop in one-by-one.
“Are these for your dinner?” she asked.
“Not for tonight, no.” Leaning on the rake, he dug a handkerchief out of his pocket and 
mopped the sweat off his face. “Can't cook clams 'til the sand gets out of 'em.”
She peered into the bucket. It was hard to tell whether the murkiness of the water was 
from sand leaving the clams or from the mud that clung to the outside of them, but it looked as 
though the clams were just sitting there, tight-lipped and unmoving.
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“It's seawater.” Bert nudged the bucket with the side of his foot, distorting the water with 
ripples. “Makes 'em spit out all the sand they filter in. Eventually. These'll probably have to sit 
overnight.”
She'd never thought about clams needing cleaning before. Her grandmother had liked to 
cook seafood, but they'd bought all the ingredients at the market after everything had already 
been put on ice. She wondered how he knew when all the sand was gone. Or how he knew where 
to dig them up in the first place. Or who had taught him how to do it. But perhaps these were all 
things everyone knew.
Bert stuffed the handkerchief back in his pocket, glanced at her, then shaded a hand to 
look up at the sky. It seemed he didn't know what else to say either.
Elisabeth followed his gaze. It was closer to dinnertime now, the sun halfway sunk into 
the trees. “Well, I should—”
“Did you want to—?” he asked at the same time.
They both stopped, waiting for the other to speak first.
“Go on,” she said.
Bert shifted his weight, looking down at the crisscross pattern that the metal ribs of the 
basket left imprinted in the dirt near his feet. “I was just wondering if you'd want to learn.”
“Learn clam digging? Now?”
“Sure. If you want to, I mean.”
“I would. If you don't mind teaching me.”
“No, I don't.” He looked over at the Sound, studying the waterline. “Got to be quick, 




Elisabeth shrugged off her coat and placed it on the ground beside Bert's. Her boots and 
socks soon followed. After rolling the legs of her overalls up to her knees, she straightened back 
up and found Bert staring at her, his eyes trailing over her legs to her hips and then to her 
shoulders.
Anger warmed her face, surprise and disappointment boiling in her chest, until she 
noticed his expression. He wasn't gazing at her the way men did when they were scrutinizing her 
body—there was no sly smile, no possessive gleam in his eyes. Instead, he simply looked 
puzzled.
“Are those my overalls?” he asked.
Elisabeth looked down at them, a blush rising in her face as she realized that of course 
they were Bert's overalls. She hadn't thought to ask Alice who they'd belonged to, but she 
should've known when the pant legs needed to be hemmed. Neither Alice nor Mr. Beasley were 
taller than her.
“Your mother gave them to me. She told me they were old clothes that were just lying 
around. I'd assumed they were hers.”
“Ah. I don't mind or anything, I just recognized that patch on the knee. Got it from 
climbing a roof. Well—” A sheepish smile itched at the corners of his mouth. “—from falling off 
of one, actually.”
Elisabeth waited to hear the rest of the story, but Bert had returned to watching the 
Sound. From the way he was squinting, concentrating so hard on nothing, she thought he might 
only be pretending to be distracted. He kept up the pretense for a few seconds, then snuck a 
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glance at her. When he found her watching him, a quick, embarrassed grin flashed across his 
face, and he shook his head. Not a story he would tell today.
She shrugged in reply. Maybe he'd tell it to her another time. The smile on his face lost 
its sheepishness. He jerked his head towards the Sound and started walking to the water. 
Amused, she followed him.
The water was warm, like bath water almost, but got deeper than she'd expected as they 
waded out, rising up to thoroughly soak her rolled-up pant legs. With each step, mud squished 
between her toes, but she still had to tread lightly so stray rocks and sticks didn't jab the bottom 
of her feet.
Bert turned, heading towards a wide spread of green grass growing out of the water a few 
yards from the shore. “Here's good.”
“There are clams here?”
“Might be.” He pointed to the grass. “They like the edges of plant patches like this. Fish 
do too.”
“But you weren't digging near grass before.”
“No, but I was headed over here when I thought I stepped on some,” he explained. “And I 
was right.”
Elisabeth looked down through the water, trying to see if there were any clam-shaped 
lumps in the mud around her feet.
“You won't see 'em,” Bert continued. “They're under the mud, but sometimes they're 
close enough to the surface that you can feel it if you step on 'em.”
“This is why you are digging for clams barefoot.”
“Well, one of the reasons. The main one is I only got one good pair of boots.”
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Elisabeth snorted. His smile got a little bigger, his eyes shifting from her face to her 
shoulder, like it had when he'd carried her groceries home for her.
He was always doing that—looking just to the side of her, or at her forehead. At first,
she'd thought it was some kind of nervousness, except Bert sometimes did look her in the eyes, 
with no trouble at all. It was only occasionally that his gaze slipped to something else, though it 
wasn't the fixed stare of a davdreamer either. His eves were watching something, following a 
movement.
This time it was only a split second before he realized that she was staring at him as he 
not-looked at her. His eyes snapped back to her face.
“Going barefoot does help find clams,” he said, carrving on as if nothing had happened. 
“But it's not exactlv wise. I've got a scar, actuallv, from a clam that sliced up the bottom of mv 
foot when I was nine.”
Before she could respond, he trudged over to her and handed her the rake, making sure
the basket's bottom was in the air and the tines were pointing downwards. “Alright, now dig the 
points of it into the mud.”
Carefully, she lowered the basket-end of the rake into the water until she felt it bump 
against the bottom. She tilted the handle up and wiggled it, feeling the butter knives on the end 
sink into the mud.
“Now I pull it back, no?” she asked.
Bert, who was still hovering nearby, stepped closer again. He reached towards her hands, 
then stopped just short of touching her. He glanced at her, then back down at the rake. His face 
didn't change, but now he really did seem reluctant to look at her.
“Mav I?”
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She nodded and he adjusted her grip on the handle, his touch decidedly impersonal as his 
hands moved hers. Letting go of her, he gripped the middle of the pole where her hands weren't 
and then pushed on it, digging the tips of the butter knives deeper into the mud.
“Now drag,” he said.
He didn't move his hand but let her pull the rake back herself. It didn't want to move at 
first, so she dug her heels in and tried to brace herself, drawing the handle back. Finally, it cut 
through the mud, a cloud of dirt blooming under the water. As she pulled it closer, the tines 
jounced a little, snagging on something in the mud.
“There!” Bert grabbed the rake with both hands, stopping her from moving it. “Feel that? 
You hit clams.”
“Or a bed of rocks,” she said.
“No, that was a clam bump. Rock bumps don't feel like that.”
“Really? You can tell the difference?”
He looked at her now, his eyes crinkling again. “No.”
Elisabeth laughed.
“I'm right, though,” he insisted. “Scoop it out and see.”
He showed her how to dig the clams—or the rocks—out of the dirt, using the pole to feel 
them out with the tines instead of trying to see through the muddied water. Once the ground was 
thoroughly churned up and the clams—or rocks—were loosened, he let go of the pole and 
gestured in the air to show her how to scoop them up and flip them into the basket.
“You just go like this.” He stretched his hands out in front of him and then twisted his 
arms sharply to the side. “One motion.”
“How?”
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“Like—” Bert paused, arms still extended, then scowled as he noticed the smirk on her 
face. “Go on.”
She shoved the butter knives forward, feeling the lumps lift free of the dirt, and then 
swung the pole over in an attempt to catch them. The lumps clanged against the basket, but the 
motion unbalanced her. She would've fallen over if Bert hadn't grabbed the back of her overall 
straps to keep her upright.
“I did it! Look!”
Elisabeth lifted the basket up out of the water. Three clams rested inside, along with one 
knobbly, clam-sized rock.
She turned to see his reaction, forgetting how close they were standing. He was right 
behind her, craning his neck to look over her shoulder at the clams, his hand still clutching the 
straps of her overalls. When she turned to look at him, her lips were a hairsbreadth from his.
Bert jerked his head back, like a startled horse, and released his grip on her overalls.
Elisabeth didn't move, though she felt like bolting too. Her pulse had become a gallop, 
drumming in her ears, and she couldn't rein it in.
When they'd sat at the piano together, her heart hadn't reacted that way. She'd been too 
thrown by the fascination on his face, the tentative wanting in his eyes, and the sudden rush of 
panic that had swelled up in her stomach. Then, every beat of her pulse had said it was a bad 
idea, but now she couldn't remember why.
When he saw that she wasn't moving away, Bert looked even more startled. He 
swallowed hard, glancing down at her lips and then back up at her.
He stared at her the way he had the day before, until he seemed to come back to himself, 
shaking his head as though he was waking from a daydream. Avoiding her gaze, he stepped 
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away from her side and moved towards the basket, water sloshing around his legs. “Looks like 
we were both right.”
He reached inside and fished out the rock. Wiping some kind of slimy green moss off of 
it, he stepped closer and offered it to her. She held out her hand and he placed it on her palm, the 
tips of his fingers just brushing her skin, leaving drops of Sound water behind.
The rock was almost as round as the clams, but smoother and prettier, a rich dark brown 
that reminded her of the wood of a walnut tree. Almost the exact color of Bert's eyes.
She slipped it into her pocket. To remember her first time clamming.
“Don't think we'll have much time for more digging.” He sounded calmer than he 
looked, his shoulders tense and his hands thrust in his pockets again. “We're losing light.”
They trooped to the shore, where Elisabeth dumped the clams she'd dug up into the 
bucket with the rest of them. They gathered their things in silence, Bert hopping on one foot as 
he put his socks back on.
“You know—” He cleared his throat, his gaze firmly fixed on his bootlaces. “—Mama'll 
probably cook these clams up tomorrow. You could come by for dinner, if you want.”
She smiled down at her boots as she finished tying them. “I'd like that.”
They walked towards the road together, Bert slinging the rake over his shoulder and 
lugging the bucket in his free hand.
“I've been meaning to thank you,” he said suddenly.
“Me? For what?”
Bert stopped walking, setting the bucket down to pull a book from the inside pocket of 
his jacket. It was a battered, leather-bound copy of The Mysterious Island by Jules Verne.
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“Got me hooked on him.” He tucked the book back into his coat, then picked up the 
bucket and continued walking.
“I'm glad you like it,” Elisabeth said. “But—”
The Mysterious Island wasn't technically a sequel, but it had characters that Verne had 
written about in two of his other novels, Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea and In Search 
of the Castaways. From what she remembered, Bert wouldn't need to have read the others to 
understand its plot, but she didn't want to tell him he'd read them out of order. Especially since 
the mainland library might not have the other books—if they didn't, he'd be even more 
disappointed.
“But what?”
“Nothing. I just liked another book of his better.”
“Right, you said your favorite was Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea,” Bert 
remembered. “I read that one the same day Charlie brought 'em to me. I just got to the part in 
this book where Cyrus and the others meet Captain Nemo. He seems nicer this time around. Less 
vengeful and less.. .well, insane.
“Yes, I like him much better in The Mysterious Island, even though I prefer the plot of 
his first book.” She hesitated, then asked, “Did you happen to read any other books before those 
two?”
“Just Journey to the Center of the Earth, Five Weeks in a Balloon, In Search of the 
Castaways, and—”
“Oh, good!” she cut in. “I didn't want to say anything about Tom Ayrton being in another 
book first, in case you didn't have it.”
“Him showing up was a surprise too. Not as much as Nemo, but—”
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“Wait—” His previous list had finally sunk in. “Did you say that you read four books 
since we had dinner a week ago?”
“Oh, uh, yes. My friend Charlie stopped by twice this week 'stead of just once.” He 
hefted the rake higher on his shoulder. “Don't often read this many so quickly, but there's 
downtime at the shop sometimes, and I've been staying up later than I should.”
“Here, let me take the bucket.” Elisabeth stopped and held out her hand, feeling guilty for 
making him uncomfortable.
Bert stopped too. After a second's hesitation, he held the bucket out toward her, easing 
his fingers off the handle as she got a better grip on it.
“My grandmother used to scold me for reading after bedtime,” Elisabeth told him as they 
continued walking. “Once, I thought I was being clever by blocking the light from the candle 
with a pillow. When I heard the floorboards creak outside my door, I blew the flame out and then 
pretended to be asleep.”
“She catch you anyways?”
“Yes. She checked the wax to see if it was still warm.”
Bert grinned. “My mama used to check the height of the candles to see how much I'd 
used 'em.”
“We never stood a chance,” Elisabeth sighed, shaking her head.
He laughed. It was a nice laugh, shaking through his stomach and shoulders, lighting his 
face up.
They'd reached the road, where Bert had to turn left and Elisabeth had to go right.
“See you at dinner tomorrow?” he asked.
“Yes. We can talk more about Verne then.”
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Good.
They both lingered, wanting to say more, or wanting the other to say more, but then 
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